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ABSTRACT

The primary aim of this practicum was to build on a needs assessment and

develop and deliver a training curriculum for family intervention workers. A second

goal was to enhance family preservation services at southwest wnnipeg chitd and

Famity Services by providing a training program to ¡ntervent¡on workers curfently

involved in working with families. A third aim was to evaluate the training program.

ln order to assist with the development of a relevant training prograrn' a

better understanding of the role of the family intervention worker and their needs

was required. A prac{icum comPleted by my colleague, Dawn Donnelly,

addresses these issues and is titl€d, 'A Needs Assessment in preparation for a

Training Program for family intervention workers at an urban Child Wetfare

Agency." My report utilized needs assessment informat¡on in the design' delivery

and evaluation of a training program curriculum. The title of th¡s praclicum is,

"Building on a Needs Assessment: the Development and Delivery of a Training

Curriculum for famity intervention workers'¡
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 AIMS OF THE STUDY

The primary aim of this study was to build on a needs assessment and

develop and deliver a training curriculum for family intervention workers. A second

goal was to enhance family preservation services at Southwest Winnipeg Child and

Family Services by providing a training program (the intervention) to family

intervention workers (the clients) currently involved in working with families. A third

aim was to evaluate thê training program.

1.2 INTRODUCTION

This practicum was completed as part of a ¡o¡nt venture with fellow M.S.W.

student, Dawn Donnelly. The praclica are presented separately but are closely

related to each other. Each practicum has a ditferent focus of study but many of

the methods, activ¡ties and decisions were completed jo¡ntly. Our "joint" projecls

began with Dawn completing an extens¡ve needs assessment process. Her aim

was to gather information about what type of training would be most beneficial to

family intervent¡on workers employed by Southwest Winnipeg Child and Family

Services. We used the needs assessment survey data, conclusions drawn from

the l¡terature on family preservation practice and our understanding of the activities

involved in the family intervention worker role to formulate three training
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program object¡ves. Areas of possible curriculum content gathered from the

needs assessment surveys were grouped under each objeclive. Through this

procêss Dawn and I converted needs assessment data into program objeclives,

I then became primarily responsible for: selecting, organizing and sequencing

curriculum content and designing an instruclional process or strategy. Dawn and

I jointly created a program evaluation process.

1.3 EXPECTED EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS

I had several expectations of this practicum of study. Primarily I wantêd to

be involved in the design, delivery and evaluation of a well planned tra¡ning

program for family intervention workers. lt was hoped that family preservation

seryices at Southwest Winnipeg Child and Family Services would be enhanced by

involving family intervention workers in a program relevant to their needs. The

achievement of these objectives, by completing a practicum of study' would

hopetully provide me with the following educational benefits:

1) To gain a greater understanding of the theory and practice of adult

education and adult education tra¡n¡ng programs.

2) To gain a greater understanding of the theory of family preservat¡on

practice and the unique role of the family intervention worker ¡n that

service.
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3)Tolearnhowtoincorporateneedsassessmentdataintothedesign

of a training Program.

4|Todevelopmyskillsindesigninganddeliveringanadulteducation

training Prograrn.

5) To gain a greater understanding of the family intervention worker's

uniquerolesinachildwelfaresettingandoftheirparticulartraining

needs relevant to family preservation pract¡ce'

To develop my skills and understanding of evaluating a training

program by: creating administering and analyzing an evaluation

process, :

This chapter will discuss my curfent level of skill and knowledge in each of

these areas at ths t¡me the pracl¡cum began. The final chapter of the practicum

will discuss how my skill and knowledge grew in relauon to lhese learning goals.

My initial understanding of the theory and practice of adult education was

very limited. lhad facilitated or attended various workshops and faining programs

that lwoutd consider adult education activities. However, I had not given much

thought to the theory or prac{ice behind such courses. I also had no experience

with anatyzing or utililng needs assessment data when designing a training

program. ln my work at southwest child and Family services I have been

responsible for designing and delivering some trainíng in the area of famity

dynamics. The needs of the training grouP were determined by discussions with
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my supervisor and a few colleagues and by my own knowledge base. lwas

awafe that a needs assessment pfocess was an "ideal' practice when designing

a progfam. However, I viewed the needs assessment process as cumbersome

and unrealistic to complete given time demands. I had some experience and skills

in developing and delivering a training program. These skills were basic and not

organized into a comprehensive repetoire. That is, my experience did not involve

a well planned process of design and delivery. As previously mentioned, needs

assessment data was not gathered as a beginning step, program objectives were

not developed and the training was built on pieced together bits of relevant

cuniculum content. My previous exPerience involved little understanding of the

sequence or integrated steps involved in designing and delivering a pfogram

cuniculum. My experience with evaluat¡ng a training program was also very

limited. My previous experience involved developing a brief questionnaire asking

people to comment on their satisfaction with the train¡ng program. I did not view

the evaluation process as tied to the development and evaluation of program

objectives. I also had a limited understanding of how a trainer's observations and

discussions with participants could be used as useful evaluation data.

Finalty, I felt I had a good understanding of the unique role of agency tarnily

intervention workers. However, my knowledge was based on my previous

experience ¡n working with a few of the intervention workers. lwas aware that ürey

had some skills that were different than mine and that they were able to become
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more intensely involved with families than agency social workers. I was not dear

about what qualities or skills were unique to these workers or how their role could

complement and enhance all aspects of the delivery of service to families. That

is, I had a limited view of the teaming potential that could occur between a social

worker and an íntervention worker. Before beginning this praclicum I also had a

very basic understanding of the family intervention ac{ivities or roles that would be

considered family preservation prac'tice. I hoped to broaden my knowledge in all

of these areas through my Practicum experience'



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE:

ADULT EDUCATION.THEORY AND PFACTICE

2.0.1 lNTRODUCTlON

Th¡s l¡terature review chapter will present information regarding the theory

and practice of adutt education relevant to this practicum. The material reviewed

will include models of cuniculum design for adult learners'

2.0.2 ADULT EDUCATION DEFINED

The field of adult education is diverse, complex and broad. The literatufe

reviewed in this area reveals much variety in the definition and understanding of

üe concept of adult education. There appears to be some general agreement

that a dis{¡nclion must be made between the term adult education and lhE

education ol adults. According to Percival (1993) the educattn of adults refers

to all of the organized and purposeful attemPts by adults to learn or to be assisted

in learning. selman and Dampier (1991) view adult education as a less inclusive

term lhat refers to learning activities that have been designed especially for adults'

courlney (1989) offers a more comprehensive definition that is perhaps more
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relevanttothispracticum'ThisdefìnitionconsiderstheimportancEoflhe

purposesbehindactivitiesandtheconteritwithinwhichthepractitionerworks.

Adutt education ¡s an intervention into the ordinary business of life - an

intervention whose immediate goal is change, in knowledge or ln

competence. An adult educator is one, essentia|ly, who is skilled at making

such interventions (P.24).

This definition of adult education was helpful to the evaluation process of

thispraclicum.Courtney's(1989)viewthatthegoalofanadulteducation

intefvent¡on ¡s to create changes in participants' knowledge or competence'

contfibuted to creating pre and post test instruments that attemPted to measure

changes in knowledge. However, we chose not to try to measure changes in

participants'competence. lnstead changes in attitudes related to the curriculum

content were measured. Although courtney's (1989) definition did not include

attitudes as a measure of change, we would argue that this is a relevant measure

aswell.Adutteducationpartic¡Pants'knowledge,attitudesandskilllevel(or

competence) can be viewed as relevant and felated to each other' lt was decided

that evaluation instruments would be designed to measure changes in participants'

knorvledgeandattitudesbeforeandafterthetrainingprogramwascompleted.

This decision was based on the belief that changes in competence and skill level
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ar€ diffict¡lt to measufe and beyond the scope of the tra¡ning program mat€rial.

The curriculum did not attempt to assess comPetence dkectly by reviewing

workers' prac{¡ce. our goal was lo increase participants' competence by

improving their attitudes and knowledge.

A final consideration ¡s a definition of the term aduh. ln 1976 UNESCO

created a comprehensive and inclusive definition of adult education lhat was

accepted by the canadian comm¡ssion for UNESCO in 1980. UNESCO's (1980)

definition considers adult education to apply to the "entire body of organized

educational processesu (p.3) that adults formally or informally part¡cipate. tt

describes the adult education process in the following manner'

. . . . whereby persons regarded as adults by the society to which they

belong develop their abilities, enrich their knowledge, improve theirtechnical

or professional qualifications or turn them in a new direction and bring

about changes in their attitudes or behav¡ours . . . (UNESCO' 1980' p'3)'

This uNESCO (1980) definition supports the notion that the adutt education

process involves influencing participants' abilities, knowledge' att¡tudes or

behaviours.

For the purposes of this practicum adults will be viewed as 'þersons

regarded as adults by the society to which they belong" (UNESCO' 1980' p'3)'

ln our adult education training context this refers to anyone over eighteen years

of age otrrently employed as a family intervention worker with wnnipeg child and
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Family services, southwest wnnipeg Area. The delfnition of adult educat¡on lhat

will guide this practicum is a combination of the various views previously

discussed. The training program, curriculum and evaluat¡on will be viewed as an

organized and purposetul intervention designed especially for the family

intervention workers at Southwest Winnipeg Child and Family Services. lt is hoped

that the lraining program will create changes among part¡cipants by enriching their

knowledge and changing their att¡tudes in relation to the various content areas of

the curriculum. I have proposed that changes in knowledge and attitudes are

related to changes in skill level. I share the view that a change in one area has an

impact and may result in change in the other areas. lt is beyond the scope of this

pract¡cum to show such a causal effect. The focus will be on measuring changes

in family intervention workers' knowledge and attitudes regarding content areas

covered in the training program curriculum, lt is hoped that "po6it¡ve" changes in

knowledge and attitudes will translate into "Posit¡ve" changes in family intervent¡on

prad¡ce or skill level. However, this relationship is difficuh to measure and longer

term more comprehensive follow-up measures would be needed to evaluate

ctranges ¡n intervention workers' practice skills.

2.0.3 PHILOSOPH¡ES OF ADULT EDUCATION

Elias and Merriam (1980) contend that ph¡losophy is ninterested in the

general principles of any phenomenon, object, process, or subject mattef (p.3).
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principles are defined as \he foundations or basic structures by whicft

phenomena, €vents, and realities afe understood" (Elias and Merriam, 1980: 3).

Percival (1993: 12) views theories as "an explanation of our observations about

some phenomenon and about how these observat¡ons relate to each other"

Theories, it can be argued provide'guidelines or principles for action" and Percival

contends that "a philosophy of adult educat¡on, then, is the theory behind what

you do as an adult educato/ (Percival, 1993; 12)'

The literature in this area of adult education stresses the importance of

developingapersonatphilosophyofadulteducationtounderstandandguide

what you do (Elias and Meniam, l98O; Hiemstra, 'f 988; Percival' 1993)' Percival

(1993:17)proposesthatsuclraphilosophyofadulteducationshouldcontaina

urational set of assumptions about adult education and its relationship to

individuals and to society" and should give direc'tion and purpose to the decisions

you make as an adult educator. Hiemstra (1988) supports this view and points ol'¡t

that one requirement of ethicat practice is having an understanding of why you do

what you do.

The following strategies are suggested by Percival (1993) to assist wÌth the

ongoing development of a personal philosophy of aduh education'

1. Read what others say about philosophical issues. Be careful not to

uncritically adopt what others believe, or what you lhink is "politicalty

corfect.u
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2. Attempt to write down your beliefs and assumptions' This helps to

expose weak links in your belief system'

3'Talktoyourcolleagues,experiencedadutteducators,andlearnersi

abouttheseissues.Again,thiscanbeusefulinhelpingyouto

reflect on Your beliefs.

4. Think about your own daytoday exper¡ences in praclica' Try to be

self-conscious about what you do; W not to make decisions based

on habitual ways of thinking and acting'

5.TrytocompteteHiemstfa,S(1988),.PersonatPhilosophyWorksheet,.

included as Appendix A. Hiemstra gives his students the worksheet

along with the suggestion that they follow one of three options,

outlined by Elias and Meniam (1980):

i) pick a philosophy that best fits w¡th your personal system of values ,

and beliefs; 
:

ii) opt for an eclectic approach and choose elements from different 
l

philosoPhies; or

iii) choose a philosophy as a framework but integrate elements from

other philosophies lhat are not ¡nconsistent with your basic position

(p.1e).
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ln determining my personal philosophy of aduh education I did not find

Hiemstra's (1988) "Personal Philosophy worksheet'to be particularly helptul. I

certainly agree that it is important to be aware of the personal beliefs and

assumptions that give direclion and purpose to your practice as an adult educator.

Such awareness is necessary for ethical practice. Creative thinking and allows you

to determine how integrated and consistent your practice is with the values and

beliefs that guide you. However, such statements as, 'What is reali$?" and the

uNaturg 0f being human.," are not questions that help me assess my personal

philosophy. I require a framework that presents various views on how people

change or learn in order to evaluate my own personal beliefs and assumptions.

ln order to describe and develop my personal philosophy of aduh education, I

reviewed a framework proposed by Merriam and Caffarella (1 991) and considered

three options for developing an adult educat¡on philosophy outlined by Elias and

Merr¡am (1980). Merriam and caffarella (1 991) present a framework that describes

four orientations to learn¡ng; behaviourist, cognitivist, humanist and social learning.

They explore and compare six aspects of each theory of learning. These aspects

include: learning theorists view of the learn¡ng Process, focus of learning

environment, purpose of education, teachef's role and manifestation in adult

learning. A copy of Merriam and catfarella's (1991) framework is includEd as

Appendix B of this pfacticum. ln reviewing this framework lchose elements ffom

the cognitivist, humanist and social learning orientation that fit best with my
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Personalsystemofvaluesandbeliefs.Usingthisprocessldevelopedthe

following philosophy of adutt education that is respectful and aware of adult

learners'needs and recognizes that the process of aduh learning should invotve

adults in planning their own learning with the facilitator acting as a guide and a

resource person. The following is an outline of some of the major aspects of my

personal philosophy of adult education.
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Personal Phllosophy of Adult Educatlon

Vieworrhe rearnins process c' 
lffiLîåli',llilfíïi"ï*r""
Processing' memory'

PercePtion)
h. - A Personal act to tuÌlill

Potent¡al
s.l. - lnteraction wilh and

observation of others in a
social conten.

Focus of learning environment h' ' Atfective and cognitive
s.l. - lnteraclion of Person'

behaviour and environment

Purpose of education c. 
ß:ä'B:nln"t'nt 

and skills to

h. - Become self'actualized,
autonomous

Teacher's rolE c, ' Structure content of learning
activ¡ty

h. - Facilitates development of
whole Person

s.l. - Models and guides new roles
and behaviour.

Manifestation in adult learning c. ' Cognitive development
h. - AndragogY
h. - Self-directed learning.

LEGEND: c. = cognitivist; h' = humanist; s'1. = social learning

Flgure 2-1
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This philosophy contr¡buted to the work in my practicum by guiding and

influencing howthe tfaining program was developed, designed and implemented.

First, the curriculum content was developed by considering four components of

the assessment of need: 1) my conclusions from reading the literature on family

preservation practice; 2) ths ac't¡v¡ties involved in the family intervention worker role

and the skills required to carry these out, 3) the needs for tfaining expressed in

the survey of family intervention workers, and 4) the needs for taining expressed

in the survey of agency social workers and managers. A list of possible course

content was proposed that considered information from these four needs

assessment areas. The resutt was an extensive l¡st that ¡ncluded information from

all of these areas of needs assessment. The decision regarding priorization and

selecl¡on of coursE content was guided by my philosophical beliefs regarding lhe

purpose of education, the teacher's role and the manifestation in adult learning.

As indicated in figure 2-1 my personal philosophy of aduh education illustrates a

belief that the teacher's role is to structure the content of the learning activity and

that participants' learning should be self-directed. These two conc€pts may come

¡nto conflict with each other in the learning environment. lt is my belief lhat sudt

a conflict can be resotved by the teacher taking responsibility for the overall

structure and content of the learning activþ and facilitating seffdirected adult

learning within that framework. The teacher should provide leadership and

direction regarding the inclusion and format of appropriate curriculum content and
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utilize various learning methods that draw on particìpants' knowledge that

responding to different adutt learning s$les. My role as one of the facil¡tatofs ¡n

such an adult learning process, was to structure the content of the learning activity

and to model and guide new rotes and behaviours by: developing three Úaining

program objectives, organizing possible areas of course content under each of

these objectives, explaining how the list was compiled, requesting that the adutt

learners priorize two areas of content under each objective; and facil¡tat¡ng the

group process of priorizing. lt was also hoped that this entire process would

facilitate self-directed learning by encouraging learners to choose the content

priorities and to devetop their capacity and skills to learn better by providing

information about program obiectives and a wide variety of relevant content under

each of these objectives. Partic¡pants were encouraged to think about what they

wanted to learn (curriculum content) and why those topics were important to them

(program objectives). This process was meaningful for the adult learners in

developing their personal awareness ¡n these arsas €ven if all of their indMdual

priorities were not included in the training pfogram content. second, leaming

experiences were organized that were reflective of all live aspecls of my personal

philosophy of adutt education. Learning experiences such as didactic

presentation, information given ¡n the form of handouts and audio visual material

and various experientialtechniques were utilized throughout the üaining program.
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The selection of these learning techniques were guided by and consistent with the

ma¡or aspects of my personal philosophy of adult education'

2,0.4 MOTIVAT¡ONS OF PARTICIPANTS

ln 1961 clril Houle conducted in-depth interviews with adult learners and

created a model of "motivational orientations". Houle's (1961) model groups adult

leamers' motivations to part¡cipate into three general categories; goal'oriented'

learning-oriented and activity-oriented. someone wanting to improvs their job

prospecls would be viewed as "goal-oriented", an individual who simply wants to

learn more about a particular subject area would be classified as "learning'

or¡ented" and a participant whose aim is to do something more productive with

their leisure t¡me would be seen as "act¡v¡ty-or¡ented". Ths agency context or

affiliation of this practicum learning activity likely influenced part¡cipants' mot¡vat¡ons

to take paft. The training program was conducted in a southwest winnipeg child

and Family services office with the suppoft and cooperation of agenry personnel

and managers. The program was designed for family intervention workers who

are contract employees and depend on agency contfacls for their livelihood.

These circumstances ¡mplicitly resulted in motivating ¡ntervention workers to

participate with the hope of improving their job prospecls (goal-oriented). lt was

made clear to family intervention workers through discussions and consent forms

(Appendix G), that part¡cipation was entirely voluntary and was not related to their
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job prospects. lt was necessary and ethical to emphasize this distinction; but the

implicit relationships between the agenry context and the training program

remained. From this perspective, it seems possible that most of the training

program participants would lall into Houle's first two categories of, goal-oriented

or learning-oriented. lt seems reasonable to assume that participants who

attended voluntarily and understood that their attendance would not influence lheir

present agency employment, would likely be learning-oriented. These workers

would be interested in learning more about the subject areas of the training

program regardless of improving their job prospects. This does not rule out the

possibility that some intervention workers may have viewed the training progfam

as doing something more producl¡ve w¡th their leisure time (act¡vity-oriented) since

they received no payment from the agency for their participation. According to

Percival (1993) research regarding reasons why adults participate in educational

activities is dominated by one finding, "that the single, most important reason for

participating in aduh education relates to the performance of everyday'Tasks and

obligations" (Johnstone and Rivera, 1965, cited in Percival, p.55), particulartythose

related to work (Darkenwald and Merriam, 1982, cited in Percival: 55)".

Both Houle's (1961) and Percival's (1993) models of adult leaming

motivation and the agency context of the training program indicate that the

learners in our course will likely fall into the goal-oriented or learning'or¡er¡ted

types. our expectat¡ons about the motivat¡onal orientations of the pafticipants
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atfected the cuniculum design and delivery process' Specifically' we needed lo

make sure that lhe curriculum subiect areas reflected toPics of interest expressed

by intervention workers and that the curriculum was relevant tp their work we

also needed to €nsure that the cont€nt delivered was made relevant and easily

integrated with the everyday tasks and responsibilities of their jobs. This process

involved having participants choose progran content priorities and by organilng

experiential learning activities which included role plays, groups discussion, casE

examples and skill bu¡lding exerc¡ses.

2.0.5. POSSIBLE BARFIERS TO PARTICIPATION

An ¡ndirect way of v¡ewing motivation to participate ¡s to study possible

barriers that impede participation. For adult learners to be motivated participants

is one thing, to be prevented from participating due to cost, personal diffict¡tties

or lack of encouragement, is another. cross (1981) suggests that there are three

general $pes of barriers that can account for nonparticipation'

- situational barriers: These relate to an individual's partianlar

circumstances at a given time.

- Dispositional barriers: These relate to the individual's att¡tudg towards self

and learning'
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- lnstitut¡onal barriers: These relate to policies and procedures of the

instÌtution that make participation ditficult or impossible (Percival, 1993,

P.56).

Using Cross' (1981) categories it seems that all the types of barriers may

have impeded partic¡pat¡on in our practicum educational activity. some motivated

family intervention workers may have been limited by their low interest ¡n organized

leæning situations (dispositional banier), some motivated participants may have

experienced family commitments or other particular c¡rcumstancLs that prevented

them from attending (situational barrier) and since the 
"nrn" 

n ", 
unable to

compensate participants financially for time spent during training some contract

workers may have been unable to forgo paid employment hours for unpaid

training hours (institutional barrier)'

Cross' (1982) formulation of possible barriers to participation had some

effect on our approach to developing and delivering training. we did not attempt

to explore or evaluate what barriers prevented some of the family intervention

workers ffom part¡cipating in training. we did attempt to address some of thE

possible inst¡tutional barriers to Participat¡on. First, all ¡ntervent¡on workers were

included in the needs assessment process and the training program was open to

the entire group of workers regardless of job classification (family ¡ntervent¡on

worker, homemaker or driver) or types of contracts they work with. We also
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advocated with both the family intervention coordinators and agency management

tocompensateparticipantsfinanciallyfortimespentattendingtfaining.Wewere

not successful in obtaining any financial contribution lrom the agency. Lack of

financial compensation etfected the delivery of our training Program by making us

aware that we needed to be flexible about our attendance expectations and that

the training needed to be del¡vered during time periods that would least interfere

with peak contract hours of work. The attendance facftor effected the curriculum

dellvery since the group of participants changed in size and composition from

week to week. This faclor made h necessary to design and deliver a curr¡c{¡lum

that was flexible, open to on'going group input regarding priorizing and which

attempted to cover complete areas of content during each training session' This

factor also resulted ¡n an emphasis on written material being available to allow

participants to have access to course content covered in training sessions they

were unable to attend.

2.0.6. ADULT DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING

Sincetheprimaryaimofthispract¡cumwastoplan,designandimplement

an adult education lraining program, it seems relevant to consider how our

prograî can take into account the importance of learning in adutthood and the

preferences adults demonstrate for learning act¡vities. As previously discussed,

all of our potential adult learners will be over 18 years of age and will be "persons
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regardedasaduhsbythesocietytowhichtheybelong"(UNEsco'1980'p.3)'

Anne Percivat (1993) has reviewed the literature regarding adult development and

proposes that "a general consensus about what adutt development is and what

goals it serves", is missing from that body of theory and research (p'60)' Some

theorists view aduh development as age-specific (Levinson, 1986), others ¡n terms

of linear, sequential stages (Erickson, 1982); and Havighurst (1972) sees

developmental needs as stemming from the tasks and sociaì'roles that adults

perform.

Aduh learning and learning in general is often viewed as an outcome that

can b8 witnessed by a change in behaviour. This view of learning does not

account for learning which occurs but for some reason is not acted upon. Percival

(lgg3) contends that most contemporary definitions of learning include the

concept that ',learning can involve potential change'. Hergenhahn's ('1988)

definition of learning is an example which includes the idea of potential as well as

actual change in behaviour.

Learning is a relatively permanent change in behaviourlor in behavioural

potentiality that results from experience and cannot be attributed to

temporary body states such as those induced by illness, fatigue, or drugs

(Hergenhahn, 1988: 7)'
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Hergenhahn's (1988) view of adutt learning was helpful to the practicum's

evaluation process and in recognÞ¡ng that the delivery of our training program

could involve a process of learning that could not be measured by a behaviour

change in participants. This definition of adult learning is consistent with

Courtney's (1989) theory of adutt education which stresses that aduh education

is an intervention whose goal is to change learners' knowledge or comPetence.

I have previously explained how Gourtney's (1989) view of adut.çducation shaped

our curriculum's design, delivery and evaluation. Hergenhahn's (1988) definition

of adutt learning had a similar impact. The curriculum was designed and del¡vered

to enrich participants' knowledge and change their attitudes ¡n rêlation to the

content areas covered. Pre and post-test evaluation instruments were constructed

to measure changes in respondents'knowledge and attitudes. We did not attempt

to directly measure changes in the skill level of family intervention workers by

reviewing their practice. Our goal was to increase partic¡pants' skills by improving

lhier knowledge and att¡tudes. Hergenhahn's (1988) definition supports the view

that thg process of adutt learning includes learning that oc-curs but for som€

reason is not acted upon, learning that invofves a potential change in parlicipants.

Our training program was designed to influence learners' attitudes and enrich their

knowledge. We hoped to see actual changes in these areas through our

evaluation measur€s. Changes in participants' skill levels or behaviour were
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viewed as "potential changes,, that could be related to their changes in attitudes

and enriched knowledge from completing the training program'

This literature review views learning as a process as well as an outcome'

Theof¡esthatattempttoexplainwhatactuallyhappenswhenlearningtakesplace

(the process) are relerred to as tearning theories (Percival' 1993)' Merriam and

Gatfarella (1991) group general learning theories ¡nto four major orientations:

- the behaviourist orientation

- the cognitive orientation

- the humanist orientation

- the social learning or¡entation'

These orientations are defined in detail in Appendix B. 'l have previously

discussed how each of these or¡entations philosophically influenced the design

and delÌvery of our training curriculum. ì

Accprd¡ng to Merriam and caffarella (1991) any theory of adult learning can

bE seen to draw basic assumptions about learning from one of lhese orientations.

percival (1993) contends that ahhough there have been several attempts to

construct lheories of adult learning, there is no one general theory about adult

learning which is widely accepted. Malcolm Knowles (1980) has constructed a

theory of adult learning that is viewed as one of the most influential (Percival,
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1g93). The concept of andragogy orthe "art and science of helping adults learn"

was developed by lhowles (1980, p.43). Andragogy assumes that all adult

learners share four common chafacteristics'

1. As adutts mature, their seff'concept moves from one of being a

dependent personality toward being a self'directed human being.

They accumulate a growing reservoir of experience that becomes an

increasingly rich resource for learning.

Their readiness to learn becomes or¡ented increasingly to the

developmental tasks of their social roles.

Their time perspective changes from one of postponed application

of knowledge to ¡mmediacy of application and, accordingly' their

or¡entation toward learning shifts from being subject-centred to being

performance or problem-centred (1980, p.44'45).r.

According to Knowles (1980) these common character¡st¡cs havs

implications for the practice of how aduh education programs should be designed,

implemented and evaluated. Knowles (1980) identifies the following implications

for adutt education Praclice.
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The learning climat€: Both the physical and the psycftological

environment of learning should be consructed to'make adults feel

physically comfortable and at ease and psychologically accepted'

respected, and suPPorted.

Diagnosis of needs: Since an adult's needs for self'direction is in

direct conflis't w¡th the traditional, directive role of lhe teacher, adults

need to be involved in the diagnosis of their own needs for learning'

Knowles suggests that facilitators: (a) construct a model of the

competencÌes or characteristics required to achieve a given ideal of

performance; (b) help learners assess their present level of

competenc¡es in light of the model; and (c) help learners to measure

the gaps between the¡r present competencies and those required by

lhe model.

The planning process: Learners should be involved in the process

of planning their own learning with the facilitator acting as a guide

and a resource Person.

Conducting learning experiences: The learning'teaching transadion

is a mutual responsibility of learners and teachers. The teacher's role

is redefined as facil¡tator, guide, catalyst, and resourcE person.

Evaluation ol learning: Since the ultimate sign of disrespect for an

adult is to be judged by someone else, learners should be involved
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in a process of self-evaluation. Teachers help learners to assess thE

progress they are making toward their educational goals' Evaluation

is a process of assisting learners in the re'diagnosis of learning

needs.

6. Emphasis on experiential techniques: ExperiencE makes adults a

rich resource for learning; ¡nstruclional methods that draw on

learners' exper¡ence should be used - for example, group

discussion, the case method, cr¡t¡cal-¡ncident exercises, role playing'

skill-praclice exercises, and simulation.

7. Emphasis on prac{ical application: Adutts shotdd be assisted to

relate learning experiences to the¡r life'situations.

8. Unfreezing and learning to learn from experience: Adults should be

assisted to free their minds of preconcept¡ons and to reflect on and

learn from their experiences (1980, p'4S51).

Knowles' (1980) concept of andragogy and his view of how the common

characteristics of adult learners impact adutt educat¡on practice, are generally

consistent with my personal philosophy of adult education. Most of Ktowles'

(1980) implications for adult education praclice served as addit¡9"nal philosophical

guidelines to the development, del¡very and evaluation of the training curriq¡lum.

My approach to developing and designing a training curriculum differed from the

lûrowles (1980) modet ¡n two very ¡mportant ways. As previously discussed, ldid
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not construct a modet of competencies for family intervention workers or help

learners assess their present tevel of competencies in light of that model.

Secondly,theevaluationprocessdidnotincludeidentityinggapsinparticipants

competencies by constructing individual educational goals and helping learners

evaluate their progress towards those goals. My process of designing, developing

and evaluating a training program was informed by needs assessment information

from four ares. First, my conclusions from reading the literatur€ on family

preservation praclice. second, my knowledge of the activities involved in the

family intervention worker role and the skills required to carry thdse out' Third' the

training needs expressed in the survey of family intervention workers. Fourlh, thg

needs for training expressed in the survey of agency social workers and

managers. lnformation from these four sources shaped the program objectives,

the cuniculum content and the evaluation pfocess for the training program.

Knowles' (1980) views regarding: the learning climate; the planning process;

conducting learning experiences; emphasis on experiential techñiques; emphasis

on praclical application; and unfreezing and learning from experience were helpful

during my design and delivery process. Gare was taken that the learning

environment was physically comfortable by choosing a room that was comfortable

andlargeenoughforthegroup.Bothfacilitatorshelpedtoensurea

psychologically appropr¡ate learning climate by setting the stage lnitialty by

discussing and developing some group guidelines for mutual fespect'
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confident¡ality and the focus on course objecl¡ves. This d¡mats was reinforced

throughout the training by: utilizing learning methods that encouraged group

input; by emphasizing that intefÏention workers possessed a great deal of valuable

experience and relevant knowledge; and by reminding participants that each

person's opinions and comments were valued and respected. Knowles' (1980)

opinions regarding the planning process were implemented lhroughout the training

program by having the group priorize two areas of content under each objective

and by seeking part¡cipants' ¡nput at the end of each session regarding curriculum

content for the next session. Both Dawn and I acted as facilitators and resources

by providing information on chosen content areas and by facilÌtating group

discussions to integrate subject mater¡al with the tasks and job functions of family

intervention workers. This process ensured that the learning'teaching tfansaction

was a mutual responsibility. Throughout the training program experiential learning

techniques such as role play, group discussion, case examples and skill-practice

exercises were used to draw on participants' knowledge and to ensurs that the

curricutum content had pract¡cal apPlication to the job of family intervent¡on worker.

Unfreezing and learning to learn from experience were encouraged by introducing

conc€ptrs such as family systems theory and contrast¡ng that model with a

psycfrodynamic or individualfocused approach. Participants were encouraged to

explore their preconceptions of individualty focused treatment and to discuss how

they could work with an individual family member from a systemic perspective.
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2.0.7. FACILITATING ADULT LEARNING

Knowles'(1980)generaltheoryofadultlearningandtheconclusionshe

draws regarding practice, can be viewed as providing a philosophical or

fheoretical guide to the developm€nt of an aduk education program. The nsxt

step is to consider some of the principles of practice that can provide a framework

for the creation of an etfective teaching and learning encounter. According to

percival (1993) much of the l¡terature regarding principles of practice is derived

from humanisticl orientations. ln general, such theorists as'Brookfield (1986),

Knowles (1980) and loox (1986) write from a humanistic perspeclive. Galbraith

(1991)arguesthatsuchhumanisticwr¡tingssupportthenot¡on'thatameaningful

adult learning encounter involves a transaction betrveen facilitatprs and learners

that is ,'active, challenging, collaborative, critically reflexive, and transformingl (p'1)'

Adult education activities should be viewed as democratic, leErner'centered and

should encourage a'îree and open discussion of beliefs, valuès and praclices"

(Percival, 1993, P.67).

Brookfield (198ô) identifies six principles of effective adutt learning praclice

that apply to teaching-learning transadions, program planning, cuniculum

development and instruc't¡onal design.

I Please refer to

Orientations to L,earningrr,

hunanistic orientatlon.

Àppendix B titled trFour

for an explanation of
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Participation in tearning is voluntary; adults have the freedom to

choose the educational activities in whictr they become invoþed'

Etfective practica is characterÞed by respect for one another's self-

worth; challenge and criticism are important to educational activities

but they should not denigrate or embarrass participants'

Facilitation is collaborative and Part¡cipatory; participants should be

engaged in the process of diagnosing needs, setting objectives'

determining curriculum and methodologies, and developing

evaluation criteria and procedures, 
t..

Praxis, which involves a continual and collaborative process of ac{ion

and reflection on action, is central to etfective facilitation'

An important goal of facilitation is to encourage critically rellective

thinking; adults become aware that meaning is socially constructed,

and by examining habitual ways of th¡nking and acling' they are

encouraged to explore new ways of thinking and acting'

The aim of facilitation is to encourage setf-dirested, empowered

adults; the essence of a successful teachinglearning transaction is

to help aduh learners assume increasing independence and

responsibility for thek own learning and subsequent act¡ons

(Brookfield, 1986, cited in Percival, 1993, p. 67-68)'
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Brookfield's (1986) principles of effective adult learning practice are

consistent with other theories previously discussed and with my personal

philosophy of aduh education. overall, his principles encourage respectful critical

reflective thinking and invite learners to assume inøeasing independence and

responsibility for their own learning and subsequent actions. The previous

example of introducing systems theory in the curriculum content, encouraging

critically reflexive thinking by contrast¡ng systems theory assumptions and beliefs

with psychodynamic theory and requesting that participants consider how they

might work with an individual family member from a systemic perspeciive;

illustrates how Brookfield's (1986) principles influenced the design and delivery of

the training Program curriculum'

Brookñeld (1986) also advocates that adult learning is a voluntary proc€ss

since adults have the freedom to choose the educational activ¡ties in which they

become involved, This principle required some attention since our training

program took place within an agency conte)d that was likely interpreted by some

¡ntervention workers as not completely voluntary. This factor has been previously

discussed regarding the motivation of Participants. ln order to ensure lhat

attendance was voluntafy we emphasized this concept in our discussions with

intervention workers and in our discussions with other agency personnel. When

meet¡ng wilh the agenry director, the resource unit supervisor and the family

intervent¡on coordinators we clarified that our training program was not designed
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to €valuate intervention workers job performance or to influence the assignment

of agenry contfacts. These princìples were emphasized to intervent¡on workers

before and during the training program and on our consent forms (þpendix c).

As the consent form indicates, respondents were also told that: participation is

entirely voluntary; any data gathered will be confidential in nature; any information

or data gathered will be stored away from the agency and will be destroyed at the

end of our pracl¡cum; and information gathered with respect to participants'

knowledge will be used str¡ctly for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of

the program. ln addition, expectations regarding total attendance wefe made

llexible to realistically fit with intervent¡on contfact work. Confidentiality was also

stressed throughout the training program with agreement that any information

shared by participants would remain with the group.

2.0.8. ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

$
perctual (1993) states that the program development process "is generally

depicted as a ser¡es of steps or elements that, taken together, encompass all of

the tasks and decisions necessary to design and implement adult education

activities" (p.80). sork and Gaffarella (1989) propose a basic six-step model of

program development:
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1) analyze the planning context and the client system

2l assess needs

3) develoP Program obiecltues

4l formulate instructional Plan

5) formulate administrative Plan

6) design a program evaluation plan (p.23a).

Although this framework is presented in a linear fashion, the literature (sork

and catfarella, 1989 and Percival, 1993) stresses lhe importance of viewing

program development as an interaclive and cyclical process. This model was

helpful in providing a framework to organize my program development tasks. My

tasks were interaciive, cyclical and built on four areas of needs assessment

information. First, the agency context and the client system were analyzed by

look¡ng at: potential training progfam participants; the agency setting and oth€r

relevant context íssues. Next, needs were assessed using four. major sOurces of

information: our conclusions from reading the l¡terature on family preservation

practice; the act¡vities involved in the family intervention worker role and thE skills

required to carry these out; the needs for training expressed in.Dawn's survey of

family intervention workers; the needs for training expressed in Dawn's survey of

agency social workers and managers. Third, the needs assessment information

was used to formulate three training Program objeAives. The instructional plan
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was formulated by grouping possible areas of cuniculum content under each

objective and having the group of training participants priorize two areas of

content lor each program objective. The curriculum was further designed to suit

the priorized areas of content and the participant system. The instructlonal plan

continued to be adapted throughout the time the cunículum was delivered to the

train¡ng group. We followed the priorized curriculum content áreas and allowed

additional time for topics that created more group discussion and interest, we

wanted our content to be responsive to the group and allow opportunities for

participanæ to discuss its' retevance to the role of family intervention worker.

Formulating an administrative plan basically involved discussing and obtaining

agency agreement and support. The next step was to develop an apPropriatg

registration process. Our administrative tasks did not include developing an

educational budget, since we had none, or marketing our program, sinc€ our client

group was very specific and the¡r ¡nterest was a¡oused through the needs

assessment process. The sixth and final step involved designing a program

evaluation plan. This process involved determining how we hoped our training

progran would influence partic¡pants. We then developed pre and post tes{

instrumentrs that sought to measure changes in participants. Finally' we developed

an evaluation of training program questionnaire that would measure client

satisfaction with that course content, the instructors and the format. ln this



questionnaire we also asked a ser¡es of open ended qr"rtion, to gather some

qualitative information from respondents.

Lewis and Dunlop (199'l) have studied aduh education program delivery.

They stress the ¡mpoftance of identitying indicators that can be assoc¡ated with

program success. They have found that the five most ¡mportant indicators

associated with successful adult education Programs ¿¡re:

1) high demand for Program

2) participants were satisfied

3) increased visibility/credibility/goodwill

4) significant partic¡pant learning occurred

5) high level of participant involvemenVinterest (p.19'22).

These researchers believe that once indicators of program success are

identified they can be associated w¡th factors that contribute to success and 
,

failure. Lewis and Dunlop (1991) have found the following factors are most often j

associated with successful programs:

1) t¡mely/relevanV¡nnovat¡vetopic

2l effective instructor skills

:'3) good instructional design . i

4) good program planning/effeclive planner

5) goodinstructionaldesign/content þ.1$22)'
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parts of Lewis and Dunlop's (1994) model were helptul in formulatirg our

program evaluation. We selected two indicators of program success from their list

that we fett were most relevant to our Praciicum context. These indicatoft¡ wer6,

,,participants wer€ sat¡sfied" and "significant participant learning otcurred." The first

indicator informed the questions that were formulated on our evaluation of training

prograrn questionnaire which attempted to measure satisfaction levels of

participants. The second indicator informed our pre and post test instruments that

were designed to measufe changes in participants' knowledge and attitudes. All

of the factors associated with program success identified by Lewis and Dunlop

(l ggl 
) were used to develop our client satisfaction or program evaluation measure.

This questionnaire asked respondents to rate how limely and relevant the course

clntent was to their work; how etfeclive the instructors' skills were; how well thE

training program was organized; how effeclive was the instrucl¡onal design (were

handout materials integrated and were prac'tical applications of course mater¡al

illustrated); and how satisf¡ed were they with the tfaining program format.

2.0.9. DEVELOPING A CURRICULUM .

Designing and delivering a traìning Program curriculum was a cenÍal aim

of this practicum. A trainÌng curriculum can be v¡ewed as th8 total package of

learning act¡vities designed to achieve the objeclives of the training program. The

literature often refers to a cuniculum as an instructional plary'design.
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Accord¡ng to Cranton (1989), the ¡nstruclional design process invoþes the

following kinds of act¡vit¡es.

f ) Preparing instruclional objeclives: Program objec'tives may be fairly

detailed and require little modification, or they may be general and

broad and require detailed specification'

Selecling and sequencing the content This may require the

program developer to conduc't a task analysis or a procedural

analysis to determine the hierarchy of skills or the ordering of steps

involved in learning.

Designing the instructional process or strategiy: This process

involves the select¡on of instructional methods as well as the teaching

materials and the media that are selec{ed.

Designing evaluation procedures for lhe educatìonal activity: Of

concern here is determining whether or not learners achieved the

instruclional objectives. The methods used will depend upon the

nature of the intended learning and can range from tormal test¡ng to

self-report assessments by learners, (cited in Percival, 1993, P.10È

fin.
Cranton's (1989) model was most helptul to the process of designing an

instruclional strategy and selecting instructional methods for our.training program.

As previously discussed, three broad program obiectives were developed from the

4)
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needs assessment information and possible content areas were grouped under

each objective. ln designing our instruct¡onal strategy we chose instructional

melhods that consisted of face-to-face group'based l€cture and discussion' This

format was based on our own comfort level and familiarity with these instfuctional

methods and our assessment that these methods were well suited to the

participants as well as the agency context. Our assessment of the group of famity

¡ntervent¡on workers indicated that these are ded¡cated, hard working individuals

who work intensively with clients in difficutt and complex situat¡ons. We felt these

workers would be most responsive and comfortable in a learning env¡ronment

where instructors deah with them face-to'face rather than primarily having them

view video tapes or listen to audio tapes. We also were aware that the agency

context for their contract work often resulted in family ¡ntervention workers feeling

isolated and cut otf from one another. For this reason we chose a groupbased

didactic and discussion learning format rather than an individual delivery. We also

wished to colleclively draw on part¡c¡pants' knowledge and experience to relate our

course material to the job of family intervention worker. The group discussion

format helped to reveal common themes and shared experiences and concerns

among these workers. Participants were able to share knowledge and offer

support to each other. We felt the group process helped to decrease feelings of

isolation and enhanced positive feelings of membership within the group of family

intervention workers that Part¡cipanted in our training.
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Sork and Caffarella (1989) otfer some guidelines that were useful for

selecting and sequencing content.

First, provide a framework for learners to assist them in organÞing their

learning. Second, where possible, start w¡th material that may be familiar

to the learners so their experience and background can become a part of

the learning process, And third, where applicable, integrate praclice

applications as part of each learning segment (p. 239).

These general guidelines were followed when selecting and sequencing our

cuniculum content. ln our early sessions we provided a framework for learners

to ass¡st them in organizing their learning by presenting some broad program

objeclives and requesting that participants priorize two areas of content under

each objeclive. We also introduced material that focused on: the h¡stor¡cal

context of family intervention; the present agency context of family intervention; the

future vision of family intervention and the unique role of the family intervent¡on

worker. We then began to introduca curriculum content that was familiar to

learners and their experience such as: the values, beliefs and ethics of

intervention workers; separation and attachment issues in the child welfare context

and abuse issues in the child welfare contelrÍ, ln our later training sessions we

.þ
I
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presented material that would be new or less familiar to participants such as:

family systems theory; struc'tural family theory; family lile cycle theory; lheories of

,'heatthy, or ,,normal', families; solution focused theory and cultural awareness

lssues. Throughout our training program we facilitated the ¡ntegration of prac{ice

applications through group discussion and various experiential [earning methods.



CHAPTER 3

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATUHE:

FAMILY PRESERVATION PRACTICE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter of the l¡terature review will consider literature regarding the

theory and practice of family preservation services or famity-centered intervention

in the child welfare context'

:
i

¡g'2cHILoWELFAREANDFAMILYcENTEREDINTERVENTIoN
:

i Child welfare agencies have traditionally cared for children assessed as "in

:

lneedofprotec1¡on.'byprovidingasubstitutelivingarrangement,eitherafoster
;

i family or group care. During the past f¡fteen years or more, family'centered, home' '

a

i Oased segces have emerged as an important attemative to out of home

ij placement of children in the child wetfare field. ln 1986, Hutchison reported 238 
I

: sucù programs, taking a number of forms and serving a var¡ety of populations'

]

: 'Ihese programs were listed in 1986 by the National Resource center on Family

ij Based services. There appears to be an absence of a commonly accepted

:

j criterion lor distinguishing family-centered, home'based services from other l

: placement prevention efforts (Frankel, 1988). Frankel (1988) points out that, in :

t
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.1988 there were at least one hundred €ighty separate programs in thE united

Statesthatdefinedthemselvesasfamily.centered,home.basedservices.Susan

Morton (1993) cunently identifies more than two hundred intensive family

preservat¡on ProgralÌìs across the United States' She (1993) recognizes that these

programs reffect a wide range of prac't¡ce approaches and that seMces are

delÍveredinavarietyofsettingsincludingchildwelfare,mentalhealthandjwenila

justice.

A review of the literature in this area reveals that family-centered plac€ment

Pfeventionservicesseemtobgarecentandrapidlygrowingareaofcftildwelfare

practice.Morton(.1993)statesthat,.'asweenterthêlastdecadeofthe20th

centuryitwouldappearthatfamilypreservationisheretostay.,(p'13).Frankel

(f988)arguesthatthereisanincreased¡nterestand¡nvestmentindevelop¡ng

childwelfareservicesaimedatfamilypreservationinresponsetopublicand

professional criticism of traditional child welfare services, economic pressufes

facing child weffare agencies and united states legislative initiatives such as the

AdoptionAssistanceandChildWetfareAcioflgS0(PublicLawgÈ272).ThisAct'

longawaitedbythoseinthechildwetfarefield,wasintendedtoprovidefederal

support in the following areas:

a)preventingout.of-homeplacementandreunitingseparatedfamilies;

b) keeping biotogical parents informed about and involved wih their

children in fost€r care; and
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c)makingandr€viewingcaseplanswithsuffic¡entfrequencytopr€v€nt

unnecessarilyprolongedfostercare(BribiÞerandVerdieck,1988,

p.256).

There is also more recent u.s. legislation, the Family Preservation and

support services Program that was passed during the summer of 1993 as part of

the Administration's omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (Allen, Kakavas and

Zalenski, 1994). Although this new legislation has cleared the first developmental

hurdle it is still a long way from the establishment of actual programs. currently

the u.s. federal government - specifically, the Administration on children' Youth

and Families (ACYF) - and the state govefnments are working collaborat¡vely on

plans for the implementation of the new legislation. According¡to Allen, Kakavas

and Zalenski (1994), the U.S. government ¡s implementing the first piece of major

child wetfare reform legislation since 1980. ln her "lntroduclion to the Federal

Guidance for Family Preservation and support services Program" (1993)' olivia A'

Golden, Commissioner for ACYF states:

:

This new legislation aims to promote family strength and stability' enhance

parental func{ioning and protect children through funding of a capped

ent¡tlement to states to provide family support and family preservation

services. which the law defines broadly. ln addition, it ofiers states an
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extraord¡nary oppoftunity to assess and make changes in state and þcal

service delivery (Allen, Kakavas and Zalenski, 1994, p'1)'

Although there is evidence to support the idea that home-based, family.

centered services are an important addition to current child weffare praclice

(Frankel, 1988; Bribitzer and Verdieck, 1988; Nelson, Landsman and Deutelbaum'

1990; Werrbach, 1992; and Morton, 1993), there also appears to be some

confusion about the essential elements of such services. This review of the

literature will first identify some of the common origins or roots of family'centered,

home-based placement prevention seryices and then dlscuss some of the

principles and philosophies which guide contemporary family presefvation

services.

..:

3.3 HISTORICAL CONTÐfi

Franket (1988) contends that the praclice methodology of many tamily-

centered, home-based services are a combination of some traditional social work

methods and recently developed technologies from the fields of mental health,

child welfare and family services. Morton (1993) supports this claim and traces the

origins of family preservation to the historical praciice of home visiting in the child

w€lfare field. The term home visiting is frequently used to describe services

provided in the home that address the physical, social, educational and/or
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devetopmental needs of an individual or a family' The practice of meeting families

intheirownhomescanbeüacedbacktobeforetheElizabethanerainEngland.

lnitialty, such socialwork actfuities were provided by benevolent church volunteers

andlaterbythafirstgenerationofprofessionalcaseworkers(Hartmanandl.aird

l98lfÌ). Frankel (1988) identÌfies that such early in'home services focused on thE

provision of concrete services, mobilizing natural helping networks and

coordinatingcommunityservices'Evenatthisearlystage'observingchildrenand

families in the¡r own home environment was viewed as advantageous for accurate

observation and for putting families at ease' This historical perspective was useful

inassessinglhecunentfamilyinterventionpracliceatChildandFamilyServices

ofsouthwestWinnipeg.Theagency'sfamilyinterventionprogramisnotformally

designated as a lamily preservation program' This program provides a wide

rangeofservicesthatincludesuPportingandstrengtheningfamiliestopreventout

ofhomeplacements,assistingwithreunitingseparatedfamilies'supervisingand

monitoring family visits with children in agency care' and working with children who

are permanent wards of the agency' Not all of lhe services providing by the

agency,sfamilyinterventionProgramfitthecriteriaoffamilypreservationsErvices

aspreviousrydefinedìntheliterature.Theserviceswhichcanb.eviewedasfamily

preseNation oriented, (prevention of out of home placement and reunification), do

provideservicestofamiliesintheirownhomesandfocusontheprovisionofa

combination of concrete services, mobilizing natural helPing networks and
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coordinating community sefv¡c€s. This framework influenced our decision to

emPhasizethevalueofassessingandworkingwithfamiliesfromasyst€m¡c

perspective in our training curriculum'

ln 1940 President Roosevett established the First white House conference

on Children. According to Bremner (1971), the Conference gave a new definition

to the term "home life" and was the start of a public commitment to assist children

by keeping them in their homes. As Morton (1993) points out' this recognition can

be viewed as the birth of lhe concept of family preservation. However, the

conference was careful to designate only voluntary char¡ty €s the means to

provide such supportive services to families. As a resutt, services to children and

families remained scarce and poorly organized (Morton, 1993)' The actual

implementation of professional in-home, family-centered programs did not occur

for years to c!me. Frankel (1988) identifies the Family-centered Projec{ of st'

paul, Minnesota as one of the first and most notable programs to provide a

combination of concrete and psychological interventions to families in their own

homes. This pfoject was one of many initiated in the late 1940's and early 1950's

to sefvs multiproblem families (Frankel, 1988). According to Horeis¡ (1981)

caseworkers were mandated to respond to all of the family's psychosocial needs;

home vis'rts were widely used and primary intervent¡ons cpncerned the provision

and coordination of comprehensive services. Frankel (1988) notes that

exp€riences ffom the twenty year st. Paul Project demonstrated lhe practicability
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of a comprehensive cas€wofk approach and the benefits of intervgntions which

target the entire family and the clmmunity' ln fact, this project became the

prototype for a number of family-centered programs which co¡tinue to opsrate

today (Frankel, 1988). Th¡s research was usetul in helping us to recognize the

importance of viewing lhe family from a broad systemic perspective, and the

unique rote of the family intervention worker ¡n assessing and observing families

in their home and larger community environment. These concepts became part

of our training program curriculum.

1

9.4 CURRENT SITUATION

Nelson,LandsmanandDeutebaum(1990)specificallydiscussfamily-

centered child weffare services that are recognized as ex¡st¡ng in the United States

since the mid-1970's. such services have encompassed a wide variety of

programs under many different titles (Nelson, Landsman and Deutebaum, 1990)'

Nelson €t al (1990) propose that family-centered child welfare services were first

called trome-based serviceso, later "family'centered" and'Tamily'based serv¡ces",

and fnore recently ,Tamily preservation services". These programs all sharE a

common commÍtment to, "ma¡ntaining children in their own homes whenever

possible, to focusing on entire families rather than individuals, and to providing

comprehensive services that meet the range of the famities' therieutic, supportive

and concfete needs" (p.4). lt appears that family-centered, home'based services
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in the cfrild welfare field have developed from a common base, as a way to meet

theneedsoffamiliesexperiencingthemultipleproblemswhichoftenstemÍfom

pov€rty,unemployment,childabuseandneglect'substanceabuse'delinquency'

violenceandsuicidalbehaviour(Wenbach,l992)'Manyfamiliesthatcpmeinto

cÛntactwithchildwelfareagenciesareexperiencingproblemsasaresultofsuch

multipleconditionswhicheffectfamilyfunctioning,GailWerrbach(1992)Pointsout

that famiÌy'centered, home'based child welfare services share a common

commitment, .To maintaining children in their homes whenever possible' to an

emphasisonfamiliesratherthanindividuals,andtomeetingfamilies'needsfor

concrete, supportive, and theraPeutic services" (p'505)' Bribitzer and Verdieck

(1988) propose that family-centered' home'based placement prevention programs

are based on two bas¡c Premises: i

that most children are better off growing up in the same family they have

knownsinceinfancy,andthatthefamily,ratherthanthEindividual'is

usually the appropr¡ate unit for social service intervent¡on (p'255)'

Harvy Frankel (1988) agrees that family'centered' home'based seMces

sha¡ethecommongoaloffamilypreservation.However,heproposesthatsuch

sewices or programs can be d¡vided into two groups accordingio thek obiectives,

'crisisoriented or independence-oriented" (Frankel, 1988, p'f 4')' These different
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orientations guide and determine how programs are organized and how services

afe del¡vered. Crisis-oriented progfams are talgeted exclusively at fam¡l¡Es at

vaf¡ous stages of active cf¡sis and seek "only to stab¡lizs the situation" (Frankel'

1988,P.142).lndependence.orientedserv¡cestendtoservefam¡liesforwhich

crises have subsided and seek to "reduce or eliminate the family's dependency on

social services altogethel, (Frankel, 1988, p,142). This framework was usetul in

assessing current family ¡ntervention practice at child and Family seMces of

southwest wnnipeg. The agency's family intervention program currently receives

requests from social workers to provide both crisis-oriented and independenct'

oriented serv¡ces to fam¡lies. Agency family intervention workers may also be

given contracls that ¡nvolve providing serv¡ces that comb¡ne both orientations.

lnitially workers may be asked to engage with a family that is in crisis and seek to

stabilize the situation. Once stabili$ has been maintained ¡ntervent¡on workers

may be requested to continue working w¡th the family from an independence'

oriented perspect¡ve. Both types of services are requked by families involved with

child wetfare agenc¡es and both types of services requir€ estebl¡shing different

goals and utililng different treatment skills.

Richard Barth (1990) identifies four common areas of theóry that the wide

range of lamily€€ntered, home-based programs draw upon. He proposes that,

'crisis intervention theory, family systems theory, social learn¡ng lheory and
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ecologicaltheory'(p'89),underpinsuchprograms'idealconceptsofservice

delivery and treatrnent.

Agency intervention workers do not specialize in providing services that are

more crisís-oriented or independence-oriented. The fact that workers are hired by

contract works against specialization. By specialilng in one area of service,

workers would eliminate the range of contracts they would be qualified to s€rvice'

Presently there are times when intervention workers find they do not have enough

contrac,t hours of work' When developing our training program it was necessary

to c€nsider these factors. Family intervention workers presently èmployed at Child

and Family services of southwest winnipeg could benefit from training in both of

the orientations referred to by Frankel (1988) and in all of the theoretical

frameworks cited by Barth (1990). As previously discussed our conclusions drawn

from reading the literatufe on family preservation pract¡ce was one of four patts of

our training needs assessment. The information from this bodl of l¡terature was

helptul and we priorized and integfated the material with the information from the

other areas of our needs assessment. on completion of this þrocess and with

input from our training group, we concluded that our training curriculum would

focrs on the skills necessary for an independence'oriented model of service to

families and emphasize family systems theory in service delivery and reatment.

Time limitations requked that certain areas of content to be Pr¡orÞed while other

areas were eliminated. An independenceoriented model was chosen over a crisis-
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of¡ented model for two reasons. First, this orientation required a broader range

of skills and was consistent with the family intervention program's philosophy that

workers seek to strengithen, empower and promote heatthy change in families

ratherthanonlystabilizeafamilysituation.Thisphilosophyunderpinsthe

program's choice of calling contract employees, family intervent¡on workers instead

of family support workers. second, an independence-oriented model had more

in common with the ¡nfofmation gathered ffom the other areas of our needs

assessment. These were: the acl¡v¡t¡es involved in the family ¡ntervention worker

role; the training needs expressed in the survey of family intervention workers; and

the training needs expressed in the survey of agency social workers and

managers. Once again, ideally our training program would have contained content

from all of the areas identified by Barth (1990) as underpinning Ste ideal concepts

of family preservation service delivery and tfeatment. Time constraints and

¡nstruclors'knowledge base required that the theories identified ¡n the literature to

be priorized. we looked for common themes throughout the needs assessment

information, chose relevant treatment models that the ¡nstructors were

knowledgeable about and allowed the actual training group to priorize topics from

a list of possible curriculum content. We felt Barth's (1990) framework of treatment

models that often underpin family preservation services was consistent with thE

needs assessment information we had gathered. 
?

.Í
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3.5 CANADIAN CONTEXT

All of the literature previously identif¡ed regarding family preservation

programs is based on the u.s. experience. lt is important to highlight this context

and present some of the general differences between the u.s' and canadian child

welfare systems. Since our training program for family intervention workefs was

implemented in a Manitoba child welfare agency, we need to discuss that sp€cific

provincial child wetfare context.

one primary difference, between the canadian and American child welfare

systems is the federal policy framework. unlike canada, the u.s. has four federal

laws passed dur¡ng the period from 197+1980. These federal laws create the

poliry framework for much of the current activity related to the provision of family

preservation serv¡ces in the u.s. (McGowan, 1 988). specifically, these laws include

the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974; the Juvenile, Justic€ and

Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974; Title )c(; Grants to states for social Services

and thE Adoption Assistance and child wetfare Act of 1980. According to

McGowan (1988), these federal laws combÌned w¡th state initiatives resulted in

overall expenditures for foster care maintenance payments dropping from almost

75% of all child wetfare tunds in 1979, to less than hatf of total tunds in 1982. ln

addÍtion, the proportion of funds allocated for preventÍve and protective seMces

increasEd from 8% to ius.t over 23% during the same period (Burt and Pittman,

1985).

(
I
.4.
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As stated earlier lhere is also the recent Family Preservation and support

seMces Program that was passed as part of the Administration's omnibus Budget

conciliation Act of 1993. Although the programs that are supposed to be

established from this legislation are in the early stages of development, state and

federal governments afs dkected to work collaboratively and develop joint plans

for program implementation. The Program lnstfuct¡on (or Guidance) for the Famity

Pfeservation and support services Program (January 18, 1994), also requires that

applications must descr¡be the planning activities and the active involvement of

parents, lndian Tribes, community representatives, and a vaf¡ety of other agencies

and consumers (from Allen, Kakavas and Zalenski, 1994, p.3). These Program

lnstruc.tions (1994) also direct applications to include "a five-year plan in the

context of a comprehensÍve child welfare system" (from Atlen, Kakavas and

Zalenski, 1994, p.3). Nearly I billion dollars in tunding has been allocated for

distribution over a five year period for new Family Preservation Ard Family Suppott

programs that meet the tunding guidelines established by the Administration on

children, Youth and Families (ACYF). The ACYF Commissioner, olivia Golden,

encourages "states to use the new progfam as a catalysl for establishing a

continuum of coordinated and integrated, cuhurally relevant, family-focused

services for children and families" (lntroduction to the Federal Guidance for Family

Preservation and Support Services Program, 1994).
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ln contrast, similar Canadian federal legislation which creates or attempts

to creato a unified child welfare poliry framework across the provinces does not

exist. Constitutional differences between the United States and Canada result ln

indMdual provinces having much more control over the content of child wetfare

programming. ln the U.S., state legislation concerning child we'ffare services must

be consistent with federal laws. ln Ganada, individual provinces have developed

their own child welfare legislation, policy and standards which reflect r€g¡onal

differences and provincial government policy. Accord¡ng to Andrew Armitage

(f 993), the Child Protection laws in all Canadian provinces include the following

aspects:

1. a definÍtion of the child in need ot protect¡on

2. a process for rece¡pt of complaints

3. a process for investigation

4. aciion defined to ensure the protect¡on of the child

5. a process for court supervision and decision-making

6. a defnition of guardianshiP

7. a process for the discharge of guardianship.

Apart from these common factors, important differences are found in ciild

welfare law from province to province. One way to understand these provincial

differencss is described by Richard Barnhorst (1986). He describes these

i

i
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differences in provincial legislation as ranging between, "nonlegalistic,

interventionisf' and "legalistíc, non-interventionist' (Bænhorst' 1 986)'

lntervent¡onist legislation gives broad powers to child welfare authorities to

intervene in families at the d¡scretion of social workers. The non'

interventionist legislation gives limited powers to child welfare authorities

and requires that social workers avoid removing children from parents

whenever possible (cited in Armitage, 1993, p.46).

After reviewing the statues of the various provinces and territories, Barnhorst

(1986) concluded that British Columbia, the Northwest Tenitories, Newfoundland

and Saskatchewan possessed legislation of the interventionist tlpe, while those in

other provinces tended in varying degrees toward the non-interventionist, legalistic

model. Armitage (1993) cites the Manitoba Child and Famif Sårvices Act (1987)

as a good example of the legalistic, non-interventionist approach while the B.C.

Family and Child Service Act (1981) represents the non-legalistic, interventionist

approadr in cerlain aspects (p.63).

The cunent Manitoba Child and Family Services Act (1989) outlines eleven

tundamental principles which guide the provision of services to children and

families. Five of the eleven principles outlined seem to support the philosophies
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of family preservation programs. These include principles 2' 3, 4' 5 and 7 whicft

state:

:

2. The family is the basic unit of society and its well'being should be

supported and Preserved.

3. The family is the basic source of care, nurture and acculturation of

children and parents have the primary responsibility to ensurs the

well-being of their ch¡ldren. ':

4.FamiliesandchildrenhavethefighttolheleaStinterferencewith

their affairs to the extent compatible with the best interests of 
.

.

children and the responsibil¡t¡es of society.

5. Children have a right lo a continuous family environment in which :

they can flourish. '

,

7'Familiesareentitledtorece¡veprevent¡Veandsupportiveservices

directed to preserv¡ng the family unit (Manitoba Child and Famiþ 
¡

Services Act, 1989, P.1 & 2). t

Principle seven most clearly supports the concept of child welfare agencies 
, 

,

providingfamilypreservationservicestochildrenandfamilies.PaltllSec{ion10

(1) of the Act (1989) turlher outlines the provision of preventive services to families: 

"
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An agenry may provide or purchase such presøibed

supportfue and tfeatment seryices as mly be requked to

prevent family disruption or restore family filnctioning (P'1a)'

lnspiteofallofthissupportiveprovinciallegislationfamilypreservatlon

programsinManitobahavenotdevelopedtoanysignificantdegree.onepossible

explanationisthefactthatSection10(10)ofPartllofthechildandFamify

Services Act allows but does not require the provision of services to prevent fami[y

disrupt¡on and r€store family funaioning. since the government has the option of

providing or not providing these services, the laüer option is chosen and defended

wirhtheexplanationthatfundsarenotavailabletosupportsuchprograms.

Thepolicyandpracticeofchildwelfareservicesineveryprovinceis

influenced by the country's federal legislation. Perhaps the most significant federal

legislation which impacts child welfare services is the canada Assistance Plan.

According to Hum (1983), the canadian government introduced three pieces of

legislation in 1966 which changed lhe face of our country's social policy and

established that the government's commitment to social welfarålalso included thE

provisionofsocial services. Thesethreepiecesof legislationare,theMedical Care

Acl; the Hospital lnsurance and Diagnostic SeMces Act; and the Canada

Assistance Plan Act (GAP). services known as '\ivelfare seryices" are covered

und€f the canada Assistance Plan Act (Hum, 1983). cAP commits thE federal
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government to pay 50% of any increase ¡n prov¡ncial expenditures on welfare

servic€s. Cost-sharing eligibility is limited to lhose services having as the¡r main

objective "the lessening, removal, or prevention of the causes and effects of

poverty, child neglecl and dependence on public assislance' (CAP Act, 1966, p.4).

Th¡s stat€ment seems to imply a belief that poverty, child neglect and dependence

on public assistance are somehow intrinsically linked. More importantly acc€ss to

services under CAP is limited to the "poot'' population. As Hum (1983) points out

afthough the original intent¡on of the Plan was to allow access to social services

to a larger population (in the hope that serv¡ce provision might prevent poverty),

access to welfare services was restricted to "persons in need" or "persons in

likelihood-of-need". Furthermore under this legislation and because of

constitutional arrangements the federal government can only establish general

guidelines regarding the spec¡f¡c definition of "¡n need" or "in likelihood-of-need.'

The establishment of the precise conditions under which peopl'e would be eligible

for income assistance or any other welfare services are left to thå discretion of the
a

individual provinces. According to Hum (1983) because these matters have been

left to the díscretion of the provinces, 'the nature and scope of assistancE

programs varies widely across Ganada and very little in the way of national

standards of assistance have emerged" (1983, p.5).

The factors discussed above influence the poliry and practice of child

welfare serv¡ces. The Canada Assistance Plan can be viewed as providing a
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on needs-testing and income{esting as lhe eligibility criteria for federal and

provincial cost-sharing means that funds are available to families who gualify under

both of these cfiteria. This factor limits the range or the types of families thd can

be served by family preservation pfograms if provinces want to access federal

tunding. The present federal tunding arrangement allows for thQ creation of family

preservation services that prevent family disruption and restore family functioning

only to ,'pool.' or low income families, ln addition, since the federal government

can only establish general guidelines regarding need, individual provinces would

design and deliver family preservation services without national standards'

It appears that canadian federal legislation has a direct impact on how child

welfare services a¡e delivered in Manitoba. I have previousty stated lhat provinc¡al

child wetfare legislation allows but does not require the provisìon of serv¡cês to

prevent family disruption and restore famity functioning. ln addition, present

federal legislation,namely CAP, also provides some fiscal disincentive for the

øeation of family preservation programs as part of the cont¡nlum of provincial

child welfare services. Perhaps these fac'tors explain why in spite of the hmily

preservation, norÞinterventionist aspects of Manitoba legislation there does not

appear to be a direct correlation from policy to praclise. That is, the fundamental

principles of the ManÍtoba Act (1989) which support ths creat¡on of family

preservation programs and having children remain with their families' are not
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consistent with the provinces'current child welfare practise. My experience in lhe

cunent Manitoba child weffare field r€v€als that programs specificalfy geared

towards supporting and preserving family units are new, small in number and are

only recently being viewed as having som€ r€al value wÍth children and families.

Constitr.¡tional ditferences between the United States and Canada create

differont federal contexts for child welfare services. As previously stated, U.S.

constitutional arrangements allow the federal government to set national standards

and direct state governments to work collaboratively with the federal government

to develop child welfare programs. The recent Family Preservation and Support

SeMces Program that ¡s part of the Admin¡strat¡on's Omnibus Budget Conciliation

Act of 1993, ís an example of such federal legislation that requires collaboration

between state and federal governments. ln addition, U.S. federal law requires the

provision of services to prevent family disruption and restore family functioning.

Overall, the U.S. policy framework is more supportive of the development of family

preservation programs than the present Canadian contexl This view is borne out

by he fact that the United States has a fifteen year h¡story or more of providing

family preservation serv¡ces delivered by either private agencies or as part of the

child welfare sy$em. The National Resource Center on Family based Services in

1986 reported 238 such prograrns, taking a number of forms and serving a variety

of populations (Huchison, 1986).
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constitutional differences between canada and the united states have also

created diferent models of child weffare service delivery. The mainstfeam system

ln many states is much more residual than many provincial child welfare systems'

ln many states the role of child welfare workefs is very narrowly defined to the

provision of mandated child protection services' ln contfast, the provis¡on of

supportive services to families as well as mandated cfrild protection services a¡e

delivered by provincial child welfare workers in canada' Generally, provincial child

weffare services are much less residual than those provided by state child welfa¡e

agencies. This distinction has an important implication for the creation of family

preservation programs in Canada. Jt can be argued that many family preservation

functions which constitute special programs in the context of the United States are

part of mainstream child welfare services in canada. My experience in the

Manitoba child wetfare system supports this view. Child welfare workers provide

many supportive, preventive and resource services to families along with

mandated child protecüon services. Southwest Winnipegiçh¡ld and Family

Services often contfacls with family intervention workers to assist with the delivery

of such supportive and preventive services to families' 
:

I am aware that recent changes in federal legÌslation håve eliminated the

Canada Assistance Plan. At present it is unclear how new federal cos't sharing

methods will affec{ provincial family preservation programs or initiatives.
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3.6 ROLE OF FAMILY INTERVENTION WORKER

Family preservat¡on literature does not contain much information about the

role of para-professional in-home workers. Literature regarding the Homebuilders

model of ¡ntensive family preservation services appears to use professional staff

in all of the roles of in home services. Nelson and Landsman ('1992) compared the

characleristics of eleven family-centered placement prevent¡ol programs. One

chafacter¡st¡c was s{aff education. None of the programs identified by Nelson and

Landsman (1992) described any of their staff as para'professional. Workers in all

eleven programs possessed universi$ level or professional degrees ranging from

a Bachelor of Arts to a Master of Social Work (p.12 and 13).

Soule' et al (1993) discusses clinician-support worker teams in family

preservation, These researchers argue that fam¡ly support workers possess

different qualities than professional clinicians and are able to take on a unique role

with the families they work with. Soule' et al (1993) state that family support

workers bring a perspec't¡ve that is often closer to the experience of the families

receiving services and are often able to engage more quickly ir completefy with

families. They also propose that these factors result in support workers being

perceived as persons with whom the family can more readily identlfy or from whom

family members may more eas¡ly accept support and guidance. Soule'et al

(1993) suggests that support workers create dÌfferent relation¡hips with families

than clinicians and that clients are freer to perceive supPort workers as peers or

:
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elders ¡n lhe¡r own communit¡es who have achieved more success in their lives'

This information from the literature had a strong impact on our curriculum

developm€nt. Soule' et al's (1993) persPect¡ve on the unique characteristics and

the special relationships that family support workers have with clients encouraged

us to discuss those factors with the training group and to enhanc€ support

workers ouse of self'with the families they work with. our cuniculum attempted

to accomplish this by discussing the unique role of family intefvention workers and

byhelpingparticipantsclarifytheirvalues,beliefsandethicsinworkingwithclients.

WhendiscussingteaminterventionsSoule'etal(1993)highlightthe

¡mportance of clear yet flexible roles between clinicians and support workers. They

propose that when teamlng, clinicians are responsible for the overall direclion of

the case, but both members of the team partic¡pate in the asqessment of fam¡ly

needs,thedevelopmentoftfeatmentorseryiceplans,andthedeliveryofagreed

upon services. Depending upon the specific issues in a family' and which member

of the team is best able to establish a close working relationship with family

members, Soule' et at (1993) stress that either or both team members may engage

in, ,parent guidance and education; brief individual and fam.rly treatment; and

linkage and advocary with other agencies" (p.a3). 'this Paft of,the literature was

helpful in showing us that intervention workers need some formal or theoretical

knowledge of lamily assessment and tfeatment in their work wÌth clients' This
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information shaped the second primary focus chosen for our training curriculum,

working with individuals and families from a systemic perspective'



CHAPTER 4

AGENCY CONTEKT AND THE PAFTICIPANT SYSTEM

4.I INTRODUCTION

As previously described, sork and caffarella ('1989) propose that anatyzing

the planning context and the client system is the first step in a six-step model of

progfam development. ln order to comPlete this 'first step" this chapter will

discuss the agency context and the potential agency participants for our practicum

of study. This discussion will include: a description of the structure of Southwest

child and Family services; a description of the family intervehtion program; a

discussion of some relevant context issues that were occurring during the time of

our practicum of studY.

Thewayth¡sparticularagencycontextandthispotentialgroupofraining

participants may have impacled the design and delivery of the training cuniculum

will be discussed in Chapter 5 and ChaPter 6.

4.2 AGENCY CONTEXT AND POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS

Wnn¡peg Southwest Child and Family Services was chosen as our

practicum sitE for several reasons. This agency is presently my place of

emptoymer¡t as a lamily therap¡st This fac{or allowed me to havg detailed

knowledge of the organization's programs, staff and policies- Secondþ' this

66
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agencyhasafamilytherapy/mediationteamandafamilyinterventionprogram.

A[ of these services place some emphasis on supporting families, preventing

cùrildren from entering child and Family services øre andlor reunifying cftildren

in ncareu with their family. As defined earlier by the literature, lhese resources fit

a broad criteria which defines them as family preservat¡on services. onE aim of

this praclicum was to enhance family preservat¡on services so it was advantageous

to select a study site which employed family intervention workers ctrrfently

providing family preservation services to families and children. The cunent model

of family intervention in operation at Southwest Child and Family Services evolved

as a result of all of the non-aboriginal winnipeg-based child welfare agencies

amalgamating in June, 1991 , under one central aoafd an'd one execut¡ve

administrative office with four districl agencies mandated to provide child welfare

services. Part of the amalgamation involved south winnipeg child and Family

services and west winnipeg child and Family services combiniñg to provide child

welfare serv¡c€s to south and west wnnipeg. when the two agencies merged'

the intervention services provided by each agency were standardized and

combinedtobecentratlyadministeredthroughoneprogfam.TheSouthwest

FarnilylnterventionProgramhasaclearstructufeandphilosophywhichare

reflected in lhe program's definition, operating assumption, principles of service

and service goals. A copy of the agency's "Family lntervention (support) Program

O¡.¡tline, which provides a description of all of these aspects of the program, is
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induded as þpendix D of this praclicum. ln addition, this program has a

comprehensive referral process which includes matching meetings b€tween th€

potential famify intervention worker, the referring social worker and a family

lntervention coordinator. The family lntervention coordinators also facilitate

ongoing case reviews between the assigned intervention worker and lha agenry

social worker. These factors indicate that the family intervention program is well

established and well organized in many areas of its' operation, We felt that this

agency was unique in the way it envisions the role of the family ¡ntervention

worker. The clarity of the mandate, goals and objectives of this program,

demonstrate a real commitment to the ongoing role of this Program and the

unique and important range of services provided by program personnet' This was

furlher evidenced by the program's attention to the term of "¡ntervent¡on workers"

rather than "support workers". lt was felt that the former term was a more accurate

reflection of worker's skills and abil¡ties to influence posÍtive changes in farnilies

rather than only provide supPort, Commitment to the program and its'workers

was also apparent from: the monthly meetings where family ¡ntervent¡on workers

gather as a distinot group; the ongoing supervision and case review meetings they

have with the program coordinators; the matching Process; .and the ongoing

evaluation of the effectÌveness of lhis mode of servic€ delivery lnitiated by the

agency. However, there is no comprehensive train¡ng component wtìich

addresses the program's needs. Dawn Donnelly and I hoped that lhrough
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completing our pracl¡cum we could identity this program's training needs and

address some of them by facilitating a training program for family intervention

workers. Finally, southw€st winnipeg child and Family services was chosen as

our practicum study site because agency managemer¡t and staff were enthusiastic

and supportive of our area of study and shared our view of the unique role and

servic€ that family intervention workers prov¡de to children and families.

4.3 AGENCY STRUCTURE

southwest wnnipeg child and Family services is one of four d¡stf¡ct offices

mandated to prov¡de child welfare services under the auspices of winnipeg child

and Family Services. The Southwest agency delivers a full range of child wetfare

services from child protection to prevention, in accordance with the Manitoba Child

and Family services Act (19S7) to the population of the s_outhwest area of

Wnnipeg. The agency is organized in five service units which are primarily

responsible for providing mandated child welfare services to various communities

in the southwest wnnipeg geographic area. ln addition there are two resource

un'¡ts, one responsible for foster care' agency placement resources and

independent lMng services. The other resource unit provides adoption services,

volunteEr servic€s, lamily therapy/mediation services and lamily intervention

services. The latter ls the focus of this praclicum.
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The agenry statf consists of one Area Director; one Direc{or of Programs;

five s€rv¡cs unit supervisors; two resource unit supervisors; and approximatety

sixty social workers, para-professionals and various clerical support staff. The

family lntervent¡on program is managed by the resource unit supervisor who

supervises two family intervention coordinators. These coordinatofs ¡n tum

supervise a pool of approximately twenty contract famity intérvention workers.

These coordinators are responsible for the hiring, orientation, skill development,

matching, on-going case reviews and other administrative functions related to this

group of contract workers.

Social workers from branch otfices within the Southwest area may request

family intervention assistance through two means. One, they may directly contact

a family intervent¡on coord¡nator and make a family intervention worker requesl or

referral. The social worker and the intervention worker determine the details of thE

individual contract through the process of a match meeting which is facilitated by

the family intervention coordinator. The second means is to make a referral to thE

agencyis family therapy program which may also request assistanca from the

¡ntervent¡on worker pool with lhe approval of the refening soclal worker and

through the same referral and match meet¡ng process. 'the match meeting is a

process designed to elicit specific goals for the intervention worker to engage with

a family. Often the aim of the program is to provide early intervention ln a more

t.
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intense way than can usually be provided by social workers, where the risk of a

cfrild coming into agency care is assessed to be high.

The process begins with the social worker making a reÍerral which is

evaluated initially on the basis of budgetary considerations. The supervisor

determines how many hours of service are currently being provided and how

many dollars lhat have been allocated are left in this program. Once approved,

the family intervention coordinator receives the application and may dialogue witt

the worker about the role for the prospec{ive worker and the hours requested. A

social worker may request a specific family intervention worker, if they have the

hours available, or the coordinator may recommend one with the necessafy

expertise and hours available. The match meeting ¡s set up and the socialworker,

family intervention worker and coordinator work out the specific case treatment

goals which are then reflected ¡n a contrac{, The coordinator draws up the

contract and arranges for three month reviews. One of the potential drawbacks

to this system is that the client is not part of this process. lt appears to be unusual

for the refening social worker and intervention worker to have a þint initial meeting

with the client. Therefore somet¡mes, the family intervention worker meets lor thE

first time with a family only to find that thE client does not agree with the treatment

goals as perceived by the social worker. Once again the status of being a

contract worker has a distinct ¡mpact on what follows. The famify intervention

worker is dependent upon her or h¡s reputation as being "easy to work withu in
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order to continue to receive more requests for contracts. The manner in whiú this

dilemma is handled at th¡s l¡me is the family ¡ntervent¡on coordinators act as

mediators and advocates for intervention workers when this becomes an issue.

Under the direclion of a referring social worker, famity intervention workers

provide services that meet a range of families' therapeutici supportive and

concrete needs. The degree and type of involvement depends upon the particular

family situation and the refening social worker's assessment of the problem, The

process could be made more etficient and leave the intervention worker less

wlnerable if the client were a part of the initial match meeting or if the social

worker were required to present the treatment goals with the ¡ntervention worker

in an initial meet¡ng. This would allow room for client input and any modif¡cations

that arose would not be left to the family intervention worker, who is less

empowered within this system.

A family intervention worker begins working with a'family once the

contract¡ng proc€ss has been completed. lnitial contrasts are usually for a three

month period and the goals of service, progress and hours of service are reviewed

by the social worker, the family intervention worker and the intervention coordinator

in a match meeting. Ongoing contracts are reviewed in a similar fashion every

three months, the decision to terminate a contract is also made during these

meetings. The organÍzational relationsh¡p between contracted intervendon

workers, family service workers (referring social worker, and family intervention
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coordinators) is fakly complex. The family service worker makes all dinical

decisions regarding the c'lient famify and the intervention worker follows and canies

out tasks based on that dinical direction. The family service worker supervises the

intervention worker regarding the treatment goals determined during the

contract¡ng process. The service worker is also responsible for decisions to

change treatment goals. At the same t¡me lhe ¡ntervent¡on worker is accountablE

to lhe family intervention coordinator regarding job performance; meeting

expectat¡ons of the program and contracts; and any concerns they have about

case assignment and changes to intervention contracts. Once again the family

intervention worker is dependent upon their reputation as "being easy to work with"

in order to cont¡nue to receive morê requests for contlac{s. As previously

discussed issues that arise are generally handled by the intervént¡on coord¡nator

act¡ng as a mediator and advocate for the intervention worker. The contract¡ng

process makes intervention workers more vulnerable within the agency system.

This circumstance could be improved by hking intervention workers as permanent

part time or full time staff and by encouraging more teaming befi¡veen intervention

workers and family service workers. Present caseload demands often result in few

joint meetings between service workers, íntervention workers and client families.

This factor reduces the sense of team and increases the possibility of family

information being assessed differently by family seMce workers and intervention

workers.
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At the present time each regional or district child welfare agenry is

responsible for the struc{ure and operation of its' family intervention or family

support program. One other agency in Winnipeg, East area, employs family

support workers on a cÆntract basis similar to Southwest's pógt"t. However,

these contracts consist mostly of homemaker services and respite car€ requests.

The Northwest and Central agencies both employ para-professional support

workers on a full-time basis. The Central agency utilizes these support workers

to provide play therapy seryices to children who are both in care and not ín

agency care. The Northwest Winnipeg agency employs four full-time para-

professionals who are called youth and family workers. These workers become

involved with a wide range of families and children. Their assignments cover the

same broad range of services as the family intervention contrac'ts at the Southwest

agency. Youth and family workers, under the direclion of family service workers

or agency family therapists, can become involved in family preservation, placement

prevention or reunification situations. These workers can also work individually

wilh children in agency care. The diversity of the family ¡ntervent¡on or fam¡ly

support worker programs across all four regional agencies allows for each area

to define their particular needs and organ¡ze their own progrår to meet those

needs. However, at present there is litüe coordination of service among the four

areas. This resutts in a lack of planning to improve and strengrthen family

supporVintervention programs across tho Wnnipeg Child and Family Services
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Agency and in families having access to different types of family intervention

services depending upon which region they live in. There are also no common

training goals or programs for family intervention/support workers.

4.4 OTHER FELEVANTCONTEKTUAL ISSUES

During the time period of the completion of this prac{icum, three important

initiatûes were occurring that impacted the Southwest family intervent¡on program.

These included:

f. Quality Assurance Rev¡ew - requested by the agency and conducted by

Child and Family Support Branch, Province of Manitoba. Overall, this

review attempted to assess and make recommendations regarding the

present overall effectiveness of the agency's model of family intervention

service delivery.

2. Agency Steering Committees - the agency adm¡n¡strat¡on requested that

staff members volunteer to sit on committees to review and propose

recommendations to improve existing family intervention servic€s.

(Committees included representation from service units, resource units and

the family intervention program). These committ.rr rn"rå organized under

three different areas of service.

i. Services lo families with young children

ii. Services to families with adolescents

ir
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fi. Services to children in agenry care.

Unionizalþn - specific to the concErns and worklng lssues of the family

hrtervention contract workers, meetings occuned with r€presentation from

CUPE, Family lntervention Workers, Southwest Child anä Family Services

management and Wnnipeg Child and Famiþ Services Execulive' Working

issues índuded for example, guaranteed working hours, seniority, benefits

and sala¡ies.

These three factors were issues that could be influential.ln deterrnining the

motivation of the family intervention workers to partic¡pat€ in the following ways.

The Quality Assurance review had been a very lengthy interview process' requiring

contrad workers to answ€r a long questionnaire. Depending upon how this was

perceived by workers, they may be more or less reluctant to part¡cipate in a similar

needs assessment exerc¡se, even though the purpose was much different' ThE

results of lhe Quality Assurancs review were shared prior to the beginning of our

raining program and depending again on workers' perceptions of the accuracy

of üre data recorded, this could influence he degree of trust to engage ln sucfi a

prooess æain. ThE agency d¡d part¡ally pay employees for their pafliclpatlon ln

the Quality Assurance review as participatíon was mandatory. lt was hoped that

lhis drfferenca with our program could be lnterpreted as a function of $e voluntary

nature raher than a sign of lack of suppott or interest by management Those
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hctors could have func{ioned as a combination of dispositional and lnstitutlonal

baniErs to participating ln our project as dlscussed prevlously.

The second and hird procasses, agency committee and unionlzation

discr,¡ssions were seen more as a draln of intervention worker time and energy.

These oher expec{at¡ons although voluntary, could have provoked the necessity

of workers to priorize how hey invested thEir tíme resutting in trainlng belng less

of a priority. This would be a situational ba¡rier as explained in the literature

review. Another possibility, was that if workers did not perceive the agenry as

being fair in the process of negations, they could have been less interested in

giving up heir time to become more qualified employees.



CHAPTER 5

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TFAIN¡NG CURRICULUM

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Sork and Caffarella (1989), stress the importance of analyzing the cl¡ent

system and completing a needs assessment as the first stages of a basic six-step

model of program development. As previously discussed, this practicum was

planned in conjunc'tion with another M.S.W. student. This chaþter will begin by

briefly discussing the needs assessment process completed by Dawn Donnelly.

The remainder of the chapter will present a synopsis of the act¡v¡ties undertaken

to complete th¡s pract¡cum. Throughout the description of activities I will attempt

to show how the needs assessment ¡nformed the development of the training

curriculum. For detaited information regarding the agency nèeds assessment

please refer to Dawn Donnelly's M.S.W. practicum titled "A Needs Assessment:

ln Preparation For A Training Program For Family lntervention Workers At An

Urban Child Welfare Agency".

5.2 NEEDS ASSESSMENT PROCESS

Dawn's needs assessment involved gathering information about what typg

of training would be most beneficial to the fam¡ly ¡ntervention workers employed

I
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by Southwest Winnipeg Child and Family Services. lnformation was gathered from

various major stakeholders within the agency. A methodology was chosen that

combined various methods of gathering information. Personal interv¡ews were

conducted for the intervention workers and intervention worker coordinators.

Group meetings were conduc{ed for social workers and quest¡onnaires were given

to administrators. This process began February, 1994 and was completed by mid'

April, 1994. Eighteen family intervention workers and two fqmily intervention

coordinators were interviewed. The social workers in all five agency service units

participated in group interv¡ews and six administrators returned completed

assessment questionnalres. The data was then analyzed, organized and finally

converted to proposed training program objeclives and content.

The comprehensive and through needs assessment proþss completed by

Ms. Donnelly ensured continuous shar¡ng of information about plans to develop

and deliver a training cuniculum with personnel throughout the agency. Ongoing

information sharing resulted in all of the stakeholders maintaining enthusiasm and

comm¡tment to the train¡ng program. I will begin my discussion of the activities

undertaken to complete th¡s pracl¡cum with the selection and organization of the

learning environment, I begin at this point because the needs assessment and

sharing of information allowed me to readily move into this step with agency

personnel.
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5.3 SYNOPSIS OF ACTIVITIES TO COMPLETE PFACTICUM

Sork and Caffarella (1989) propose a basic six'step model of aduh

education program development. Cranton (1989) presents a process for

designing a curriculum that ident¡fies four major areas of aclivities to be completed.

As previously discussed, both of these models were useful in informing the

development of our training curriculum. The planning process and the activities

required to complete this practicum were organized around the goal of enhancing

family preservation services through the intervention of designing, delivering and

evaluating a training curriculum for agency family intervention w.orkers. Sork and

Catfarella's (1989) model was helpful in providing a framework to organize the

program development tasks. Cranton's (1989) model informed the process of

designing an instructional strategy, sequencing curriculum content and selecling

instructional methods for the training program. lnformation flom both of these

models was modified and summarized to create a six component description of

the ac'tiv¡ties undertaken to complete the development, delivery and evaluation of

a training curriculum. Additional components (1 and 6) were added to these

models in order to give a more thorough description of the act¡v¡ties relevant to

this pradicum.

Component 1 - Select and organize the learning environmgnt and determine

a reg¡stration process.
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Component 3 -
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Convert needs assessment outcome data into training

program objectives.

Selec{, organize and sequence cuniculum content that is

refleclive of our four areas of needs assessment ¡nformat¡on:

1) our conclusions from reading the l¡terature on family

preservation pract¡ce; 2) the activities involved in the family

¡ntervention role and the skills required to darry these out; 3)

the needs for training expressed in the survey of family

intervention workers; and 4) the needs for training expressed

in the survey of agency social workers and managers.

Design an instructional process or strategy that ¡s consistent

with the curriculum content and reflective of adult learning

principles.

Determine and create an evaluation procedure that will

attempt to measure whether program oO]ecives were met

and provide consumer satisfaction regarding the training

program's content, facilitators and format.

Administer, collect and analyze Oata trom the evaluation

process.

Component 4 -

Component 5 -

Component 6 -

The f¡rst component involved determining the time frame, dates, t¡mes,

location and registration process for participants. These fastors were jointly
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decided with my M,S.W. colleague and with appropriate agency personnel. One

of the first decisions to be made was the date to beg¡n our training program and

the total number of hours the program would consist of. Our f¡rst decision was to

offer 35 to 40 hours of direct tra¡ning time. This decision was based on our

assumption that the content areas identified from the needs assessment could

provide material for 100 hours or more of training. However, intervent¡on workers

are paid only for the contract hours they work in specific case situations. We did

advocate that some payment to intervention workers attending pur training would

be reasonable and advantageous. We also po¡nted out that other agency staff are

paid their salary when they attend training and that payment would further support

the agency's position that training is an important priority for all employees.

Management agreed to consider the request but were not hopeful that additional

funds would be available due to the agency's defìcit and competition for limited

funding resources. Since it was likely that intervention workers would be attending

training sessions on 'Volunteered t¡me" we needed to be both efficient and frugal

with our time frame. Thirty-five hours of training, organized primarily into half-day

(3 hour) time blocks seemed the maximum allocation for our present agency

context. lnformation collected from intervention workers ðuring the needs

assessment revealed that the majority 61%, (N= 18) of workers preferred a half-day

format, another 22%, (N= 18) indicated a preference for full days and 4a%, (N= 18)

of those interviewed indicated they could commit to regularly attending until the
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end of June, 1994, With these faclors in mind it was decided that the training

program would begin the week of May 9, 1994 and ênd the last week in June,

1994. lnterviews for the needs assessment were completed in mid-April, 1994. A

program complet¡on deadline of June 30, 1994 required that we quickly: analyze

the needs assessment information; establish program objectives; begin selecting

and organizing curriculum content; begin selecling and organizing learning

experiences and develop evaluation instruments that would measure whether we

had met our program objectives. We felt that four weeks was the minimum

amount of time in which we could accomplish all of these tasks. An eight week

train¡ng program time frame (May to June, 1994) required that we schedule two

full-day (6.5 hours each) training sessions and six half-day (3 hour) sessions. A

combination of full and half-days also insured that intervention workers'

preferences in both categories would be met to some degree.

Our next task was to determine the minimum and malimum number of

training program participants and select an appropr¡ate learning ênvironment. The

minimum and maximum number of participants was decided jointly with input from

M.S.W. committee members, various agency personnel and conclusions drawn

from relevant reviewed literature. Our comm¡ttee members felt that ¡n order to fulfill

university requ¡rements and generate meaningful evaluation data, a group of 12

was ideal with a minimum group size of 6. The entire pool of potent¡al partic¡pants

consisted of 20 family intervention workers. We felt it ¡mportant to open
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participation in the training program to all agenry intervention workers. As

previously discussed, the agency's current family intervention program receives

requests from social workers to provide both crisis-oriented arid independence-

or¡ented services (Frankel, 1988) to families. Often contrac{s invoúe providing

family intervention services that combine both or¡entation.. *n",.u"l, relevant

content our lraining program emphasized (crisis-oriented or independence-

oriented), the entire group of intervention workers would potentially benefit. ln

addition, Soule' et al's (1993) research on clinician-support worker teams in family

preservation supported the concept of open participation. These researchers

(1993) propose that support workers possess unique characleristics and develop

special relat¡onships with families that are ditferent yet complementary to the

clinician involved. This framework requires that support workers be aware and

skilled in the unique "use of self'with clients as well as being aclive participants

in the assessment of family needs, the development of treatment plans and the

delivery of agreed upon services. From this perspec'tive it is also important for

family ¡ntervent¡on/support workers to be knowledgeable about family assessment,

treatment planning and intervention.

lnitially we felt that a trainìng group size of six to ten partjc¡pants would be

more manageable, less intimidating and encourage greater part¡c¡pant ¡nvolvement

in discussions. This thinking is supported by Nixon's (1979) review of the research

on group size. Nixon (1979) indicates that members of live person discussion
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advantages of this group size include: "a high level of individual partic¡pation, the

odd number of members prevents a deadlock, and there are enough members for

any one member to be able to withdraw from an untenable position" (Nixon, 1979,

p.12). ln spite of some possible group dynamic advantages, as previously

discussed we were not prepared to limit our potential train¡ng group size beyond

the entire pool of twenty intervention workers. Nixon (1979) po¡nts out that as

groups become larger, the pressure on each member to participate decreases

and larger groups tend to polarize into talkers and nontalkers. Since we were

planning for a maximum group size of 20 participants, it became necessary to

util¡ze teach¡ng methods and strategies that would encourage equal participation

in group discussions and create a learning climate in which participants felt

"physically comfortable and at ease and psychologically accepted, respec'ted and

supported' (Knowles, 1980, p.46).

Our next step was to create a learning climate that would fulfill all of

Knowles' (1980) criteria. The location also needed to fall within the lim¡ts ot our

zero dollars training budget. We needed a room that: would be large enough to

accommodate up to twenty part¡c¡pants; was within the agency's geographical

area (to ensure manageable travel); was available and comfortable; and contained

a flip chart, V.C.R, and T.V. monitor. The boardroom at the Southwest Child and

Family Services ofüce on Ness Avenue met all of these criteria.and was selected
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as our learning space, Thursday was chosen as the weekly program time based

on the preference of some intervention workers, room availabil¡ty and the

facilitators work schedules. We also needed to create a learning environment that

would be psychologically comfortable and appropriate to our participant group.

Cranton's (1989) model of the ¡nstruc't¡onal design process was helpful to our

selection of instruclional methods that consisted of face to face group-based

lecture and discussion. This format was selecled on the basis of: the instruaors'

comfort level and familiarity with these instructional methods, and our assessment

that these methods were well suited to participants as well as their agency context

of employment. Our assessment of the group of family intervention workers

indicated that these were dedicated, hard working para-professionals who work

intensively face to face with clients. We felt these workers would be most

responsive and comfortable in a learning environment where instructors dealt with

them face to face rather than having them view v¡deo tapes or audio tapes w¡th

limited opportunity for interaaion and discussion. We were also aware that the

agency context for their contract work often resulted in intervention workers feeling

isolated and cut off from one another. For this reason we chose a group-based

didactic and discussion learning format rather than individually focused delivery.

We also wished to collectively draw upon participants'knowledge and experience

to relate our course material to the job of family ¡ntervent¡on worker. The group

discussion format helped to reveal common themes, shared experiences and
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concerns among these workers. Participants were able to share knowledge and

otfer support to each other. We felt the group process helped to decrease

feelings of isolation, and enhance positive feelings of membership w¡thin the group

of family intervention workers that partic¡pated in our training. Overall, we felt this

format helped create a learning climate in which participanis felt accepted,

respected and supported.

The final aclivity in Component 1 was to create a consent form that would

also be used as a reg¡stration form. This form was developed with input from

members of our M.S.W. Committee and a copy of the form is included as

appendix C of this praclicum.

The second component involved converting needs assessment data into

training program objeaives. This process involved gathering data from four areas

of the assessment of need: 1) our conclusions from read¡ng the literature on

family preservation prac'tice; 2) the aclivities involved in the family intervention

worker role and the skills required to carry these out; 3) the needs for training

expressed in the survey of family intervention workers; and 4) the needs for

training expressed in the survey of agency social workers and managers. The

information gathered in each of these four areas will be presented with a

description of how the information led to the seleclion of three training program

objectives: 1) to develop a greater understanding of the value base of family

preservation in an urban child welfare context and the unique rolé of the family

i.
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intervention worker in that system; 2) to further develop and enrich the knowledge

essential to working with family systems; and 3) to enable participants to develop

their own approach to working with families in a systemic way by exploring the

attitudes and values inherent in that approach.

A review of the l¡terature regarding the historical and current context of

family-centered seryices was useful in assessing current family intervent¡on practice

at Southwest Winnipeg Child and Family Services. lt was concluded that many of

the services currently provided by agency family intervention vriorkers to families

fit the criteria of family preservation services as deflned in the l¡terature. Such

services focus on supporting and strengthening families toward the goals of

preventing agency placement of children or reunifying children ia agency care with

their families. Agency family intervention work involves: providing serv¡ces to

families in their own homes; focusing on entire families rather than individuals; and

providing a combination of comprehensive services that include mobil¡zing natural

helping networks, coordinating community resources and providing concrete

services. This needs assessment information influenced the formation of our

second and third program objectives which emphasize the ¡mportance of

assessing and working wlth clients from a system¡c perspective. The literature ¡n

th¡s area was useful in helping us recognize the importance of viewing the family

from a broad systemic perspective and the unique role of the family intervention

worker ln assessing and observing families in their home and larger community
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context. This conclusion lrom the family preservation l¡terature helped formulate

our f¡rst program objective.

Frankel's (1988) framework proposes that family preservation services can

be divided into two groups accord¡ng to their objectives, as'crisis-oriented or

independence-oriented. Once again, this perspecl¡ve was helpful ¡n assess¡ng the

agency's present family intervention serv¡ces. The family intervention program

currently receives requests from social workers to provide both crisis-oriented and

independence-oriented services and contracts often involve prov¡ding services that

combine both orientations. Agency family intervention workers could benefit from

training in both of these orientations. Ïme constraints and kno,vledge limitations

of instruclors required that one or¡entation be emphasized. An ¡ndependence-

or¡ented focus was chosen over a crisis-oriented model for three reasons. F¡rst,

this orientation was viewed as referring to a broader area of fam¡ly treatment

theory than crisis intervention. An independence-or¡entat¡on was also seen as

more consistênt with the family systems framework previously chosen from lhe

family preservation l¡terature and converted into training program objectives. Third,

the independence-oriented model appeared more in line with the present

philosophy and service goals of the agency's family intervention program. This

information from the literature supported the formation of our second and third

program objectives which emphasize the importance of working with families from
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a broad systemic perspect¡ve toward the goal of strengthening, empowering and

facilitating independence in families.

Soule' et al's (1993) perspecl¡ve on the unique charac{eristics of the family

supporv¡ntervent¡on worker and the importance of a teamwork approach between

clinicians and support workers also informed the selec{ion of our training program

objec'tives. Soule' et al (1993) discusses the unique charac.teristics and the special

relationships that family support workers have with clients while performing family

preservation work, This portion of Soule'et al's (1993) research influenced the

formation of our f¡rst and third program objectives. We attempted to help

participants develop a greater understanding of the value base of family

preservation services, the unique role of family support workers and to enhance

support workers' "uss of self' with their cl¡ents. Our curriculum sought to

accomplish this by exploring aspects of the unique role of family ¡ntervent¡on

workers and by helping participants clarify their personal values, beliefs, att¡tudes

and working styles. Soule'et al's ('1993) research on clinician support worker

teams, emphasizes the importance of clear yet flexible roles. These writers (1993)

stress the importance of both team members' participation in the assessment of

family needs, the development of a treatment plan and the del¡very of agreed upon

serv¡ces. This part of the literature was most helpful in showing us that intervent¡on

workers also require some formal or theoretical knowledge of family assessment

and treatment issues. This information shaped our second ând third program
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objectives which focused on enriching part¡c¡pants' knowledge of working with

family systems and exploring the attitudes and values inherent in a family systems

based approach. Once again, a very broad definition of family systems theory

was utilized in our planning process.

Richard Barth (1990) proposes that, crisis-intervention theory, family

systems theory, social learning theory and ecological theory underpin family

preservation programs' ideal concepts of service delivery and treatment, ldeally

our training program would have contained curriculum content from each of these

theoretical perspectives. ïme constraints, instructors' knowledge and information

from other areas of our needs assessment requ¡red that some theoretical concepts

needed to be emphasized over others. We chose to emphasize family systems

theory as reflec{ed in our second and third program objectives. Both primary

facil¡tators were knowledgeable about this theoret¡cal approach and able to draw

on a broad range of concepts within that framework. As previously discussed, a

broad definition of family systems theory was utilized. Systems theory was viewed

as a framework which emphasises the concept of ¡nter-relat¡ng components

(individuals) that const¡tute the whole of the family. This theory also proposes that

the whole (the entire family system) is greater than the sum of its' parts

(individuals) and that how family members relate to each other (the process) is

more important than what they say to each other (the content). Family systems

theory has fostered the development of several forms of family therapy, including
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structural family therapy. Salvador Minuchin (1974) is a major author and

developer of structural family therapy. He assesses family structure along three

dimensions: "1) boundary -- who partic¡pates in family tasks, and how; 2)

al¡gnment -- the way family members work together in opposition to each other

or other family subsystems; and 3) power -- the relative force of each family

member on the achievement of family funcl¡ons" (cited in Barth, 1990, p. 93). The

goals of therapy are generally related to bringing about changes in the family

structure. This model of family therapy also encourages meeting with the entire

family system as well as with various subsystems (parental, sibling, extended) and

significant external subsystems (school, courts, social servicesl We lelt that our

broad definition of family systems theory allowed us to introduce various areas of

curriculum content that could be integrated within or viewed from a general family

systems perspective, such as: structural family therapy; separation and

attachment issues; lhe effec{s of abuse on family dynamics; the family life cycle;

healthy family functioning; family diversity; and solution focused family techniques.

We also felt that our working definition of family systems theory could be viewed

as encompassing some of the other theoretical approaches highlighted by Barth

(1990) as underpinning ideal concepts of family preservation serv¡ce. lt can be

argued that our systems theory framework represents ecological theory which

involves viewing the family w¡thin ¡ts' contexit. We also felt that tur use of solution

focused techniques such as: building on family strengths and competencies;
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helping clients identify exceptions to problems; giving clients homework tasks; and

assisting clients to maintain positive change, were concepts that were consistent

with social learning theory's goal of teaching parents and children the skills for seff-

management, Barth's (1990) fourth framework, crisis-intervent¡on theory, was not

emphasized due to time constraints and facil¡tators'lack of knowledge in this area.

The second area of needs assessment that informed the selection of our

train¡ng objectives was, the activit¡es involved in the family intervêntion worker role

and the skills required to carry these out. This information has been previously

presented throughout our discussion of how our conclusions from the family

preservation literature led to the formulation of our training program objeclives. As

previously discussed, the role of family intervention worker involves: a) assessing

clients in their home environment and providing a combination åf comprehensive

services that meet the family's therapeutic, support¡ve and concrete needs; b)

providing services that are both crisis-oriented and independence-oriented; c)

establishing clear yet flexible roles as members of a clinician support worker team

and participating in the assessment of family needs, the development of a

treatment plan and the delivery of agreed upon services. We concluded that some

of the skills and knowledge required to carry out lhese tasks included: a) an

understanding of the value base of family preservation serv¡cêïc and the unique

role of the family intervention worker in those serv¡ces; b) knowledge of theoretical

frameworks that underpin family preservation programs' ideal concepts of serv¡cs
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delivery and treatment; and c) an understanding of integrating theoret¡cal

knowledge into family ¡ntervent¡on pract¡ce. We felt that the first skill area identified

represented our first training program objec{ive, that the second area informed our

second program objective, and that the final area of skills identified assisted the

development of our third program objec-tive. As previously iiscussed in this

practicum, we did not attempt to define or identify a list of family intervention

worker competenc¡es. Our intervention (training program) hoped to increase

lntervention workers' skills by enr¡ching their knowledge and changing their

att¡tudes in relation to various content areas of the curriculum.

Needs assessment data from the third and fourth areas related to, the

needs for training expressed in the survey of family intervention workers and in the

survey of agency social workers and managers. As previously discussed, these

surveys were conducted by my pract¡cum colleague, Dawn Donnelly. lnformation

regarding family intervention training needs was gathered from each of these

stakeholder groups within the agency. The data provided from these surveys was

divided into the following three categories:

Worker lssues - ¡ssues relating to the specific role and funciion of the

family intervent¡on worker.

Family lssues - areas in which workers perce¡ved the need for some

education, skill development and case practise.

¿.

1.

2.
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3. Systems lssues - broader issues which focus on the relationship of

cl¡ent and workers within the larger societal or agency context.

The categories chosen for grouping this data are a reflect¡on of the biases

of the students completing th¡s practicum. These biases were influenced by: the

needs assessment data identified from the family preservation l¡terature, our

interpretation of the activities and skills required in the agency family intervention

worker rote and the relevant knowledge and experience of the training program

facilitators. Our bias was to present curriculum content which focused on the

following two primary goals and objectives:

Goal #1 - To understand the theoretical frameworks that underpin the

ideal concepts of family preservat¡on service and delivery.

Obiective #1 - To further develop and refine the knowledge essential to

working with family systems.

Goal#2 - To integrate theoretical knowledge with family intervention

pract¡ce.

Objecl¡ve #1 - To develop a greater understanding of the value base of

family preservation services and the unique role of the family intervention

worker in that seryice,

Obiec{ive #2 - To enable participants to develop their. own approach to

working with families in a systemic way by exploring the attitudes and
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values inherent in that approach.

A family preservation services framework was a very important bias that

influenced our analysis of the needs assessment data gathered from famity

intervention workers, agency social workers and managers, As previously

discussed the agency has not clearly defined the present family intervent¡on

program as a family preservat¡on based service and does not limit its' contract

workers' roles to providing services consistent with only that orientation. For these

reasons we would expect training needs assessment data from the surveys to

reflec-t a wide range of service areas and include feedback that is not consistent

with our family preservation focus. This possibility seemsiev¡dent from the

following two tables which summarize the survey data. ì
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RESULTS OF A NEEDS ASSESSMENT WITH FAMILY INTERVENTION

Worker lssues

Team Work

ïme Management

Personal Safety/SelÊcare

Peer Support

WORKERS

Famllv lssues

Single Parent Families

Adolescent Development

Family Violence

Women's lssues

Parenting

Anger Management

Systems lssues

Community Besources

Child Wclfare system

Mediation

Gender lssues

Family Systems:
Assessment &
lntervention

Family Therapy
Models

ADHD children Cultural Diversity

AttachmenVSeparation Agencyresource
lssues re: Children access & process

Addic'tions Prevention

Special Needs Ghildren

Self Esteem lssues

Sexual Abuse lssues

Flgure 5-I
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FESULTS OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT WITH SOCIAL WORKERS AND

MANAGEMENT

Worker lssues Family lssues Systems lssues

*Value Clarification *Family Patterns *Cultural Biases

*Team Work *Addictions *Abuse/Neglect

*Responsibilþ *Attachment *Crisis

Theory lntervention

*Conflicl of Fole Demands *Family Violence *Domestic

Violence

*Documentation

*Court work

Boundary lssues

Ethics

*Sexual Abuse

*Family of Origin

*Dysfunctional Families

*Boundaries

Loyalty

Shame and Secrets

Behaviour Management

Anger Management

LEGEND: *represents issues also mentioned by the
Family lntervention Workers

Figure 5-2
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As represented in these figures, the data has been grouped into sub¡ect

categories according to worker issues, family issues, and systems issues. These

groupings, as previously defined, should provide data that would be consistent

w¡th our three training program objectives. That ¡s: we would look for information

under worker issues to be consistent with objective #3; for information under

family issues to be consistent with objective #2; and for informat¡on under systems

issues to be consistent with objective #1. As indicated Oy Ootn tables, this is not

the case. As expected, most groupings contain training nr.d. th"t is cons¡stent

with a family preservation or family focused perspective as well as data that reveals

an individualistic focus. This diversity is likely a reflection of the variety of roles,

duties and functions currently performed by agency Intervention workers and the

different percept¡ons of the sk¡lls and training necessary to prrfãrm these various

functions. The data from the training needs surveys was represented under broad

subject categories such as: women's issues; parenting; gender issues; team work

and prevention. lnformation was not available regarding what specific responses

were grouped into these subject categories; what number of respondents

identified each issue; and whether the needs identified were for knowledge, skill,

new att¡tudes or all three. All of the biases, faclors and limitatidns of survey data

previously discussed greatly limited its' conversion to training program objectives'

The information from this portion of the needs assessment data became

secondary to the process of establishing our training program objeclives and
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curriculum content. The following is a list of the broad subject areas that were

interpreted as consistent with the three program objectives previously established

from the other two areas of needs assessment data.

Obiective #1 - To develop a greater understanding of the value base of

family preservation services in an child welfare context and

the un¡que role of the family intervention worker in that

service.

Survey Results from Family lntervention Workers:

Systems lssues - prevention

. child welfare system

Worker lssues - team work

Family lssues - none

Survev Results from Social Workers and Manaoers:

Systems lssues - none

Worker lssues - team work

' confl¡c1 of role demands

. responsibility

' ethics

Family lssues - none
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Obieciive #2 - To further develop and refine the knowledge essentiat to

working with family systems.

Survey Results from Family lntervention Workers:

Systems lssues - family systems: assessment and intervention

- family therapy models

- community resources

Worker lssues - none

Family lssues - single parent families

- adolescent development

Survev Results from Social Workers and Managers:

Systems lssues - none

Worker lssues - none

Family lssues - family patterns

. family of origin 
¡

. dysfunctional families

. boundaries
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Objec't¡ve #3 - To enable participants to develop the¡r own approach to

working with families in a systemic way by exploring the

att¡tudes and values inherent in that approach.

't
Survey Results from Familv lntervention Workers:

Systems lssues - family systems: assessment and ¡ntervent¡on

' - family therapy models
)

j child welfare system
:

: - prevention
:
:

: Worker lssues - self-care

:: Family lssues - parent¡ng

: - attachmenlseparation issues re: children
:

: - sexual abuse issues

' Survev Results from Social Workers and Manaqers:
:

; Systems lssues - none

i Worker lssues - value clarification

ì - boundary issues
I

Ìj conflicl of role demands

i

: Family lssues - none
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It should be noted that the subject categor¡es of separation/attachment

issues regarding children and sexual abuse issues (listed under objective #3

results) were chosen as curriculum content to illustrate some of thê attitudes and

values inherent in a systems approach by contrast¡ng that to an individualistic

approach to these issues and by discussing how separation/attachment and

abuse could be viewed from a systems framework.

The needs assessment survey of family intervention ivorkers gathered

information from an additional source. Each agency intervention worker

interviewed was asked a critical incident quest¡on. The critical incident question,

described by Brookfield (1988), is a method of gathering indirect survey

information by having respondents think of a specific example. ln the case of

Dawn's needs assessment interviews with family intervention workers, the following

critical incident question was asked:

Think over the past year and identify a case you remember as one that

caused you the greatest discomfort, pressure or ditfigulty. Tell me in

summary, the following details about the case: a) in what situation it

occurred; b) who was involved (roles rather than personality); and c) what

was significant about the incident as to.cause you ditficulty?
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Th¡s technique depends on an accurate analysis by the examiner. Dawn

Donnelly and I analyzed the question results together. The following is a list of

how we summarized the most common themes from participants' responses. The

results are listed in no particular order and information was not available regarding

what number of respondents identified each issue. Overall, Dawn reported that

this indirect question produced a narrower range of answers w¡th more

commonality among respondents than the direct questions.

1 . What are achievable goals of the family intervention worker? ln other

words, who is responsible for efiecting change within the client system?

2. How family intervention workers can negotiate a more specific contract with

the referring social worker that allows room to negotiate in a way that

reflects the family intervent¡on worker strengths and includes the family's

perceptions of their role as well. The uncertainty of being engaged as a

contract worker may interfere with a worker honestly appraising their own

skills and abilities and being clear with the referring solid worker about

these. When relating to referring social workers, fam¡ly ¡ntervention workers

often feel it is more desirable to be accommodating than assertive. lf a

family intervention worker perceives that goals that hav€ been outlined for

the cl¡ent are unrealistic and not mutually shared, there is a similar

reluctance to offer an opinion for fear of gaining a reputat¡on as, "hard to

work with" resulting in fewer contracls.
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'lhe difüculty of be¡ng in the agency's employ and balancing the demands

of the mandated responsibil¡ties with the confliciing role of connec-t¡ng w¡th

clients and acling as a support in terms of loyalty issues. This issue would

also be of concern to soc¡al workers who have similar conflicts in some of

their casework.

How to get unstuck from polarized positions, with respect to workers and

families.

Safety concerns for family intervention workers with regard to isolation and

lack of close associations in their workplace.

Family systems and how to work with individuals in a systemic way.

Acknowledging personal limitations and increasing comfort level w¡th clients

in the role of the expert, The underlying principles of family preservat¡on

work operate from a pos¡tion of family strengths which is a shift from the

delivery of more traditional child welfare involvement. Although workers

value this perspective, it was perceived by intervention workers that further

exploration of this topic would be helpful.

Alternat¡ves for consultation or peer support.

These results indicate that there is more overlap between the survey data

reported in table 5-1 (direcl questions) and the information gathered from the

indirec't question. The information gathered from the critical incident question

4.

6.

7.

8.
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yielded more process oriented than subjecl oriented data, This process

information gave a context to some of the subject data by helping us understand

how a training needs topic would be important to intervention workers. For this

reason, the critical incident question data was more helpful to our process of

creating training program objec'tives. The first theme was viewed as relating to the

issue of team work between clinicians and intervention workers. This theme was

determined to be consistent w¡th our first training program objeclive, We felt the

second theme related to both objective #1 and objective #3 since these

responses were viewed as relat¡ng to the unique role of the intervention worker

and developing a greater understanding of individual working styles or "use of self'

with clients, We also felt that responses that referred to the confus¡on around

establishing goals that are mutually shared by clients, soaial workers and

intervention workers, related to our first training objective. Theme number three

was viewed as an issue of the role confusion often experienced by those working

in a child welfare context. We ¡nterpreted this theme as relevant to our f¡rst

program objective. Theme number four seemed to have some similarity with

theme number two. lt can be argued that polarized positions often result from the

absence of mutually agreed upon service goals. From this perspect¡ve, the fourth

theme was considered to be addressed by our first training objec'tive. The fifth

theme was not directly addressed as a train¡ng need. Bringing a group of

intervention workers together in a training program could likely contribute to
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building closer associations within that group of contrac{ workers and helping

reduce feelings of isolation. However, ths ¡ssue of safety concerns was seen as

an agency issue of workplace safety. This latter issue will hopefully be addressed

once intervention workers become organized as a collec;tive bargaining unit

through union membership. The sixth theme was seen as relating to our second

and third program objectives which involved developing knowledge about family

systems and developing an approach to working w¡th clients in a systemic way.

We felt the seventh theme that emerged was related to the principles of family

preservation service and appropriate preservation based family intervention

pracl¡ce. This theme was viewed as relating to our first program objective. Like

theme live, theme eight was not viewed directly as a training need. Once aga¡n,

bringing ¡ntervention workers together in a training program would create some

alternatives for consultation and peer support within that group. The ongoing

need for such support and consultation was viewed as an agency issue.

The third component of the process to complete this praclicum related to

selecl¡ng and sequencing curriculum content that was reflect¡ve of our four areas

of needs assessment. As previously discussed, content was selected that

primarily related to the f¡rst two areas of needs assessment data. The l¡terature

was most helpful in the selecl¡on of curriculum content that: viewed clients from

a broad system¡c perspeclive; recognized the unique role of the intervention

worker in assessing families in their environment; stressed the importance of
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working with families from an independence-orientation; and emphasized the

importance of clear yet flexible roles in clinician support worker teams. The

second area of needs assessment data that pr¡marily informed our curriculum

selection was the activities involved in the family intervention role. As previously

discussed we selected parts of the agenry intervention role that related to family

preservation based services. After viewing family intervent¡on activ¡ties that were

cons¡stent with a family preservation framework, we concludéd that curr¡culum

content should be selected that emphasized: understanding the value base of

family preservation services and the unique role of the family interventlon worker

in those seryices, theoretical frameworks that underp¡n farnily preservation

programs' ideal concepts of service delivery and treatment and the integration of

theoretical knowledge with family intervention prac{ice. Various factors, instructor

biases and data colleclion lim¡tations (previously discussed) resulted in information

from our third and fourth areas of needs assessment data having a secondary

influence on the selection of curriculum content. Overall, data from the training

needs surveys was selected that emphasized the same curr¡culum content that

was selected from the first and second areas of needs assessment data.

Gurriculum content was grouped under three training objectives. The objectives

and corresponding curriculum were sequenced beginning w¡th the broadest

learning framework (the value base of family preservation services) and becoming

more focused (working with family systems) and finally becoming more specific
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(developing an approach to working with family systems). ln keeping with Sork

and Caffarella's (1989) guidelines: whenever possible we began w¡th content that

was more familiar to learners (the child welfare context and some aspects of family

preservation based practice); and where appropr¡ate we attempted to integrate

practice applications as part of each learning segment (through group discussion,

case examples, role plays and skill building exercises).

A copy of the proposed objectives and content of tho training program are

contained as appendix E of this practicum. I attended an agenry family

interuention worker meet¡ng on May 4, 1994 to circulate and discuss the proposed

objectives, content, consent forms, dates, times and location of the training

program. This process allowed for intervention workers to ¡dentify whether the

proposed objectives and content were an accurate reflection of some of the needs

they had identified. The group response was favourabl" 
"hO 

,n, proposed

objectives and content were used as part of the tra¡ning curr¡cuLm. The consent

forms ensured that each participant registering or choosing not to register for

training understood that: participation was voluntary; data gathered would be

confidential; data gathered would be stored away from the agency and later

destroyed; and any information gathered would only be used to €valuate our

training program's effecliveness.

Designing an instructional process that was consistent with the curriculum

content and reflec'tive of adult learning principles, was the fourth component of our
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act¡v¡t¡es. As previously stated, one inskuctional method used was to attempt to

integrate practice applications as part of each learning segment (Sork and

Caffarella, 1989), through the use of group discussion, case examples, role plays

and skill building exercises. Cranton's (1989) model of instructional design was

useful in guiding the process of designing an instructional strategy and select¡ng

instructional methods. Our instruc'tional strategy was to create three general

training program objec'tives and group possible curriculum coÀtent areas under

each objective. Two broad goals (or areas of primary focus) guided all three

objectives. We chose instructional methods that consisted of face to face group

based lecture and discussion, This format was based on our own comfort level

and familiarity w¡th these methods, and on our assessment that this format was

well suited to our group of participants as well as the¡r agency work context. Our

assessment of agency family intervention workers indicated that these are

dedicated, hardworking employees who work intensively t""" ù fa"e w¡th clients

in difficult and complex s¡tuat¡ons. We felt these workers would be most

responsive and comfortable in a learning environment where the primary method

of instruqtion involved face to face interaction rather than a more individual

delivery, viewing video tapes or listening to audio tapes. We were also aware that

the agency context for their contracl work often resulted in intervention workers

feeling isolated and cut off from one another. For these reasons we chose a

group-based didactic and discussion learning format to reduce feelings of isolation
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and create opportunities for peer support and consultation. Opportunities for peer

support and consultation were encouraged by requesting that part¡cipants

contribute their own case examples for role play and skill building exercises. We

also wished to collec-tively draw on participants' knowledge and expêriencs to

relate our curriculum content to the job of family intervention worker. The group

discussion format helped to reveal common themes, shared experiences and

provide opportunities to integrate theoretical knowledge with family intervention

prac-tice. The use of these learning methods also helped .n.rrå,n", rh" learning-

teach¡ng transaction was a mutual responsibility. This shared responsibility for the

learning-teaching transaction was consistent with my personal philosophy of adult

education. This personal philosophy has been discussed earlier and views the

focus of the learning environment as encouraging the interaction of people,

behaviour and environment, These learning methods are also reflective of some

of Knowles' (1980) guidelines for effective adult education praclice. He proposes

that, among other things, effect¡ve adult education programs should emphasize

experiential techniques and praclical applications of learning. Knowles also

encourages the use of "unfreezing and learning to learn from experience", as an

adult education learning method. This method was utilized in ourtraining program

by introducing concepts of family systems theory and contrasting that model with

more individually focused models such as working individually with abused

children or acting out adolescents. Participants were encouraged to explore the
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attitudes and values inherent in a family systems approach and discuss how they

could work with individual clients (with separation/attachment issues or abuse

issues) from a systemic framework. Finally, learning methods were sequenced in

our training program to begin with less experiential (group discussion, instructors'

case examples) to more experient¡al (participants' case examples, role plays and

skill building exercises). Less exper¡ential learning methods were used to begin

with to allow the group to develop trust and comfort among participants and

between instructors and group members. As discussed earlier, intervent¡on

workers were not compensated financially for attending training and participants

could be asked to take contracts during training program hours. Contract hours

that they would be paid for. For these reasons, it was decided that our

attendance expeclations needed to be flexible. As part of our initial process of

establishing group expectations regarding confidentiality and mutual respect we

discussed our need to be understanding of varied attendance by participants.

Group members were encouraged to raise any objections they might have

regarding group membership and were encouraged to be:. patient if group

dynamics were effected by this factor. No objections were raised and although

group size varied from six to eleven over eight training sessions, a core group of

six partic¡pants attended seven or more sessions. This core group of participants

developed trust and support with each other and there was equal participation in

group discussions. When necessary, the instruc'tors would ask for input from
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certain reticent group members to ensure equal part¡c¡pation. Breaking into pairs

or mixing talkers and non-talkers in small groups were some other teaching

methods used to ensure equal participation. This core group of s¡x part¡cipants

allowed a fluid membership of additional part¡c¡pants. The group climate was

open, flexible and respec'tful of all group members. Hopefully, the learning

methods utilized and our attent¡on to helping part¡cipants establish a comfortable

and supportive group/learning climate were faclors in the resulting flexible and

open group membership. As discussed previously, Nixon (1979) indicates that

members of five person discussion groups report the highest level of satisfaction,

Wê felt that our core group of six part¡cipants often experienced the benefits of

such a small group including: a high level of individual participation; and enough

members to allow any one member to be able to w¡thdraw from an untenable

position, We observed that our core group of participants wgre able to form a

dynamic supportive and flexible group over eight training sessions. Additional

group members were respected and included by the core group. We found that

the less frequent members were more hesitant to participate in group discussions.

Once again, instrucl¡onal methods such as: asking for input from certain group

members; breaking participants into pairs for discussion; and mixing talkers and

non-talkers into small work groups, were utilized to deal with this group dynamic.

The fifth component involved developing appropr¡ate evaluation instruments

that would attempt to measure whether our program objeclives were met and
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provide consumer satisfact¡on information regarding program content, format and

facilitators. After discussion with M.S.W. committee members, Dr. Harvy Frankel

and Dr. Sid Frankel, it was decided that we would develop and administertwo pre

and post test measures. Both of these instruments related to measuring changes

in either participants' attitudes or knowledge regarding curriculum content areas.

As previously discussed, we viewed our training program as an organized and

purposeful ¡ntervention that we hoped would create changes atnong participants

by enriching their knowledge and changing their attitudes in relation to our training

programs' objectives and its' curriculum content. We did not attempt to define a

list of lamily intervention worker competencies, nor did we attempt to measure

changes in participants'skill levels. Part of Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) model for

identifying important indicators associated with successful adult education

programs, was also helpful in determining our evaluation measures. These

indicators were: participants were satisfied; and significant participant learning

occurred. ln order to evaluate our training program's effecl¡veness (related to:

program objeaives; changes in participants' knowledge and attitudes; and

part¡cipants sat¡sfact¡on of the training program), we developed tvvo instruments

and one training program evaluat¡on measure. ln addition to these indicators we

collected evaluation information from our informal discussions with participants and

our observations throughout the training program.
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Our first measure consisted of three parts. Part A contained nine "attitude"

statements. Respondents were asked to indicate their agreement or disagreement

with each statement on a live point scale. This portion of lhe instrument attempted

to measure changes in participants' attitudes before and after completion of the

training program. Part B of this questionnaire attempted to measure changes in

participants' self-ratings of knowledge in two areas. Part C souglht to measure the

apptication of knowledge gained in the tra¡ning program to a hypothet¡cal case

situation. A copy of this ¡nstrument, t¡tled "Scaling Questions For Family

lntervention Workers", is included as Appendix F of this practicum. Please refer

to Appendix F for an explanation of the ideal answers for questions included in

Part A and Part B of this questionnaire.

The design and development of all of our evaluation ¡nstruments was a joint

venture. Dawn, my prac'ticum colleague, contributed helpful information from her

needs assessment data that contr¡buted to the formulation of the att¡tude quest¡ons

in Part A of our first instrument. ln particular, the information gathered from the

individual interviews with family intervention workers was used to develop att¡tude

questions. We felt the needs assessment data gathered through interviews related

to important themes and issues identified by intervention workers. We sought to

address some of these issues in our training curriculum, Question one was

designed to measure part¡cipants' attitudes of the realistic limitations of their work

and role. This question was formulated using the f¡rst theme which arose from our
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analys¡s of responses to the critical incident question. We fett this question also

related to our first program objective since it referred to how clearly respondents

viewed their role of family intervention worker. As previously discussed, family

preservat¡on literature advocates supporting, empowering and building on family

members' strengths. From this knowledge base, we determined that it was not

a family intervent¡on worker's role to mot¡vate a client but to understand, assess

and formulate mutual goals where clients are already motivated to begin working.

Question 2 was designed to measure participants' att¡tudes related to working

from a systemic perspect¡ve with individual family members. This question was

informed by the sixth theme which arose in our analysis of training needs

information from the critical incident question. This question also related to our

second and third training program objeclive. Based on family systems theory (and

ecological theory), individual family members can only be properly assessed and

understood when viewed in the context of their family system and its' larger

environment. We determined that participants should agree or strongly agree with

this statement to reflect knowledge essential to working with family systems and

reflec-t a value that is inherent to a family systems approach, Question 3 was

formulated to reflect the third theme which arose in our analysis of needs

assessment data from indÌvidual interviews with intervention workers. We were

attempting to measure participants' understanding that it is not within their

discretion to report a child abuse incident that occurs within a family they are
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working w¡th. Our goal was to clarify the mandated responsibilities of family

intervention workers in order to clarify their role with families and inform cl¡ents that

any incidents of child abuse must be reported to the referring social worker for

invest¡gation. Unfortunately, we did not formulate this question clearly (using

"abusive incidenf instead of "child abuse") and we would have changed or

removed this question had we piloted our instrument. On reflec-tion, this question

seems to be more knowledge based than att¡tud¡nal and it does not relate to our

program objectives or to content covered in our curriculum. Question 4 was a

refled¡on of theme seven from the cr¡tical incident question data and our f¡rst and

third training program objective. Family preservation literature which advocates

strengthen¡ng, empower¡ng and supporting clients to become independent from

agency services, informed the development of th¡s question. Our broad definition

of family systems theory values viewing individuals in the context of their family

system and their environment. We viewed this literature as related to

understanding that clients possess better information about their family system and

situat¡on than we do since they are l¡ving ¡n the middle of it while.professionals are

viewing it from an outside perspective. We wanted respondents to agree or

strongly agree with this statement. Question 5 sought to measure participants'

attitudes about their clients' cultural diversity and their comfort level in exploring

such d¡fferences if they existed. This question was developed from our first

program objective and was informed by family preservation literature which
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identifies respecling, understanding and providing family preservation services

which are culturally appropriate. We felt that culturally appropriate practice was

a value base of family preservat¡on serv¡ces. From this perspective, we wanted

respondents to agree or strongly agree with th¡s statement. Question 6 was a

reflection of the second lheme which emerged in our analysis of the critical

incident quest¡on data. The quest¡on also related to our first program objective

and was informed by the family preservatlon literature which outlined the

importance of clinician-support worker teams mutually sharing assessment, case

planning and delivery of service to clients. We felt such team work was a value

base of family preservation services and we wished to support and recognize that

interyent¡on workers have valuable and cr¡tical op¡n¡ons to share with referr¡ng

social workers. From this point of view, we wanted part¡cipants to agree or

strongly agree with this question. Our seventh quest¡on related to our third

program objective. This question was developed from our definition and

understanding of what fac-tors contribute to developing an individt'¿l approach that

integrates theoretical knowledge with everyday practice. lt can be argued lhat

integrating theory with prac.tice increases competency and feelings of professional

accomplishment when working w¡th clients. From this perspect¡ve, we were

wanting respondents to increase their agreement to this statement upon

completion of the training program. We would interpret an increase in agreement

as an indication that intervention workers were feeling more competent and
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conf¡dent in their work with families. Question I was developed from our f¡rst

program objec'tive and was informed by the family preservation literature that

proposes that support workers are able to develop a unique role with families

since they bring a perspecl¡ve that is often closer to the experience of the families

receiving seryices and who may often be perceived as someone with whom family

members can more readily identify or more easily accept support and guidance

from. We felt this concept was a value base of the unique role of family support

workers in family preservat¡on praclice. We wanted participants to agree with this

statement. Our final attitude quest¡on in Part A related to bur first program

objec'tive. This question was informed by family preservat¡on literature which

discusses the common philosophies or values base of all family preservation

programs. A shared philosophy or value base includes thê commitment to

maintaining children in their own homes based on the belief that most children are

better off growing up in the same family they have known since infancy (BribiEer

and Verdieck, 1988). We felt this concept was a value base of family preservation

services and we wanted part¡cipants to agree with this statement.

Part B of our f¡rst measure, contained two statements related to the two

overall goals or primary focus areas of our curriculum. Each statement asked

respondents to rate their present level of knowledge on a five point scale. The first

question was developed from our first overall tra¡n¡ng goal related to participants

developing an understanding of the theoretical frameworks that underpin the ideal
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concepts of family preservation service delivery and treatment, As previously

discussed. our bias was to present curriculum content that focused on family

systems theory as representing such a theoretical framework. Th¡s quest¡on also

was informed by our second program objective. This objective relates to ths

knowledge and application of family systems theory. We wanted respondents to

show an íncrease in their self-rating of a family systems approach upon completion

of our training program. Our second self-rating question was developed from our

second overall train¡ng goal and our f¡rst and third program objeötive. The second

goal referred to the integration of theoretical knowledge with iamily intervent¡on

practice. Our first and third program object¡ves ¡llustrate that we viewed integrat¡on

on two levels. First, develop¡ng greater theoretical knowledge of the value base

of family preservation practice and secondly, helping intervention workers develop

their own approach to family-centered, systemic pract¡ce. We felt that both of

these objectives related to developing a better understanding of the "use of self'

or npersonal style" as a family intervention worker. We wanted participants to

increase their understanding of their personal style upon complet¡on of our train¡ng

program.

Part C of our first measure requested that respondents iisl three aclivities

they would do with a hypothetical client family. We were attempting to measurê

changes in the application of knowledge that participants would have gained

through our train¡ng prograrn. We created an o¡deal" answer to this question ln
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ord€r to score respondents' answsrs. Our ideal answer was based on fivE areas

of knowledge that related to our cûurse curriculum. ln order to gain a perfecl

rating of five points, we expecled participants to ment¡on the following factors in

their intervention: 1) to ask for parents' input into treatrnent goals; 2) to ¡dentify

present family strengths; 3) to assist the family with appropriate concrete needs;

4) to prov¡de information to parents about normal child development; and 5) to

connect tha family to supports and community resources. This question and our

ideal answer was informed by all three of our training program object¡ves and

family preservation literature which proposes concepts that underlie ideal family

preservation practice. The five components of our ideal answer were derived from

our knowledge of the present agency family intervention worker role and literature

which proposes that ideal pracl¡ce involves: supporting and strengihen¡ng

families; and providing services that address the concrete, social, educational

and/or developmental needs of an individual or a family. We viewed this question

and our ideal answer as related to our three program objectives. We wanted

respondents to appfy knowledge that r€flected: an understanding of the value

base of family preservation; a knowledge of family systems theory; anO an abilþ

to integrate theory with pract¡ce through illustrating their individual approadr to a

hypothetical case situat¡on.

Our second measure cons¡sted of ten true and false questions designed to

measure knowledge gained by part¡cipants ¡n various areas of the ùaining
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program curriculum. These questions were developed to reflect our training

program objec{ives and the content areas pr¡or¡zed by participants under each

objec{ive. lnput from participants did not occur until our second tra¡ning session

and this questionnaíre was created after that second sessioå. A copy of our

knowledge questionnaire is included as Appendix G of this practi'cum. Please refer

to Appendix G for an explanation of the ideal answers for the ten true or false

questions. Our first knowledge question was developed from our first course

objective and lhe family preservation l¡terature which discusses the unique role of

the family support worker. Family preservation literature proposes that support

workers are able to develop a unique role wlth families since they bring a

perspect¡ve that is often closer to the experience of the families receiving services

and who may often be perceived as someone with whom farhily members can

more readily identify or more easily accept support and guidance from. We felt

this unique role concept was a value base of family preservation service and

pract¡ca. We wanted respondents to agree with lhis statement. Our second

guestion was developed from the same objective and the same unique role

concept of the family support worker. Family preservation literature supports the

view that the intervention worker brings a different and unique perspective lo tha

clinician support worker team. The literature proposes that the clinÌcian and

support worker have d¡fferent skills that should blend to comptement each other

in family assessment, case planning and the delivery of services. We feft that
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diferent and complementary skills between clinicians and support workers was a

value base of family preservation services. We fett this concept could be directly

applied to the child wetfare social worker and intervent¡on worker teams in our

child welfare setting. We wanted participants to agree with this statement.

Queslion 3 was developed from all three of our program objectives and the family

preservation l¡terature. Family preservation l¡terature advocates strengthening,

empowering and supporting clients to become independent of agency services.

A broad definition of family systems theory also values viewing individuals in the

context of their family and their envkonment. We felt these concepts supported

the notion that clients need to find their own solutions rathèr than be given

arìswers in order to be strengthened and empowered. We also felt this concept

suggested that cl¡ents possess better information about fìnding appropriate

solutions since they are living in the middle of their family system while

professionals view it from an outside perspective. We saw these ideas as a

reflection of: the value base of family preservation; as knowledge essential to

working with family systems; and as helping participants explore.the attitudes and

values inherent in a family systems approach. We wanted part¡c¡pants to agreê

with lhis statement. Question 4 was developed from our second and thkd

program objec{ive. Family systems theory emphasizes the concept of ¡nter-relat¡ng

components (individuals) that constitute the whole of the family. This theory also

proposes lhat the whole (the entire family) is greater than lhe sum of its'parts
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(ndividuals) and that individuals are best viewed and understood within their family

context. We felt these concepts rellected knowledge that was essent¡al to working

with family systems and as attitudes and values that are inherent to a family

systems approach. Based on this perspective we wanted participants to agreg

with this question. We felt that a family systems approach would view and

understand adolescent act¡ng-out behaviour ¡n the context of its' family of origin

rather than looking for individual or psychodynamic causes for the behaviour.

Question 5 was formulated from our f¡rst and second program objectives. This

ques{ion related to the separation and attachment portion 9f our curriculum

content and we strove to maintain a family focus on this issue during our training

program. A family focus was maintained by viewing the issues of separation and

attachment within the cúntext of the child's family system. Our curriculum

emphasized that when children are removed from their family system they will

always experience loss and separation issues. lf we believe that all members of

a family system are inter-connected and that parents form attachments with their

children, then it follows that both parents and children would experience loss and

separation when they are removed from each other. Family preservation programs

share a common philosophy that emphasizes that children should be maintained

in their own homes whenever possible. This philosophy is supported by

attachment and separation theory which proposes mat childien are better off

growing up in the same family they have known since infanry and where their
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most signilicant attachments have been formed. We felt these concepts reflected

a value base of family preservation services and the knowledge essential to

working with family systems. We wanted participants to agree with this statement.

Question 6 was developed in relation to the "abuse issues in the child wetfare

contexf' portion of our training curriculum. Our curriculum did provide information

to part¡cipants regarding this statement, however this question did not relate to our

program objectives. We strove to maintain a family focus with this area of our

cuniculum content by emphasizing that it is possible to work with families where

child abuse (sexual, physical or emotional) has occurred toward reducing the risk

factors which contributed to the abuse and ensuring that the child can be

protecied in their family in the future. However, th¡s question did not reflect

part¡cipant knowledge that would have been gained in relation to a family systems

bcrls on abuse issues in the child welfare context, We would have changed or

removed this question had we piloted our instrument before use. Question 7 also

related to the 'abuse issues in the child welfare contexf portion of our training

ct¡niculum. Ourtraining program did provide information to participants informing

them that recent Canadian Statistics indicate that one in ten boys in Canada are

abused before the age of 18. We strove to maintain a family focus in this area by

emphasizing that child abuse is perhaps more common in Canadathan we like to

believe and that when child abuse occurs within the famity it is possible to work

with the risk factors that contr¡buted to the abuse. ln situatiops where parents
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have abused their child a family systems approach can be utilized to ensure that

a child can be protected and maintained within their family. Unfortunately this

question did not reflect participant knowledge that would have been gained

regarding a family systems focus on abuse issues within the child welfare context.

We would have changed or removed this question had we piloted our instrument

before use. Question I was developed from our first program objective and family

preservation literature. Family preservation l¡terature identifies respecl¡ng,

understanding, supporting and strengthening family diversity. We felt this concept

related to recognizing that single female parents were capable of competently

raising male children (at any age) w¡thout requiring pos¡tive influence from a father

figure. Our curriculum emphasized that single parenting is a difücult job which

often requires support from various extended family members or commun¡ty

resources. We saw a distinct¡on between these two concepts. We felt it was a

value base of family preservation services to respect family diversity and recognize

that single mothers could competently raise their sons w¡thout requir¡ng the

positive influence of a father figure. Our curriculum proposed that often single

parents, of either gender, require support with their often over-whelming task of

single-handedly accomplishing all of the tasks of raising children. We wanted

part¡cipants to disagree with this statement. Question 9 also related to single

parent households. This quest¡on was informed by all three of our program

objeclives and family preservation literature. Once again, family preservation
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literature proposes respecling, understanding, support¡ng and str€ngthen¡ng fam¡ly

diversity. Family systems theory stresses that there should be clear boundaries

between the family's executive (parental) subsystem and its'child or sibling

subsystem. We viewed this literature as related to: understanding the value base

of famity preservation; knowledge essential to family systems; and values inherent

to a family systems approach. Our curriculum emphasized lhat single parent

households could competently raise children, utilizing extended family or

cúmmunity supports when needed, without placing an eldest child in a parental

role. Our curriculum also distinguished that a parent may request or delegate

certain caretaking responsibil¡ties to an eldest child in thek absenca, this

occurrence is normal and different than allowing a ch¡ld to take on a parental role.

We wanted participants to disagree with this statement. Our linal knowledge

quest¡on related to our first program objective and was informed by the family

preservation literature. Family preservat¡on literature advocates supporting,

empowering and building on family members' strengths. From this knowledge

base, we determined that cl¡ents should and are always capable of setting their

own treatment goals. Our curriculum stressed that a belief in family str€ngth

involves viewing clients as capable and able to see what aspecls of their family

situation they want to change for the better. We viewed this capability as lhe

factor necessary for clients to set their own teatment goals. Our curriculum also

emphasized that clients may need support and assistance to cfeate appropr¡ate
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goals for treatment. We fett that offer¡ng support and ass¡stance was different than

determining a client was not capable of this task. We viewed lhis concept as a

value base of family preservation services. We wanted part¡cipants to disagreo

with this statement.

Our final evaluat¡on measure was designed to gather information regarding

part¡cipants' satisfact¡on of the training program. This instrument requested that

respondents rate their level of sat¡sfaction on a five point scale ¡n response to

various questions regarding: course content, course fac¡l¡tators; and courss

format. This measure also contained four questions that required a wr¡tten

response regarding: a significant learn¡ng experience from the course; the course

content; the course instructors; and suggestions for future training programs. This

instrument is titled "Evaluation of Training Program" and is included as Appendix

H of this practicum. Overall, this measure was developed to be an indicator of

consumer satisfaction of three primary areas of our training program. These three

primary areas were determined by our interest and knowledge and some of the

common factors assoc¡ated with successful adult learning programs. Lewis and

Dunlop (1991) ¡dentify five fac'tors most often associated w¡th successful programs:

1) timely/relevant/innovat¡vetopic

2l effeclive ¡nstructor skills

3) good instructional design
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4') good program planning/effective planner

5) goodinstructional desigrVcontent (p.1922).

The f¡rst section of our training program evaluation measure was inforrned

by three of Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) factors. Questions I and 3 referred to clear

learning objectives and useful handouts. These questions were developed to be

indicators of whether our training program had a good instructional design (factor

#3). Questions 2 and 3 referred to whether the training program met participants'

expectations regarding learning objeciives and overall knowledge and skills.

These questions were developed to be ¡ndicators of both: timely/relevanVinnovative

topics (factor #1); and good instructional design/content (factor #5). Question 4

asked if the training had relevance to part¡cipants' work. This question was

designed to be an indicator of timely/relevanv¡nnovative topics (factor #l). The

second seciion of this training program instrument related to the course facilitators,

Our questions in this section were informed by three of Lewis and Dunlop's (1991)

fac.tors associated with program success. Questions 6, 9 and 10 asked if

facilitators had: created a stimulating learning experíence; ¡ntegrated handout

materials; and been well organized. All of these questions were designed to be

indìcators of whether facilitators had effective instructor skills (faclor #2) and

whether the training program had a good instructional design (factor #3).

Questions 7 and I referred to the facilitators'ability to draw on participants'work
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and life experience and illustrate practical applications of course mater¡al. These

quest¡ons wer€ designed to be indicators of timely/relevanVinnovative toplcs (factor

#1) and etfective ¡nstructor skills (factor #2). Ihe neK section of the program

evaluat¡on questionnaire related to program format. Questions 11 and 12 related

to the program's half-day, tull-day format and the overall length of the training

program. These quest¡ons were developed to be indicators of good program

planning (fadtor #41. The final seclion of this instrument contained four open'

ended questions designed to elicit additional information regarding: course

content, course instructors; and overall sat¡sfaclion with the training program.

Quest¡on 13 asked respondents to identify a significant learning experience from

the training program. This question was developed as an indicator for

timely/relevanVinnovative topics (factor #1). Question 14 asked for comments

regarding the course content and was designed to be an indicator for good

instruc'tional design/content (fac'tor #5). Question 15 requested comments

regarding the program instructors and was developed as an indicator for effectivE

instrustor sk¡lls (fas'tor #2). The final question referred to suggeslions for

improvements that part¡cipants would make to future training programs. This

question was developed to be an indicator for all five fac'tors cited by Lewis and

Dunlop (1991) as factors most often associated with program success.

The Iimitations of our evaluation design will be discussed in the "Evaluation

of a Training Programu chapter of this practicum.
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The sixth component in the development of our training program involved

administering, collecting and analyzing data from the evaluation process' As

previously discussed, our two pre and post test measures were adm¡n¡stered

w¡thin the first three training sessions and at completion of the program. Our goal

was to compare partic¡pants' responses to the various attitude and knowledge

quest¡ons contained in these instruments. The traÌning program evaluation form

was administered at the end of the training program. Program evaluation forms

were anonymous to encourags participants to be open and honest in their

responses. when pre and post measures were administered we emphasized that

their data would be used soley to evaluate our program's etfectiveness not worker

performance. Participants were also assured that only group data would be

identified and that completed quest¡onna¡res would be stored outs¡de of the

agency and destroyed on completion of our pract¡cas. As previously discussed,

we had two primary goals in mind when we analyzed our evaluation data. First'

we wanted to determine if our program had been effective with regard to: meeting

our program objeclives; and creating signiflcant changes in participants'

knowledge and attitudes in relation to the program curriculum' Second' we

wanted to determinE if participants had been satisfied with the tfaining Program.

ln analyzing all of our evaluation data we relied on three sources of information:

1) data from our evaluation ¡nstruments; 2) informal discussions with participants;

and 3) our own observat¡ons during training sessions. The limitations of our
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€valuation proc€ss will be discussed in the "Evaluation of a Trainlng Program'

chapter of this practicum.



CHAPTER 6

THE DELIVERY OF A TRAINING CURRICULUM

6.I INTRODUCTION

Some issues regarding program delivery have been previously discussed

in the development of the tra¡ning program sec'tion of this praclicum. The design

and delivery proc€ss was inter-connected and impossible to significantly seParate

conceptually. lssues related to Program delivery that have been previously

discussed include: 1) selected findings from the four areas of needs assessment

that informed the design and delivery of our training program; 2) how the needs

assessment data was converted to training program objectives; 3) how the training

format, registration process and learning environment were selected and

developed; 4) how the curriculum content was selected and sequenced; and 5)

the agenry conterit, structure and group of potential training participants. This

chapter will focus on describing: 1) the program facilitators; 2) the training

program part¡cipants; and 3) the curriculum delivered to the group of participants.

6.2 FACILITATOFS

The primary fac¡l¡tators were Dawn Donnelty and myself. We did have thE

opportunity to make use of nguesf'facilitators that seemed to meet lhe training

needs of lhe intervention workers in unique ways. We were fortunate to have

1g|
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resource unit supervisor, Mr. Gary Johnson as a speaker dur¡ng our first session'

ln keeping with our desire for the intervention workers to receive recognition by the

agency for their commitment and interest in pursuing training on their personat

time, we felt it was important to have a key agency person provide this recognition.

Mr. Johnson (who manages the resourca un¡t conta¡n¡ng the family intervention

program), provided a history of the unique role of the agency's family ¡ntervention

workers and a future vision for the family ¡ntervention program'

Ms. Elaine Gelmon, Area Direclor, spoke to the group at a later session

(session 5) because she had been away on holidays when our training program

began. Ms. Gelmon also provided recognition for part¡c¡pants' interest and

commitment. ln addition, she addressed the various agency context issues (see

section 4.4) that would be impac'ting the family preservation program. lnformation

was shared regarding the future role of workers within the program and proposed

time lines for changes that are in the planning process'

lMth the training participants' input, we facilitated two of the agency's

internal resourc€s to present to the group in their areas of expertise. Ms. Marg

Dresler (adoption worker), presented to the group on attachment lheory and

separation and loss issues for children and families. Ms. Heather cam¡thers

(social worker), followed Marg's presentation with information regarding abuse

issues in the child weffare context'
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One of the training participants was a First Nations person who felt that

cr¡ltural diversity and awareness was an important topic for the training program.

Participants agreed that this topic should be a priority of the curriculum content,

The First Nations part¡cipant agr€ed to act as a fac¡litator to the group ln this area.

She and an Aboriginalþuestfacilitato/'organ¡zed a meaningful session on cultural

awareness for the grouP.

As primary facll¡tators Dawn and I brought certain biases to the training.

These biases have been previously discussed in the development of prograrn

objectives and the selection of curriculum content areas of this praclicum. Our

biases were discussed with participants dur¡ng our first training session.

lnformation was shared regarding thê training needs survey data from family

intervent¡on workers; lrom agenry social workers; and from agency managers,

We then circulated three training program objec{ives that we had formulated with

information from: 1) the literature on family preservation practice; 2) the activities

invofued in the agency's family intervention role; 3) the needs for training

expressed by intervention workers; and 4) the needs for training expressed by

agency social workers and managers. Group part¡cipants were informed that it

was necessary to emphasÞe certain areas and leave out others when considering

all of lhe information from the four areas of needs assessment. Our seleclion of

what material would be emphasized was guided by two pr¡mary areas of bias.

F¡rst, we wanted to emphasize content that focused on family preservation pract¡c€
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in the child welfare context. Second, we planned to utilize a broad definition of

family systems theory as the theoretical framework that underpins the ideal

concepts of family preservation service delivery and üeatment. Our reasons for

selecling these two frameworks have been previously discussed in the "conversion

of needs assessment data into program objectives" and the "selection and

sequencing of curriculum contenf' (component 3) areas of this practicum. W¡th

these biases in operation we grouped potential areas of curriculum content under

each objeciive and we informed partic¡pants that we would have the group priorize

two areas of content under each objeclive. Once the group had selected the¡r

priorities we would strive to incorporate those priorities into our curriculum content.

As primary facil¡tators Dawn and I used various instructional methods and

techniques to promote and facilitate learning. The selection of these methods has

been previously discussed in the "designing an instruciional process" (component

4) section of this pract¡cum. lnslructional methods used to promote the integrat¡on

of theory with praclice included: 1) group discussion; 2) case examples; 3) role

play; and 4) skill building exercises. These techniques encouraged participants

to share their valuable knowledge regarding working with families. As primary

facilitators we took responsibility for helping to create a comfortable, open and

respectful learning env¡ronment. This was accomplished by setting a group tone

that learning was a mutual transaction which viewed all of the group members as

valuable resources to each other. We also facilitated lhe creat¡on of a list of group
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expestat¡ons that included: confidentiality; mutual respecl; a focus on course

objec{ives; and freedom to express diverse opinions. When didac{ic material was

pres€nted we strove to facilitate the presentation of material rather than lecture

participants. That ¡s, when course mater¡al was presented we looked to

participants to provide knowledge and details to the mater¡al we were present¡ng.

When appropriate we requested input from non-talkers to help ensure equal

part¡cipat¡on among group members. Equal participation was also promoted

through breaking members into pairs or small groups for discussion. We

attempted to influence participants' atlitudes regarding curriculum content by

contrasting one framework with another (eg. an individual focus versus a family

focus) and by challenging participants' ideas and being open to challenge from

group members. ln order to establish group comfort and build trust, less

experiential learning methods were used initially. As group cohesÌveness

developed more experiential methods such as role plays and the use of

part¡cipants case examples for discussion were used. Challenging ideas among

group participants also took plac€ after group trust and cohesiveness was

established.

6.3 TRAINING PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

A total of 15 family intervention workers signed consent forms to reg¡ster for

the ûaining prograrn. This group of 15 represented 8i1.3% (N=18) of thE totd
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group of ¡ntervent¡on workers interviewed during the needs assessment and 75%

of the agenry's total group of twenty contract workers. This indicates that interest

in the training program was high and that those who registered represented th€

range of age, educational level, cultural background and years of work experience

ín this group. Eight female intervention workers, and four male intervention

workers registered for the training, Attendance at individual training sessions

ranged from a maximum of eleven part¡cipants to a minimum of six participants.

When participants registered, as indicated on our consent form, we requested that

they commit to attending the ent¡re 35 hours of the training program. However,

ev€n with the best of intentions due to the nature of contract work and the reality

that time 'Volunteered" to attend training took time away from paid work hours,

required that we remain open-minded and flexible about partic¡pants' attendance.

As part of our initial process of creating a comfortable and respectful learning

env¡ronment through establishing group expeclations we discussed our need to

be understanding of varied attendance by partic¡pants. Group members were

encouraged to raise objeclions or concerns regarding group membership. No

objections were raised and participants were encouraged to be patient and

understanding if group dynamics were effecled by this factor. Although group size

varied from six to eleven over eight sessions, a core group of s¡x participants

attendedseven or more sessions. This core group developed cohesiveness and

fu$ and also remained open and flexible to additional membershþ from week to
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week. We believe this flexibilþ resulted from the facil¡tators emphasizing the

reasons for flsxible attendance and the facl that intervention workers were farniliar

with each other before training began and were also sympathet¡c to the¡r common

dilemmas of contract work. Equal group participation was facilitated through the

use of: 1) asking for input from certain group members when appropr¡ate; 2)

breaking members into pairs for exper¡ent¡al learning exercises; and 3) mixing

talkers and non-talkers, core members and casual members into small groups for

discussions.

6.4 DESCRIPTION OF CURRICULUM DELIVERED

A detailed training curriculum outline is attached as Appendix I of this

practicum. Table &1 represents a summary of the curr¡culum content covered

under each training objective. The training program object¡ves and corresponding
I

content were formulated from: 1) information from the four areas of needs

assessment and; 2l the biases, experience and abilities of the two students

completing practica and delivering the tra¡ning program. During our second

training session participants were asked to pr¡or¡ze two areas of content under

each objective. This process was init¡ated by the facilitators and was aimed at

ensuring lhat (in keeping with adutt educat¡on and philosophy), participants felt

they had input into the training material and that curiculum content was relevant
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to their work as family intervention workers. The training group partic¡pants

priorized the following curriculum content areas under each objective.

Oblectlve #1 - To develop a greater understanding of the value base of

family preservation services in a child welfare conte).t and the unique role

of the family intervention worker in that service.

Prlorlty #1 - To gain greater awareness of personal values, beliefs and

working styles.

Prlorlly #2 - Exploration of the role of the family intervent¡on worker as

unique in this sett¡ng.

Oblectlve #2 - To further develop and refine the knowledge essential to

working with family systems, 
,

PrIorItv#1-Empowermentoffamiliesandfacilitatingindependence.

Prlorlty #2 - Viewing individual clients in the context of the family and the .

family in the context of its larger economic, cultural, social and political 
l

environment.

Oblectlve #3 - To enable parlicipants to develop their own approach to

working with families in a systemic way by exploring the att¡tudes and

values inherent ¡n that approach, 
i

Prlorlty #1 - Strengthening and enhancing greater parental competence.

P¡lo¡lty #2 - Building on family strengths and competencles.
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As Table &1 indicates, our training program did cover the priority areas

under each objective as well as other relevant content material.

Table 6-1

Currlculum Content Covered Under

Tralnlnq Prooram Oblectives

sEssloN Oblective #1 Oblectlve #2 ObJectlve #3

1
*-historical

conte)d of family
intervent¡on
*-present child
welfare context of
family
preservation
*-unique role of
family
intervent¡on
worker
*-future vision of
family
intervention
- training needs
of famity
intervention
workers
- summary of
agency needs
assessment data

- development of
program
objectives and
proposed
content.
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2 *-unique role of
family
intervention
worker
r-values, beliefs,
ethics and
working styles of
famify
intervention
workers



-nnormal'l
attachment in
ch¡ldren
- separation and
attachment
issues for
children and
families

- viewing
attachment
issues from a
famity systems
v¡ew.
- viewing
separation and
loss from a
family systems
view.

-historical and
present child
welfare context of
abuse services
and current
praotice.

-physical, sexual
and emotional
abuse issues for
children and
families
- special needs
children (working
with children who
have been

*-enhancing
parental
competence,
how to talk with
children about
safe touching
- viewing child
abuse from a
family systems

*-present and
future agency
contelit of family
¡ntervention

Program
*-unique role of
tamily
intervent¡on
worker

*-family systems
theory
- fam¡ly structure
(hierarchy, roles,
functions, rules
and constra¡nts)
-individual life
cycle
- family life cycle
- family lherapy
models and
understanding
'healthy'' families li
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sEssroN Oblectlve #1 Oblectlve #2 ObJectlve #3

o
(a.m. and p.m.)

*-developing
your personal
theory of healthy
famify tunclioning
- linking family
systems theory
and family
preservation
practic€
- application of
farnily systems
theory in a child
welfare context.

*-viewing

individuals in the
context of the
family
*-viewing the
family in the
larger social
context
*-empowerment

of families
-definitions of
"normal" or
"healthy" families

-famify
assessment
techniques
*-strengthen¡ng

and enhancing
parental
competence
-engaging with
family systems
-teamwork
-planning
interventions
- developing a
personal theory

7
(a.m. and p.m.)

*-cultural

awareness
*-gender issues
- family diversity
and family
preservation
practice

*-viewing

individuals in the
context of the
family and
v¡ewing the family
in the larger
social context.
-feminist family
therapy models
-solution-focused
family therapy
model
-family diversþ
and cr¡hural
awareness
*-empowerment

of families and
facilitating
independence

*-strengthening

and enhancing
greater parental
competence
-family support
systems
*-building on
family strengths
and
competencies
-engaging with
family systems
-goal setting and
conlfacting
-¡ntervent¡on
techniques
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SESSION Oblectlve #l OblecllvE #2 Oblectlve #3
8 i-unique role of

famity
intervention
worker
-peer support
network and
exchange of
knolvledge
between
¡nterventíon
workers
-teamwork

-solution-focused
family therapy
model
*-empowerment

of families and
facilitating
independence

-famiþ
assessment
techniques
*-building on
family strengths
and
competencies
-goal sett¡ng and
COntracting
-maintaining
change
-¡ntervent¡on
techniques

KEY - unless stated sessions are a.m. only (half-day)
*. indicates a content area priorÞed by training partic¡pants under

objective

Eleven participants attended our f¡rst tra¡n¡ng session. We had intended to

start with som€ information and activit¡es that would set the context for tra¡ning and

then have Mr. Gary Johnson speak to lhe group. However, Mr. Johnson was only

available at the beginning of the tra¡ning session. ln keeping with Objective #l of

our training program Mr. Johnson spoke to participants about the past and

present context of the agenry's fam¡ty intervention program and his fr¡ture vision

for the program. He also shared his ideas regarding the unique role the fam¡ly

intervent¡on workers lake within the agenry context. Mr. Johnson supervises the

agency family intervention program. We felt Ìt was important that he spokg with

participants to exhibit agency respect and support for our training as well as

recognize the valuable rolE of intervention workers and their commitment to
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training. This portion of our curriculum content related to our first prograrn

objective. We felt Mr. Johnson's informatlon helped develop a greater

understanding of lhe value base of family preservation in a child welfare context

and lhe unique role of the family intervention worker in that context. The next

activity was to elicit the group's ínput regarding content choices for the remainder

of the session. The choices were for Dawn Donnelly to share the outcome data

from the needs assessment regarding training needs or to participate in some

group discussion questions regarding values, ethics, beliefs and working styles.

Participants chose the former content area and Dawn shared her information with

the group; handed out copies of the proposed course objectives and content; and

answered questions. Our objective was to create a learning environment in which

participants feh comfortable, accepted, respected and supported by ensuring that

they would be continuously consulted regarding content choices for discussion.

Our second objective with this content area was to develop a greater

understanding of the value base of family preservation services in a child wetfare

context and the unique role of the family intervention worker in that service. This

was accompl¡shed through out discussion regarding the development of our

üainíng program objectives and corresponding areas of content. This disq,¡ssion

seryed as an ¡ntroduct¡on to our next content area; the primary facilitators beliefs,

biases and goals regarding the train¡ng program. Dawn and I shared some of our

philosophical beliefs and biases regarding farnily preservation practice, the role of
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íntervention workers and effect¡ve adutt learning pract¡ce. we invited participants

to respond to our v¡ews and share some of their own. particþants responded

favourably to our biases and expressed general agreement wilh our focus. Our

objectives were to create a positive learning environment and to develop a greater

understanding of the value base of family preservat¡on serv¡ces and the unique

role of the family intervention worker in that service (program objective 1). We

ended the session by giving two handouts that would be used to stimulate group

discussion during the nelit session. Participants were asked to read both

handouts and let us know which article or discussion question was of most ¡nterest

to them. consistent with the adult education literature and group work l¡terature

used to develop this curriculum, this session focused on sequencing content that

would be more familiar to partic¡pants and contained limited experiential learning

to allow part¡cipants to develop comfort with each other.

Session two began with Dawn and I explaining our first measure, ,'Scaling

Questions for Family lntervention workers", to the ten participants in attendance

that day. The group was asked to complete the pre-test and its,purpose, use and

content was briefly discussed. Dawn and I then cont¡nued to "set the contelÍ for

training" that we had began dur¡ng the previous session. setting the context

involved: establ¡shing mutual group members' expectat¡ons and areas of respect;

and conducting a getting acquaintêd exercise. Our objective was to create a

leaming environment in which participants felt comfortable, accepted, respected
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and supported. We also hoped to continus to build group cohesion and inøeasE

the comfort level among members. Our next task involved having participants

priorize two areas of curriculum content under each program objeciive. consistent

with adult education principles we wanted to ensure learners ¡nput into cun¡culum

content. ln further discussing the program objectives we helped develop a greater

understanding of the value base of family preservation service and practice

(program objec'tive 1). Next, we discussed the possibility of having some agency

personnel act as I'guest facilitators" for the training group. lt was felt that cêrtain

staff members had some special areas of expert¡se that could benef¡t the group,

Participants agreed that they would like: Ms. Marg Dresler to share information

regarding separation and attachment issues for children and families; Ms. Heather

Canuthers to cover, abuse issues in the child welfare context; and Ms, Mary

Graham to co-facilitate a session for the group on cultural awareness. After this

discussion Dawn and lshared information, answered questions and elicited group

input around the issues of: videotaping the fac¡l¡tators during future lraining

sessions (as an aide in completing our M.S.W. practicum of study); the benefits

and possible location of a suggestion box as another method of eliciling feedback

from participants during the training program; priorizing and chopsing conter¡t and

leaming experiences for the next session; and the second pre-test evaluat¡on

measure that would be given to partic¡pants during session three. Dawn and I

explalned that the second instrument would be designed to measure participants,
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changes in knowledge regarding conterf areas covered during the training

program. A copy of this measure t¡tled "Questionnaìre #2' is included as

Appendix G of this prac{icum. lt was explained that we could not design the

measure until we knew which areas of content participants would priorize under

each objeclive. ln keeping with objective #'1, we finished off this session with

some discussion questions chosen by the group from handouts. These quest¡ons

stimulated a discussion among participants about values, bbliefs, ethics and

working styles among family intervention workers. We also hoped the sharing of

common values, beliefs and eth¡cs would serve as a group building exercise to

develop comfort and cohesion. Cons¡stent with adult education concepts and

group process we sequenced curriculum content that would generally be familiar

and used limited experiential methods in order to establish group comfort levels.

Eleven participants attended session three. As previously discussed,

participants were asked to complete a second evaluation measure. Curriculum

content under program objeclive #2and #3 was covered by Ms. Marg Dresler's

presentation on separat¡on and attachment issues for children and families. Marg

shared information regarding the "normal,,attachment cycle in children and how,

separation, loss and lack of attachment can impact children and effect adults ln

later life. Ms. Dresler stressed the importance of healthy attachments between

parents and children and how both parents and child are impac{ed should families

be separated by agency lntervention. Glearly such separations should only octur
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where serious child protection concerns exist. ln such instances the agenry must

work wilh parents and children toward a reunificat¡on plan once risk factors have

been reduced. Workers must address and recognize that when children are in

agency placement that it is normal for all family members to experience loss and

grief in response to the separation. h becomes ¡mportant to ldent¡fy the famity

system dynamics created by separations and provide support and understanding

to parents and children who may express their emotional reactions of loss and

grief in a variety of ways. Ms. Dresler made part¡c¡pants awará of some agency

resources available to family ¡ntervention workers who may be working with

children or families experiencing unresolved issues of loss or separat¡on. Marg

used a combination of didactic pr€sentation of material, printpd handouts and

experiential techniques. Our objeclives with this curriculum content was to develop

and refine knowledge essential to working with family systems (program objec,tive

2) and to enable participants to explore some of the attitudes and values inherent

h a family systems approach (program objective 3). Consistent with adult

education principles our curriculum content was sequenced with initial material that

participants were more lamiliar with (concepts of healthy attachment) and less

familiar material (the family systems dynamics of separation), presented later in the

session. There was limited use of experiential teaching methods as the group

continued to devetop comfort and cohesion. The session ended with some group

hput regarding planning for next sessions.
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A second agency socíal worker acted as a "guesf'fac¡litator for the fourth

traíning session. This session was planned to follow in sequence from the

previous session. Eleven particÌpants were in attendance. Ms. Heather CanuthErs

shared information on abuse issues in the child welfare context. This material

made reference to and built upon information presented in session number threE.

Ms. Carruthers explained how var¡ous types of child abuse relate to the breakdown

of the "normal attachment cycle" as discussed by Marg Dresler. ln keeping with

objective #2, Heather presented information regarding the family dynamics and

potent¡al ¡ndicators of physical, sexual and emotional abuse. Once again it was

stressed that ch¡ld abuss issues effect all family members and children should be

separated from abusive parents when the present and future protect¡on of children

cannot be assured. When child abuse dynamics are present the agency should

strive to work with the ent¡re family system toward the goals of: reducing risk

factors and ensuring the present and future safety of children; and providing

supports to maintain children in thek homes or to reunify children with their family

as soon as possible. Ms. Carruthers further stressed that when children need to

be removed from their family in order to ensure the¡r protect¡on, this separation

compounds the breakdown of the normal attachment cycle in the family. Workers

must strive to support and understand the loss and grief issues experienced by

family members and work with parents and children to develop and create fi¡ture

healthy attachment Ms. Carruthers also outlined the present and historical
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development and organization of child abuse services in the City of Winnipeg.

This material was consistent with our f¡rst train¡ng program objective. This

his{orical discussion highlighted how child welfare agencies have moved to a more

progressive and family-centered response to child abuse over the yea¡s. ln

contrast with earlier child welfare responses, present day services seek to

understand the family dynamícs, outside stressors and other contributing factors

to the development of abusive parent¡ng methods. Current child welfare practice

also invofves providing families w¡th serv¡ces and supports to maintain children in

their home when possible or to reun¡fy children with their family after placement.

Ms. Carruthers highlighted how agency family intervention workers are often used

to facilitate such case plans. This area of content ended with a 
.discussion of how

to enhance parental competence by learning to talk w¡th children about safE

touch¡ng. Heather used a combination of didactic presentat¡on of material, printed

handouts, a training video and experiential techn¡ques (group discussion, case

examples and a skill building exercise). We felt the curriculum content covered in

lhis session represented all three of our ùaining program objectives. Materiat

presented included information regarding: the value base of family preservation

services; lhe unique role of intervention workers; knowledge of family syslems

dynamics; and some of the values and attitudes inherent to a family systems

approach. An experiential exercise helped participants explore their attitudes and

beliefs when responding to sexual abuse disclosures from children. Consistent
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w¡th adult educat¡on concepts and group process, curr¡culum content was¡

sequenced beginning with more familiar material (indicators of potenüal child

abuse) and moving on to less familiar cpntent (the family systems dynamics of

child abuse). There was more use of experiential learning methods (a skill building

exercise regarding abuse disclosures) during this session. ln our opinion a core

group of six participants had formed a cohesive, comfortable group that formed

flexible boundaries with other less frequent attenders. This session ended with a

group discussion regarding possible content, learning experiences and t¡me

frames (full or half-day format) for the four remaining tra¡ning sessions.

Between the fourth and fifth training session, Dawn and I completed a mid-

point curriculum content evaluation. This process consisted of reviewing the

program objec{ives and related curriculum content that had been developed from

the needs assessment data, We reviewed this material to ensure that the content

being delivered was consistent with the program objectives and priority areas of

content. We found that overall, ouf tra¡ning program was ,on track,,. To date, we

had covered appropr¡ate and relevant curriculum content consistent with our

program objectives. Our mid-point evaluation also revealed that the course

content being delivered was following an acceptable sequence. That is, material

presented during sessions one and two was generally consistent with objec{ive

#1, content ftom session three was in keeping with objective #2 and #g; and

session four contained information that was relevant to all lhree objectives. This
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cl¡niculum content pattern indicated that material was being Planned and delivered

in a sequential manner from: broad, philosophical concepts (objective #1); to

developing and refining theory knowledge (objeaive #2); to developing a more

integrated approach to working with clients from a systemic perspective (objeclive

#3).

Seven participants attended session five. The agency's Area Direclor, Ms.

Elaine Gelmon began the session by expressing recognition to participants for

their interest and commitment to training. Ms. Gelmon also addressed tho var¡ous

agency context issues (see section 4.4) that would be impacting the family

preservation program. lnformat¡on was shared regarding the future role of

¡ntervention workers with¡n the agency and proposed time lines for changes that

are in the planning process. We had hoped that the Area D¡rector could have

spoken with the group during our second session to follow Mr. Johnson's

presentat¡on in session one. However Ms. Gelmon was not available until later in

our lraining program. As with Mr. Johnson we felt it was important that lhe

Agenry D¡restor speak with part¡c¡pants to express respect and support for the

tainíng program as well as recognize the valuable and unique role of intervention

workers. Ms. Gelmon also praised their obvíous commitment and dedication to

their work in attending our lraining program. We fett this portion of the curriculum

content related to our first program objec'tive. Next, mater¡al was presented by Ms.

Donnelly and myseff that was related to, assessing and observing family dynamics
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from a systems perspective. ln keeping with objective #2 the following curriculum

content areas were covered: family systems theory; family structure; individual life

cycle; family life cycle; family patterns and understanding "healthf tunclioning

families. We feft this curriculum content was aimed at helping participants develop

and refine knowledge essential to working with family systems. A combination of

a didactic presentation of material, pr¡nted handouts, a 'Tamily therapy modelsn

training video and experiential techniques (group discussion and case examples)

were used to create a combination of learning experiences for particiPantrs.

Consistent with adutt education principles we were beginning to sequence or

present material that was perhaps less familiar to partic¡pants than earlier course

content. We fett a somewhat stable (core) group of part¡c¡pantslad emerged and

developed a comfort level to talk openly, share diverse opinions and provide

support to each other. We felt comfortable introducing content that was less

familiar to some part¡cipants. All group members appeared at ease with

challenging, agreeing and exploring each others' ideas. We cont¡nued to ut¡lize

experiential learning methods including group discussion, pairs exercises and case

exarples provided by the primary facilitators. The session ended wilh input from

the group regarding content plans for next weeks all day session'
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Dawn Donnelly and I acted as facilitators for the first full'day session

(session sh). Eight participants attended in the morning and six participants

attended the afternoon session. Continuing with curriculum content under

objective #2, we presented additional mater¡al regarding: family systems theory;

viewing individuals in the context of the family; viewing the farnily in the larger

soc¡al context; empowering families and definitions of "normal" family functioning.

We then began discussing issues of family assessment with case examples from

the child welfare context and with a video tape outlin¡ng a model of family

assessment from a family systems perspeclive. Our objective was to help

participants develop their own apProach to working with families in a systemic way

by exploring some of the attitudes and values inherent in that approach. This

same objeclive was further explored wÌth our next area of content which

highlighted various theories of healthy family functioning and facilitating large and

small group discussion regarding what model or combination of models

participants use in their work with families. We finished our morning session with

content lhat related family systems theory to family preservation practice. Ïhis

material involved discussing how concepts from family systems theory can be

seen as underpinning some of the ideal concepts of family preservat¡on practice.

Our objective was to help participants further integrate their knowledge from lhe

cuniculum content previously cpvered by discussing more about the value base

of family preservation serv¡ces þrogram objec{ive 1). After lunch we focused on
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content that would promote the application of theory in a child wslfare context

through case examples (supplied by participants as well as facilitators and through

role plays, lntervention issues discussed, included: 1) engaging cooperat¡vely

with famity systems; 2) strengthening and enhancing parental competence; 3)

planning purposeful interventions and 4) aspects of clinician supporv¡ntervention

work€r teams. Our objective was to enable participants to develop their own

approach to working with families in a systemic way and to explore more of the

attitudes and values inherent to a family systems approach (program objective 3).

To facilitate learning, Dawn and I used a combination of: didactic presentation of

material; group discussion, pairs exercises; small group discussion; small group

role plays; and a skill building exercise, Consistent with adult learning principles

and group process, we presented material that was less familiar than in earlier

sessions, relied more on experiential learning methods and facilitated greater ¡nput

from participants (case examples) to ensure that content was being related to their

present work experience. Our curriculum ended with some group planning forthe

next day long session.

Participants had earlier requested that the two fullday sessions take place

'back-to-bacld. Seven participants attended lhe morning portion of session seven

and six participants attended ¡n the afternoon. The morning portion of this session

related to awareness of family diversity and culture. Onå of the training

participants (Mary Graham), co-facil¡tated the training with an Aboriginal elder
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(Mary). The fac¡l¡tators led participants through a 'sharing circle". lnformation

about: family diversity; culture; traditions; viewing individuals in the family conterit

and viewing the family in the larger soc¡al context; empowering families; and

strengthening parental competence was transmitted through the experíential

techniques of group discussion, story tell¡ng, drawings, music and sharing

personal stories. We feft this unique learning opportunity addressed conter¡t that

was consistent with our first and second program objective. Understanding and

considering issues of family diversity and cultural ditferences are important to the

value base of family preservation services. These guest facilitators also highlighted

issues that addressed viewing aboriginal people in the context of their family and

the family in the context of the larger economic, cultural, social and political

environment. This latter concept ¡s consistent w¡th knowledge essential to working

with family systems. The afternoon portion of this session was facilitated by Dawn

and myself. We began with a discussion about gender issues (sex roles and

family dynamics) and other aspects of family diversity. Similar to ths content

covered by the guest facilitators, we feh the topic of gender issues in famity

systems related to our first and second program objectives. ln keeping with

program objective #3 we facilitated various learning experiences to assist

part¡cipants to develop ¡ntervention techniques that build on family strengths and

competencies. lnformation was presented regarding var¡ous solution-foq¡sed

therapy assumptions and techniques and case examples were used to illustate
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the use of techniques and concepts. Dawn and I used a combination of: a

didactic presentat¡on of material, pr¡nted handouts; and experiential techniques

including group discussion, a pairs exercise, case examples, role plays and a skill

building exercise. Consistent wÍth adutt learning principles we presented content

that was less familiar than ¡n earl¡er sessions. We also relied more on experiential

learning melhods and facilÍtated greater input from participants (case examples

and situations for role plays) to ensure that our material was being related to their

present work experience. The session ended, as usual, with some planning for the

next and final training session.

The eighth and final session was attended by six participants. Low

attendance was attributed to the time of year, the end of June is an especially

hectic time for families. This factor likely ¡mpacted part¡c¡pants' work and personal

schedules making it more d¡ff¡cult to attend the train¡ng program, Session eight

began with Dawn and I facilitating various learning experiences to assist

participants to develop ¡ntervent¡on techniques that build on family strengths and

competencies. This material was a continuation of curriculum content presented

during session seven. Content included: 1) family assessment frorn a systemic

perspective; 2) assumptions of a solution-focused lherapy model; and 3)

intervention techniques for family intervention work (such as: building cooperation

with clients; focusíng and building on individual and family sirengths; developing

mutual goals and contracting with families; scaling questions to monitor progress
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and assess attainment of goals; using intervention messages and homework tasks

and; maintaining change with mutual goal setting, scaling questions and use of

positive social supports). we emphasized that our course contenl regarding family

systems theory, family preservation practice and solution focused therapy focused

on methods to stfengrthen, emPower and facilÌtate families independence from

invotvement with agencies and professional helpers. During this session we also

discr¡ssed the importance of teamwork in family preservation practice and

fequested participants ideas about how peer supporvconsultation could be

enhanced in their present work setting. We feh that content during this training

session reflec{ed all three of our program objeclives. Material regarding; family

preservation practice; the unique role of the family intervention worker; teamwork;

and enhanced peer supporvconsultat¡on among intervent¡on wofkefs, related to

our first progfam objective. Further discussion of family systems theory was

cons¡stent with our second program objeciive. The content regarding intervention

tecfrniques with lamilies and some assumptions of solution'focused therapy and

interventions related to our third program objective. Consistent with adutt learning

and group process we presented material that was Iess familiar lhan in earlier

sessions. We also relied more on exper¡ential learning methods and facilitated

greater ¡nput from pafticipants (group discussions, case examples and a skill

building exercise). The session ended with Dawn and I sharing our views

regarding how much we enjoyed facilitating the training program and how valuable
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our own learning experiences had been with the group. We also invited

participants to share their feedback regarding the training program. We advised

¡ntervention workers that we had received no suggestions in the suggestion box

throughout the training program. We interPreted lhe lack of responses as an

indicator that participants felt free to express their views direclly with training group

members. Feedback shared was very positive and included remarks such as: a

good range of content was covered; participants found the material regarding

separation and attachment and abuse issues valuable; participants felt they

learned a great deal about different models of family therapy; people felt the

content was related to their present intervention work; group members stated that

they feh very comfortable among the facilitators and participants; ¡ntervention

workers expressed the experience that valuable peer supporVconsultation had

taken place during the training; and part¡cipants apprec¡ated the fac¡litators' use

of humour and felt facilitators had worked well together. Group members

expressed the view lhat they wished a turther training program could be

developed to build on the material we had covered. We ended by asking

partic¡pants to complete two evaluation forms ("Scaling Questions* and

'Questionnaire #21 andan'Evaluation of Training" form. A copy of the program

evaluation form is included as appendix H of this report. Post{est and course

evaluation forms were also given to partic¡pants who had registered for the

program but were not present during the last session.



CHAPTER 7

AN EVALUATION OF THE TRAINING CURRICULUM

7.1 DEVELOPMENT OF EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS

ln order to evaluate the effectiveness of out training program and its'

curriculum content, we relied on three sources of information: 1)two pre and post

test measures; 2) a program evaluation instrument; and 3) our impressions from

the training program. ldeally we would have relied on our observations during the

program and on our discussions with individual participants. Unfortunately we did

not keep process or fìeld notes after each session so we were unable to

summarize our observations or discussions to support our evaluation results. The

development, description and implementation of the pre-post test and evaluat¡on

measures have been discussed in detail in Chapter 5 of th¡s report. Our

evaluation design was a no control group pre-post test so our findings are

vulnerable lo many threats to internal validity and changes cannot be attr¡buted to

program participation. ln addition, due to t¡me constraints we did not pilot our

evaluation instruments and as discussed in the development of evaluation

measures section (component 5), some of our questions were not an ac@rate

representation of what we were Wing to measure. This chapter will focus on

reporting and interpreting various findings from our evaluation process.

la

1ë2
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7.2 EVALUATION RESULTS

7.2.A ATTITUDE MEASURE RESULTS

Part A of our first measure contained nine questions that were designed to

measure changes in attitude among training participants. We used thE Wilcoxon

Signed-Rank Matched Pairs Test to calculate the sum of the positive changes

between Part A of the pre and post tesl measures. This number was then

compared with a table (table 4.3, Daniel, 1990) to determine if any changes were

statistically significant at a .05 one-tailed level. Table 7-1 shows the resuhs of the

group of partic¡pants.
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TablE 7-l

ATTITUDE TEST FESULTS BY ITEM

N=8to9

Question Post tes{

median

Pre test

median

Sum of positive

ranks

I 4 2 36ú

2 3 2 6**

3 5 5 3**

4 4 4 4**

5 3 3 2.5**

6 4 3 27

7 4 3 g**

I 3 3 5

I 4 3 13.5

* = slatistically significant at .05 (one-tailed)

** = N is too small to determ¡ne significance
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As table 7-l indicates only one question in Part A of the attitude questions

showed a significant difference between the Pre and post-test scores' This

significant change was in the desired direstion. However, wa cannot conc-lude that

this desired change was the result of our training prograrn because our research

design was inadequate to state such a conclusion. All of the other changes

observed on pre and post-test scores were not significant. Overall the majority of

change observed for all I questions was in the positive or desked direction. Non'

significant positive changes were observed for questions 2, 5, 6,7 and 9. Three

of the 9 questions showed a non-significant change in the undesired or negative

direction. Negative changes were noted for questions 3, 4 and 8. Because of our

weak research design all of our results can be viewed as suggestive; but not

demonstrat¡ve. There are also a number of other factors that likely affected many

of our resuÌts. First, we could only detect very large change because our sample

size was small and we used a relatively weak, non-parametric test. Second, our

¡nstruments may not have been reliable and may have contained a great deal of

measurement error. Third, our pre-test was done in the second or third session,

and results may contain some effects of the program. With these overall limitations

ln mind, the results for all nine of the Part A att¡tude questions will be discussed.

Question one stated, "lt is my job to mot¡vate the client.u This question was

designed to measure participants' att¡tudes of the realistic limitations of their work

and role. Thls question showed a signÍficant differenc€ between the pre and post-
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t€st scores. Median scores increased in the desired direction from pre to post'

test. Eight out of nine respondents' answers changed for this question. All of the

observed changes were in the desired direction with one participant showing no

change from pre to Post-test. The sum of the positive ranks also indicates that all

of the changes for this question were in the desired direction. These results are

suggestive that participation in our training Program may have helped participants

develop a clearer understanding of the realistic limitations of their role of family

intervention worker. This possibiliÇ is supported by our impressíons from lhe

train¡ng sessions. This was an area of great interest and concern for intervention

workers, our training curriculum sought to constantly relate mater¡al presented to

the unique role of the intervention worker and group discussion often focused on

the challenges and dilemmas of fìnding a balance between strengthening and

empowering families within a contract that mandates family intervention

¡nvolvement because of child welfare concerns. Hopefully our curriculum helped

participants realize that it is not their role to mot¡vate clients but to understand,

assess and formulate mutual goals where clients are ready and motivated to begin

working.

Question 2 stated, ,You can always work with an indMdual family member

(child or adolescent) in a family focused way." This question was designed to

measure participants'att¡tudes related to work¡ng ffom a systemic perspective with

all family members. Resuhs for this question showed no significant difference
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between participants'pre and Post-test scor€s. Median sc-ores increased slightly

in the desired direc'tion. Four respondents showed an increase in tha positive

(desked) dkection and an equal number showed no change from pre to post'test

one participant changed in the nondesired direction. overall the majority of

changes observed for this question were in the positive direction as indicated by

the sum of the positive ranks. Within the limitations of our study, this resuh may

suggest that our tra¡ning curriculum could have been etfeclive in helping

pafticipants develop a greater understanding of family systems concepts and

develop attitudes that afe more systemic rather than individually focused. This

result was supported by our impressions from the training program. There was

variation within the group regarding having an individual or a family focused

approach with clients. This variation was understandable since part¡cipants

possessed different work and training backgrounds. ln addition, some lam¡ly

intervention workers were requested by the referring social workers to work with

clients from an individual rather than family focused perspecl¡ve. We believe that

our training program was likety effective in assisting Part¡cipants to develop an

enhanced appreciat¡on of a family systems perspective but not necessarily

effective in changing parlicipants' attitudes when working with individual famify

members.

Question 3 slated,'When working with a family, it is up to my discretion to

report an abusive incident that ocd¡rs within the family." This question was
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designed to clarify the mandated responsibilities of family intervent¡on workers in

ofder to clarifi their rote with families and inform clients that incidents of child

abuse must be reported to social workers for investigation. As previously

discussed this question was poorly worded (using 'abuse lncident' lnstead of

"child abuse') and we would have changed or removed this question had wE

piloted our lnstruments. The results in table 7-1 indicate that there were no

significant differences in participants' pre and post-test scores' The pre-test

median was very high in the positive direc,tion (5), and remained unchanged at

posþtest. Most respondents (5 our of 9) showed no cfrange in their answers from

pfe to posþtest. Two participants' scores changed in the positive direction and

an equal number showed change in the negative direction. overall, the majority

of change observed was in the negat¡ve direclion as indicated by the sum of the

negative ranks.

Question 4 stated, ,'clients have better information about their situation than

professionals do.o We interpreted this question as related to curriculum content

that helped participants understand lhat clients have better information about their

own family system and situation than outs¡de professionals do. we also

emphasized the importance of intervention workers respecting, valuing and using

inlormation from clients when working with lhem. Table 7-1 lndicates that there

wers no significant changes in respondents' pre and post-test scores. The

medians also remained the same ffom pre to posþtest Two participants showed
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somg change in the positive direclion and two part¡cipants showed change in the

negative dkec{ion. Half (N=4) of the respondents showed no change from pre to

post-t€st. overall, the gf€atest amount of change was in the negat¡ve direction as

indicated by the sum of the negative ranks'

Question 5 stated, '.1 always ask clients questions regarding their

culture/ethnicity.uThisquestionsoughttomeasureparticipants'attitudesabout

their clients' cuttural diversity and their comfort level in exploring such differences

if they ex¡sted. Results for this quest¡on showed no significant differences bêtween

respondents,pre and post-test answers. Median scores d¡d not change. Most

(N=6)participantsshowednochangeintheirpretoposþtestresults.one

fespondent showed a change in the positive direction and one person showed a

change in the negative direction. overall, there was some slight change in the

direction as indicated by the sum of the positive ranks'

Question 6 stated, .,1 am always able to present my opinions regarding case

planning with the referring social worker, even if our opinions ditfer." This question

was designed to help participants realize that etfective clinician-support workef

teamwork invofved both members mutually sharing assessment, case planning and

service delivery information. From this perspec'tive it was important that

infervent¡on workers present their opinions to referring social worker. As shown

in tabte 7-1 there were no sign¡ficant changes in participants' pre and post-test

scores. Median scores increased slightly in the positfue direction. All
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respondents changed, s¡x scores changes in the positive direction and three

participants changed in the negative direction. Overall, ther€ was a great deal

more change in the desired direction as indicated by the sum of the positive ranks'

These results may suggest that our training prograr was useful in helping

participants develop more e¡nfidence or more of a positive attitude towards the

importance of collaborating with referring social workers. During our training

sessions family intervention workers appeared to understand the ¡mportance of

collaborating and sharing views with referring social workers. However, our

impressions were that comfort levels with this praclice ditfered w¡thin the group'

lntervention workers also seemed to be more comfortable sharing their opinions

with certaín sociat workers. Since family intervent¡on workers are contract

employees there may often be some perceived risk involved with sharing case

planning or assessment opinions that d¡ffer from those of the referring social

worker.

Question 7 was, "l afways feel a sense of accomplishment when I finish a

family intervention contract.' We interpreted that if our curriculum content was

effective in helping participants ¡ntegrate some theoretical knowledge with practice

then their feelings of competence would increase and in lurn result in positive

attitudes regarding feelings of accomplishment. Resutts for this question showed

no s¡gnificant differences between participants' pre and post'test scores. The

median increased slightly in the positive direction. The majority (N=5) of

.l'¡.rì,
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respondents showed no change from pre to post-test. Three people changed in

the positfue direc{ion and one participant changed in the negative dkection.

Overall, most of the change observed was in lhe positive direction as indicated by

the sum of the positive ranks.

Question I stated, 'There are more sim¡lar¡ties than differences between

clients and intervention workers.u This question was designed to measure if

participants changed their attitudes to be more favourable toward this question.

The q¡rriculum emphasized that part of the unique support worker role on clinical

teams involves their ab¡l¡ty to be perceived as someon€ with whom family

members can more readily identify or more easily accept guidance and support

from. There were no significant differences in pre and post-test scores for this

question. The median remained unchanged. Almost half (N=4) of the

respondents showed no change, five participants changed in the positive direct¡on

and four people changed in the negative direclion. Overall, the majority of change

obseryed was in the undesired direction as indicated by the sum of the negative

ranks. The whole emergence of the area of family preservation in child wetfare is

relatively new in the sense lhat it seeks to operate with clients from a positive of

working with s{rengths rather than dysfunction' Historically' child wetfare has

operated from a paradigm of benevolence, implicit being the message that clients

ar€ not capable or do not know what they should be doing ditferently. The reality

of being a recipient of mandated service serves to reinforce th¡s percePt¡on by
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c,l¡ents, but also by serv¡ce prov¡ders. Raising this issue, was important ¡n the

sense that we wanted to highlight lhe differences between these opposite

paradigms and have workers think about how this alone could impact recipients

of service. Similar to cultural comfort levels, our impressions were that there was

variation among participants to view themsetves as more similar than different from

the families they work with. lntervention workers also sometimes receive an

oppositive message from referring social workers. These factors may be reflected

in our undesired change results.

Question I stated, ,,Most children are better off in their own homes." This

quest¡on was designed to measure partic¡pants' attitudes toward one important

value base of family preservation programs, a commitment to ma¡ntain¡ng children

in their own homes based on the belief that most children are better off growing

up in the famity they have known since infanry. Table 7'1 indicates no significant

differences in pre and posþtest scofes. The median increased slightly in lhe

positive direction. change fesults were evenly distributed, one third of the

participants showed no change, on third showed change in the positive dkection

and one third showed change in the negative direction. overall, the majority of the

change observed was in the desired direciion was evidenced by the sum of the

positive ranks.

These results afe encouraging since they are suggestive, for six questions,

that our traìning program may have played a role in improving intervention
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workers' att¡tudes in certain practice areas. However, because of our weak

research design, all of our findings can be viewed as suggestive; but not

demonsÍative.

7.2.8. SELF.RATINGS OF KNOWLEDGE

Part B, was the family intervention worker self-ratings of knowledge in the

areas of; family systems; and in knowledge of personal working style. The same

as Part A, we used the wilcoxon signed-Rank Matched Pairs Test to calculate the

sum of the positive ranks from pre to posþtest. This number was compared with

a table (table 4.3, Daniel, 1990) to determ¡ne if the changes observed were

significant, Both of our self-rating questions yielded results that wers too small.

Table 7-2: Part B

Self Ratlno of Knowledqe bv Famlly

lnterventlon Workers

N=9

Question Post-Test Median Pre-TestMedian Sumdpæiive
ranks

10

t1

4,5t *

4.5**

** = N b too small to determine statistical significance..

..1
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Question 10 stated, .,Rate your overall knowledge of a famity systems

approachinyourpresentfamilyinterventionwork.'ResuJtsshowninlablø7.2

show no significant difference between ¡ntervention workers' pre and post'lest

ratings. The median did not change. A majority (N=6) of respondents showed

now change, two part¡cipants changed in the positive direction and one person

changed in the negative or undesired direclion. overall, the majority of change

observed was in the desired direclion as indicated by the sum of the positive

ranks. This finding is encouraging since it suggests that our training program may

have played a role in increasing some participants' views of their praclice

knowledge of a family systems approach. once again, our weak research design

can yield results that are suggestive; but not demonstfative. one possible

explanation for the lack of change for the majority of respondents is that their

definitionoftherangeofknowledgemayhavechanged.Forexample,our

cuniculum content on family systems theory may have convinced them that therg

is muctt more to know than they thought at the pre-test'

Question 1 1 stated, ,'How would you rate your overall understanding of your

personal style as a family intervention worker?" This question showed no

significant difference between pre and post-test ratings' The median did not

change. The majority of participants (N=6) showed no change in their ratings and

three respondents showed change in the desired direction' overall, all of the

cfrangeobservedwasinthepositivedkeclionasindicatedbythesumofthe
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posit¡ve ranks. Once again, these findings are encouraging since they supPort

that our program may have played a role in increasing some intervention workers'

understanding of their personal practice style. Similar to question 10, one possible

explanation for the lack of change for the majority of part¡ciPants is that their

definition of the range of knowledge may have changed from pre to post'test.

7.2.C. APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE

Part C, was a long answer question which looked for application of

knowledge in a hypothetical case situation. Workers were asked to describe threE

th¡ngs they would do in a hypothetical case (employing a family systems approadt

and keeping in mind the principles of family preservation philosophy). ln order to

rate the answers, we formulated an ideal answer and scored the answers jointly.

To obtain a perfect score, workers were expected to ment¡on the following aspects

in relat¡on to the¡r case plan:

Ask for client input in formulating or reviewing the contract goals'

ldentify the present family strengths.

Assist the family with any appropr¡ate concrete needs.

Provide information with regard to parent¡ng and age apPropr¡ate

expectat¡ons for children.

5. Connect lhe family with supports and community resources, thereby

redudng isolation.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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This question was rated out of a total possible scorE of five, We then

looked for the differences in pre and Post t€st scores. The results showed by the

calculation of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Matched Pairs Test were not found to be

siatistically significant at the '05 one'tailed level.

Table 7-3: Part C:

Applicatlon of Knowledge Galned

N=8

Question Post-Test Median Pre-Test Median Sr!îdpc*lÍve
ranks

1612

* = statistically significant at .05 (one-tailed)

As table 7-3 indicates there was no significant change on participants' prê

and post test answers and the median d¡d not changs. ln order to further explore

the possible reasons for these findings we looked at indMdual participants' pre

and post test scores on this question. These resuhs are represented in Table 7-,4.
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Table 7-4: Part C:

Apollcatlon of Knowledge

Questlon. Results for each Respondent

As tabte 74 indicates there were no significant changes from pre to post-

tesl ThE majoflty (N=4) or hatf of the participants changed in the positíve

direc{ion. Two respondents showed no change from pre to post'test and two

N=8

Responderil Pre-Test Score Post-Test
Score

Sum of
positive ranks

1 3 2

2 2 3 3.5

3 2 2

4 2 1.5

5 .5 2 5

6 1 3 6

7 2 2 1.5

8 2.5 3

TOTAL = 16
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workers changed in the negative direclion. overall, most of the change observed

was in the desired direction as indicated by the sum of the positive ranks. ThesE

findings are encouraging since they suggest that our training program may have

played a role in increasing their Pract¡ce knowledge to a hypothetical case

situation. we used a weak research design and all of our findings can be viewed

as suggestive; but not demonstrative. The lack of change or change in the

undesired dir€ction could be a reflection of answers from participants who

attended few training sessions or respondents who were rushed and incompletely

answered this question on their post-tests. These results may also be explained

by the possibilÍty that it was too early to see a significant integration of knowledge

as the course had just ended. ln order to better assess application of knowledge,

thought could be given to including the intervention workers' coordinators'inPut

into frrture studies.,

7.2.D. KNOWLEDGE TEST RESULTS

We attempted lo measure changes ¡n participants'knowledge before and

after the training program with, "Questionnaire #2." This knowledge test was

composed of ten true or false statements which related to var¡ous areas of our

cr¡n¡culum content. The test results were a little less reveal¡ng in that none of the

results calculated were statist¡cally significanl We cannot then, assume that

change did not occr.¡r by chance alone. ln order to examine the results we used
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the McNemar Test which organizes the pre and post data into tables and lhen onE

calculates the Z score. We used a table of the normal distribution to establish if

in fact the Z score was stat¡stically significant at the .05 one-tailed level and none

were, as shown in the table below. Table 7-5 represents the training group

scores, by item, for this pre and post test measure.
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Table 7-5: Scores by ltem on Knowledge Test for Group
N=9

Question # of people # of people No change Z scorE
in right direction in wrong direction

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

0

0

f

0

0

0

2

3

0

I

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

6

I
I
I
I
I
7

5

9

I

-1.73

-1.00

1.00

0

0

0

1.42

1.00

0

1.00

Statistical significance at .05 (one-tailed), alpha level is achieved when Z =
or < 1.65

Table 7-5 shows that all of the Z scores for all of the questions were not

statisticalþ significant This indicates that all of pre and post changes by question

for thE group could have occurred by chance alone. This table also shows that
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for the majority of quest¡ons there was no change in participants' scores from pre

test to post tesl. Overall, respondents' correct scores on all of the "no changg'

questions were high. We would speculate that these results ind¡cate a oceiling

effecf in lhat our questions were too easy for participants to answer, leaving no

room to show any signiftcant increase in knowledge. ln order to explore our

hypothesis of a possible ceiling effect, we calculated the percentage of questions

answered correc{ly by participants on the pre-test instrument. The following table

shows these percentages,

i'
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Table 7-6: Percentages of Workers'

Correct Answers on the Pre-Test
N=9

Question Correct Answers in %

100

100

89

100

100

89

34

56

100

89

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I
10

Queslions number seven and eight were the only pre-test items below 89%

in terms of correct responses by the group. This supports our bel¡ef that most of

the questions left little room for growth, thus creating a ceiling effect. ln addÌtion,

as previously discussed in the development of evaluation instruments section,

ques{ion 6 and 7 of this measure were not related to our program objectives. Had
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we pllot tested this measure we would have changed or removed quest¡ons 6 and

7 and developed knowledge questions that were more challenging for participants.

The results for question I were encouraging since they suggest that our

curriculum content may have played a role in increasing some participants'

knowledge of female headed s¡ngle parent families. Table 7'6 indicates that 56%

(N=5) of lhe part¡c¡pants answered this question correclly on the pre-test. This

result does not support a ceiling effect sínce there is lots of room for movement'

Table 7-5 shows that five people showed no change and three respondents

changed in the desìred direction from pre to post'tesl. This result indicates that

eight or 89o/o of the participants answered this question correclly on the posþtest.

Overall, the majority of change that occurred was in the positive direction'

Because of our weak research design all of our findings can be viewed as

suggestive; but not demonstrative.

7.2.Ê. COURSE EVALUATION RESULTS

COURSE EVALUATION

The course evaluation as divided into the following four parts:

- Section one - course content

- Section two - fac¡litators

- Section three - training format

- Section four - long answer questions.
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ln order to look more closety at the results of this questionnaire, we

calculated the mean, mode, number in the modal category and standard deviation

for each response of the first two sections. Table 7-7 reports these figures.



N=14

Question Mean Median Mode Number ln

Mode

Standard

Deviation

1 4.38 4 4 11 0.55

2 4.23 4 4 6 0.70

3 4.15 4 4 7 0.66

4 4.64 5 5 I 0.60

5 4.t2 5 5 I 0.62

6 4.71 5 5 10 0.45

7 4.43 4.5 5 7 0.63

8 4.31 4 5 6 0.72

I 4.23 4 5 6 0.80

fo 4.50 5 5 I 0.73

fSrt

Table 7-7: Summary of Group Scores for Evaluallon Form

As table 7-7 indicates the medians for all 10 program satisfaction questions

were very high. We found lhese results encouraging since thE median is the most

appropriate measure of central t€ndency for these ordinal-level items. Thesa

findings are suggestive that our course content and the facilitators were highly
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rated by part¡cipants. The possib¡lity that respondents felt so positive about lhese

areas could be viewed as an indication lhat the curriculum had been satisfactory

in all five of Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) factors most often associated with

successful programs. Once again, ourweak research design could only generate

findings that were suggestive not demonstrat¡ve. These high ratings of program

satisfaclion could also be atfected by social desirability. According to lGzdin

(1982), setf-report measures are subject to respondent biases such as,

"responding in a socially desirable fashion" (p.36), Participants who had enjoyed

our contac't over the eight weeks of training and were aware that we were

delivering the program as Part of an MSW practicum, may have over'rated these

areas because they liked us and wanted us to do well in our studies. Workers

who wanted similar training offered in the future may have been influenced to rate

program satisfact¡on highly in the hope that positive feedback would support future

training opportunities.

We used question three, "D¡d this training contribute to the overall

knowledge and skills you hoped the program would provide to distinguish

between posit¡ve and less pos¡t¡ve raters, We then compared the participants'

r€sponses with their ratings in Part Two to see if we could learn what parti@larly

the positive raters liked or the other group didn't like. The following table reflecls

thE results of this comparison.
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Table 7€: Comparlson of Partlclpants'Scores for

Questlon Three wlth Questlon Elght
N=14

At or Above Question
#3 Median

Below Question
#3 Median

At or Above
Question #8
Median

7114 or
50o/o

7114 or
50o/o

Below Question
#8 Median

il14 or
50%

7114 or
50o/o

As table 7-g ¡ndicates. participants that fell at or above the median and

participants who fell below the median were equally distr¡buted (N=z1a ot 50o/ol

in all four categories for both questions. This finding suggests that fespondents

who were more satisfied (at or above the median) and Participants who were

satisfied less (below the median) with the overall knowledge and skills they gained

ftom the raining program (question 3) could not be explained by the facilitators'

ability to illusÍate praclical applications of the course matef¡al (question 3). The

faclor identified ¡n question I did not seem to different¡ate or help explain reasons

for more or less overall pfogram satisfaclion among participants as ¡ndicated by

responses to question 3.

Part three asked parlicipants about the way the training was scheduled, in

terms of ths full day, halfday combinations and length of the training over weeks.
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The responses were as follows: 36% (N = 5) of workers felt that the formd used

was fine, æ% (N = 4) of workers felt half-days were preferable and 36ì% (N = 5)

preferred full days. 36€,6 (N = 5) of participants thought the tra¡ning was too short

and 8t% (N = 9) thought the length was just right. No one responded in the'Too

long" category. We ¡nt€rpreted these resufts as an indicator that good program

plann¡ng had been evident in our curriculum delivery. This element represents

Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) fourth faclor assoc¡ated with program success.

ln part four, a number of long answer questions were asked with regard to

additional comments. We have summarÞed the answers by quest¡on and noted

frequencies for the most common comments. Question thirtêen asked about a

significant learning experience during the training. The following were themes that

were identifìed:

1. a greater knowledge and understanding of different family therapy

models

2. building on family intervent¡on worker strengths

3. development of a peer support network and exchange of information

4. separation and attachment theory in children, and

5. abuse issues in the child wetfare context.

21% (N = 3) of respondents commented on each of the first three themes. The

other two issues were slightly lower in frequency.
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Question fourteen asked specifically about course content and the following

themes were most popular:

L c€urse content was relevant to the famity intervention worker role

2. the course was not long enough

3. a good range of content was covered.

36% (N = 5) of the comments related to the first theme mentioned which is a

ref,ection of a good instructional design and relevant curriculum content.

Question fifteen solicited comments regarding the instructors and ths

following were the most frequent themes:

1. the facilÌtators worked well together

2. lhere was good use of humour

3. content was presented in a way that was adaptive to participants' skill

level

4. mutual learning facilitation transaclion occurred in?eeping with adult

learning theory

5. instrustors were knowledgeable and well organized.

36% (N = 5) of participants comments on the first theme and thirty-nine percent

(N = 4) commented on each of the items two through four.

Question sixteen asked what the agency should know if they were to run 
i

.

this type of training program again and the following themes emerged:
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1. additional t¡me requ¡red in order to explore more of the content ¡deas

generated under the course objeciives specifically under the third

objective which was more specific in focus

2. financial clmpensat¡on for attendancE

3. interest ¡n fr.rture training opportunities with a combination of agenry

sociat workers and family intervention workers.

ln general, what was most exc¡ting is that workers appeared to be

enthusiast¡c and excited about the training. The positive comments about the

relevance and the sense that workers' own resources had been acknowledged

was very compl¡mentary. We chose not to look at the number of sessions

attended in examining the data more closely, because most workers self'regulated

their responses in that they did not respond to certain quest¡ons which they fett

they could not fairly comment on due to lower attendance. We also felt that all of

the comments had merit based on even a few sessions.

Negative comments included: more role'play, more culture content, the

course was too short and suggestions for invotvement of referring social workers

for ft¡ture sessions. These were few in number but did correlate with our own

sensE of how the sessions could be improved. Using Lewis and Dunlop's (1991)

model which identifies five factors most associated with program success, we can

conclude that our evaluation results are suggestive that our training program was

successfut based on all five factors. Responses to evaluation questlons 4 and 14
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were lnt€rpreted as indicators of the 'timely/relevanVinnovat¡v€ topics' factofs.

Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) second factor, effective instructor skills, was supported

by responses to questions 6 and 15. Responses to questions 6 and 14 were

interpreted as indications that there had been good instructional design and good

prograrn content (Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) thkd and fifth factor). we viewed

responses to questions I 1 and 12 as a reflection of good program planning which

was Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) fourth fac'tor associated with successful adult

educat¡on programs. Once again our weak research design could only generate

findings that are suggestive not demonstrative. The high program satisfaction

rat¡ngs could also be affected by social desirability fac'tors. As discussed earlier

in this seciion, such faclofs could include, fondness of the instrucìtors, assisting the

instfuctors to do well and hoping to support future tfaining opportunit¡es.

7.3 CONCLUSIONS

ln summary, the instruments we used as pre and post test measures werg

limited in the sense that they are dependent upon the skill of the designers and

as such are subject to threats of internal vatidity. For example, we cannot be sure

lhat some other event, such as direclion given by referring social wofker, did not

account for some of the changes observed. The ¡nstfuments met our criteria of

face validity as being representative of the attitudes, knowledge and evaluation

information we wished lo measure from participants involved in the raining

i
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prograrn. Upon later analysis we would have changed two of our attitudE

questions (Part A of our first pre Post test measure) and we would have ctanged

most of our knowledge quest¡ons to b€ more challenging' As previously

disq¡ssed most of the knowledge questions on our second pre and Post t€st were

too easy for participants to answer, leaving little room for improvement upon

completion of the training progral. lt would have been beneficial to pilot test all

of our instruments to assist with the process of developing more accurats

measures before administering them to the training group. Our evaluation design

was a no control group pre-Post test that made our findings vulnerable to many

lhreats of internal validity. ln other words, any changes we noticed could not be

atbibuted to program participation. However, we also depended on our

impressions during the training program to evaluate the etfeciiveness of the

program. lnformation from all of these areas helped us form a few conclusions.

Within the limitations of our measures, our research design and supported

by our impressions, we have concluded that the following evaluat¡ve faclors

suggest that our training prografiì was successful in achieving our program

objectives. Our curriculum may have been successful in achieving our first

program objective by helping some part¡cipants develop more of a belief and

attitude that it is not their job to mot¡vate clients but to formulate mutual goals with

families and work where clients are ready to begin (attitude question #1). Overall.

all of the cfìange observed for all nine questions in Part A was tn ttre desired
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direction. This result is encouraging and suggests that overall our curriculum may

have been effeclive in achieving all three of our program objeclives. Non'

significant positive changes were observed for questions 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Question 2 represented our second program objective, quêst¡ons 5, 6 and 9

related to our first program objective and question 7 was designed with our third

program objective in mind.

Within the limitations previously discussed and the possibility that setf'

ratings of knowledge may have been affected by changes in partic¡pants'

definitions of lhe range of knowledge at post'test, we drew the following

conclusions from our self-rat¡ngs of knowledge questions (Part B). Overall, the

majority of change observed for questions 10 and 1 1 was in the desired direction.

These findings are encouraging and suggest that our curriculum may have been

successful in achieving all three of our program objeclives. Question 10 was

related to our first program objective and question 11 reflected our first and thkd

program objective.

Within the limÍtations of our weak program design and the possibilþ that

¡t was too early to see a significant ¡ntegration in participanls' ability to appty

knowledge gained at the t¡me of post-test, we formed the following conclusions

regarding our application of knowledge question (Part C). Overall, the majority of

change observed for question 12 was in the desired direction. These results are

encouraging and suggest that our curriculum may have been successful in
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ach¡ev¡ng all three of our program objectives. The desired or ideal answer for

question 12 related to all three program objectives.

Unfortunately, most of our pre'post knowledge test qu€stions were poorly

designed and our results could not lend support to our notion that our curriculum

had successfully achieved all of our program objectives' However, our

impressions led us to believe that our training program had: increased some

participants' knowledge about the value base of family preservation services and

their unique role in those services; increased some participants' knowledge about

working with family systems; and increased some participants' knowledge about

developing their own approach to working with families in a systemic way.

As previously discussed, we used Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) framework of

the five factors most associated with program success to help determine if

participants had been satisfied with the training program. Our evaluation results

indicate that respondents fett our program possessed all of the elements

associated with program success including: timely/relevanVinnovative topic(s);

effec{ive instructor skills; good instructional design; good program plannÌng; and

good instructional desigry'content. These positive results are supported by our

impressions formed during the training Program. The evaluation resuhs and the

feedbac* provided by respondents was consistent with our lmpressions of

part¡cipants regarding lheir satisfaction with the tra¡ning program. The coursE
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evaluat¡on results wefe sat¡sfy¡ng ¡n that all of ouf program satisfact¡on questiorì{¡

wers highly rated and there were few negative comments from participants.

However, it is possible that these ratings were affected by social deskability

factors. These factors may have included, fondness for ¡nstfuctors, ass¡st¡ng

instructors to do well or hoping to support frfure agenry tra¡ning opportunities.

NegatÍve comments received were all geared to desire for more information on

a special ¡nterest area, more time for training and the wish to participate in a

similar program with referring social workers. Although they were the most

negative comments, they were otfered from the point of view of having valued what

was offered.

We shared the perspeclive of many participants in wishing the training could

have been e)dended. ln order to present our curriculum content in a

comprehensive manner we needed to lirst present theoretical concepts before we

could proceed to more experiential learning methods such as role plays and using

participants' case examples. lt was our impression that the sessions induding

such experiential learning methods were most positively received and participants

expressed a desire to extend our lraining to prov¡de an opportunity to explore

more of this content area. Unfortunately, given the scope of our training

cr¡rriculum we were unable to achieve more of this content in the allotted time.



CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSION AND FECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

This practicum had three primary aims. The llrst aim was to build on the

needs assessment and design and deliver a training curriculum for farnily

intervention workers employed with southwest winnipeg child and Family

Services. Secondly, the goal was to enhance family preservation services at the

agency by providing a training program that was relevant to family preservat¡on

practice and that emphasized the unique role of family ¡ntervention workers. A

final aim was to evaluate the training program that was delivered. This chapterwill

highlight the significant literature that framed the design, delivery and evaluation

of the training program and how the experience of completing the practicum

related to the significant l¡terature.

This chapter will also discuss the experience of designing, delivering and

evatuating a tfaining program to a group of agency farnily intervention workers in

relation to my learning goals established in chapter one of this document, Ïhese

goals were to: 1) gain a greater understanding of the theory and practice of adult

education; 2) gain a gfeatef understanding of the theory of family preservation

practice and the unique role of lhe family intervention worker; and 3) develop my

196
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skills in designing, delivering and evaluating a training program which ¡ncorporates

needs assessment data

8.2 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ADULT EDUCATION

As previously discussed, when beginn¡ng this prac'ticum my understand¡ng

of the theory and practice of adutt education was very limited. Through the

completion of the practicum process my knowledge, skill and understanding

increased greatly. Courtney's (1991) definition of aduh education was influential

in orienting my lhinking and in guiding my approach to designing the train¡ng

program. Courtney (1991) stresses the importance of the purposes behind adult

educat¡on act¡vities and the c.ontext within which you are working. This framework

helped me to understand the importance of defining a clear set of goals and

objectives for the training program that would be relevant to the work context of

the potential participants. Courtney (1988) and the Canadian Commission for

UNESCO'S (1980) definitions of adu[t education influenced the framework hat was

developed to gu¡de the program evaluation process. The training program was

viewed as a purposeful, organized intervention that was designed to creatE

changes among participants by enriching their knowledge and positively changing

their attitudes in relat¡on to various areas of curr¡culum *n,rni.

Adult education literatur€ was also useful in showing me the ¡mportrance of

developing a personal philosophy of adult education to understand and guide
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what I did. I chose Merriam and Cafføella's (1991) model that describes four

orientations to learning as a guide to developing my personal philosophy. Using

thek (r991) definitions of: behaviourist; cognit¡v¡st; humanist; and social learnlng,

I evatuated which elements ftom the various orientations fit best with my personal

system of values and beliefs. From this perspective, my adutt education personal

philosophy was consistent wilh my views and beliefs regarding family therapy

practice. My adult education philosophy was a combination of elements from the

cognitivists, humanist and social learning orientations. My peisonal philosophy

reflects the belief lhat: the adult education process must be respectful and aware

of adult learners' needs; the process of adult learning should involve input ffom

part¡cipants in planning their own learning; and the learning-teaching transaction

is a shared responsibility w¡th the pr¡mary facilitator acting as a guide and resource

person. This personal philosophy contributed to the work in my practicum by

building and influencing how the training program was developed, designed and

implemented. This process began with considering data from four areas of needs

assessment to develop two primary goals, three major objectives and a list of

possible curriculum content for the training program. Next, theþrogram facilitator

organized and guided the process of participants choosing two priority areas of

content under each program objective. participants were organized to think about

rvhat they wanted to learn most (cuniculum content) and why those top¡cs were

¡mportant to them (program objectives). This process was also helptul for me to
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share and explore the biases that inffuenced me in interpreting and assessing data

from the four areas of needs assessment. My first bias was to emphasize content

that focused on family preservation pract¡ce in the child wetfare conterit' A second

bias was to ut¡lize a broad definition of family systems theory as the theoretical

framework lhat underpins the ideal concepts of farnily preservation service delivery

and treatment These biases were reflective of; the learning goals of my

practicum; my experience working in a child welfare context; and my knowledge

of family preservation literature.

Adult education literature was also helpful in po¡nting out th€ importance of

considering the motivations of adult learners, According to Perc¡val (1993),

research regarding reasons why adults Participate in educational activities is

dominated by one fnding, "that the single most important reason for participating

in adult educat¡on relates to the performance of everyday tasks and obligations'

particularly lhose related to work" (Johnstone and Rivera, 1965' cited in Percival,

p. 55). Houle (.196f ) created a typology that grouPs adult learners mot¡vations to

paft¡cipate ¡nto three general categofiês: goaloriented (wanting to improve their

iob prospects); learning-oriented (wanting to learn more about a subject area); and

ac{ivity-oriented (wanting to do someth¡ng more productive with leisure time).

Both of these areas of ths literature influenced the development and delivery of the

Ía¡ning program. Perctual's (1993) and Johnstone and Rivera's (1965) research

supported the importancê of utilizing needs assessment informat¡on to ensurs that
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the training program met participants' needs and related to their ¡ntervent¡on

worker roles. This research also contributed to the constant attention that was

given to ensuring that curriculum content was relevant to the job functions of

agency intervention workers. Houle's (1961) framework dkected my attention to

understanding that tfaining participants in my context were likely either goal-

or¡ented or learning-oriented. since the training progfalì was voluntary but was

provided in a work setting, it was necessary to stress that participation in that

tfaining program would not influence or effecl the agency contracfts that

intervention workers received. lt was also necessary to ensure that curriculum

context reflecled the topics of interest expressed by intervention workers during

the needs assessment survey (learning-oriented) and that the curriculum was

rslevant to their work.

Malcolm Knowles (1980) has constfucted a theory of adult learn¡ng that is

viewed as one of the most influential in the field. Knowles (1980) developedthe

term andragogy to refer to the "art and science of helping adults learn".

Andragogy assumes that all adult learners share some important characteristics

that include: 1) being seff-direcled in learnìng; 2) possessing a rich reservoir of

experience; 3) having an orientation to learning based on their social roles; and

4) requiring learning that can be immediately applied ralher than a postponed

applicat¡on. These characteristics were consistent with my personal philosophy

of adult education and with the literature regarding the mqivations of adult
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learners. lÛrowle's ('1980) implications for adult education practice were usetul in

guiding the design and delivery of the training program. tcrowle's (1980)

framework assisted me to incorporate the following factors into my progfam

plann¡ng process: 1) developing an appropriate learning climate; 2) involving

participants in the diagnosis of their own learning needs; 3) invotuing participants

in planning their learning; 4) establishing a learning-teaching transaclion lhat is a

mutual responsibilÌty; 5) involving participants in the evaluation of their learning; 6)

emphasising experiential instfuctional methods; 7) emphasizing the practical

application of course cuniculum; and 8) assisting participants to free their minds

of preconceptions and to reflect on and learn from their experience'

Humanistic theorists such as Brookfield (1986), Knowles (1980) and Knox

(1986) were influential in deepening my understanding of ways to facilitate adult

learning. Brooklield (1986) identifies six principles of etfective adult learning

practice that include: 1) participation in adult learning is voluntary; 2) effective

praclice is characterized by respect for one another's self-worth; 3) facilitation is

cpllaborative and participatory; 4) praxis is central to effect¡ve facilitat¡on; 5) an

important goal of facilitation is to encourage critically reflective thinking; and 6) the

aim of facilitation is to help adult learners assume increasing independence and

responsibility for their own learning. This framework challenged me to pay

attention to all of these taclors when developing and designing the tfa¡ning

program. The outcome involved: 1) ensuring that participants understood that
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ta¡ning was voluntary and not related to their job performance or the assignment

of contract hours; 2) establishing a learning climate that stressed mutual r€sPec-t

amongparticipants;3)involvingparticipantsthroughexperientiallearningmethods

in the process of priorizing lhe use of learning methods and in the process of

priorizingtheuseoflearningtime;4)utilizingteachingmethodssuchascase

€xamples and facilitating group discussion to v¡ew the tasks of family intervention

practice as well as reflect on the process of their practice; 5) encouraging cfit¡cally

reflective thinking by contrasting an individual practice approach with a lamily

systems prac,tice approach; and 6) encouraging part¡c¡pants to assume increasing

independence for their learning by facilitating the presentation of didactic material

and gradually having participants provide their own case examples for disq.¡ssion

and role plays.

The adult education litefature related to program development and planning

was helpful in providing a model for the act¡v¡ties required to complete this

pract¡ct¡m, sork and caffarella's (1989) six step model of program development

was combined with cranton's (1989) framework of the major activities to be

compteted when designing a cuniculum to create a guide to developing and

delivering the training program. This guide consisted of six components of

activities and included: 1) selecting and organizing the learning environment; 2)

converting needs assessment data into training objeclives; 3) selecling, organizing

and sequencing content that reflects lhe needs assessment data; 4) designing an
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instructional process or stfategy; 5) determining and creating an evaluation

process; and 6) administer¡ng, collecting and analyzing the evaluation data. These

components were critical to organizing the activities to complete this practicum.

This framework also ensured that tasks built upon each other and created an

integrated comprehensive model for the design and delivery process'

Finally, the aduh education literature provided information useful to

evaluating whether the training program was successful. Lewis and Dunlop's

(1991) model of fac{ors most often associated with program success were used

as part of my evaluation stfategy. The following factors (Lewis and Dunlop' 1991)

were used as part of the evaluation process to determine if participants were

satisfied with the training program: 1) timely/relevanvinnovative topic(s); 2)

effeclive instructor skills; 3) good instructional design; 4) good program planning;

and 5) good instruclional design/content. These factors also guided the

development of the course evaluation questionnake which consisted of parlicipant

satisfaction quest¡ons related to all of Lewis and Dunlop's (1991) factors'

8.3 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF FAMILY PRESEBVATION

Aspreviouslydiscussed,whenbeginningthispracticumlhadabasic

understanding of family preservation pracl¡ce and of the unique role of the famiþ

¡ntervention worker in that pfactice. My knowledge was based on my work

experience and some limited reading in this area'
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The literature related to the historical roots and lhe current context of

preservation pract¡c€ was usetul in ldentr'fying important elements of lamily

preservation practice and in assessing family intervention praciice at Southwest

winnipeg child and Family services. Morton (1993) traces the origins of family

preservation to the historical practice of home visiting in the ch¡ld welfare field.

This historical perspective was helptul to ident¡ty¡ng the key elements of family

preservation practica which include: providing services in the home; and

addressing the physical, social, educational and/or developmental needs of an

individual or family. Frankel (1988) points out some additional key elements of

practice that are supported by the historical context, "such early in-home services

focused on the provision of concrete seryices, mobilizing natural helping networks

and cpordinating community services". This literature was also useful in identifying

the current context of family preservation services. ln 1986 the u.s. National

Resource center on Family Based services reported that 238 family-centered

home-based programs were registered with them. These programs take a variety

of forms but all share a common cpmmÌtment to; 1) ma¡ntaining children in their

own homes whenever possible; 2) focusing on entire families rather than

irxdividuals; and 3) providing comprehensive seryices that meet the range of the

families' therapeutic, supportive and concrete needs. BribiÞer and Verdiec*

(1988) highlight the philosophy behind the common goals shared by family-

csntered home-based programs. They propose that such placement prevention
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services are based on the beliefs that: most children are better off growing up in

the same family they have known since infancy; and that the family, rather than the

individual, is usually the appropriate focus for intervention. Frankel (1988) groups

tamily-centered, home-based services ¡nto two groups according to their servic€

objectives. Crisis-oriented programs seeks only to stabilize the family situation and

independence-oriented programs seek to "reduce or eliminate the family's

dependence on social services altogether' (p, 142). This literature was helptul in

ident¡fy¡ng the key etements of family preservation praclice. This information was

utilized in developing objectives for the kaining program and incorporated into the

course curriculum. This literature was also useful in assessing the agency's

current family intervention program and identifying that the program conta¡ned all

of the key elements of family preservation practice and delivered services lhat were

both crisis-oriented and independence-oriented,

Family preservation literature helped me recognize the factors which

contribute to the unique role that family ¡ntervention/support workers ar€ able to

establish with families and the importance of working collaboratively on clinician'

support worker teams. However, I was disappointed by the lack of literature in the

field regarding the role of para-professional workers in family preservation

programs. One of the few articles I was also to find on this topic was written by

Soule' et al (1993). These writers propose that family support workers possess

different qualities and bring a perspective that is often closer to the experience of
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the families receiving services. Soule et al (1993) algue lhat theso factors often

resuft in support workers engaging more quickly and completely with families since

they are perceived as someone with whom the family can more readily identÍfy or

from whom family members may more easily accept suppoft and guidance. when

discussing team intervent¡ons, Soule et al (1993) highlight the importance of clear

yet flexible roles between clinicians and support workers. They propose that when

teaming, clinicians are responsible for the overall direclion of the case, but both

members of the team participate in the assessment process, the development of

treatment plans and the delivery of agreed upon services. soule' et al (1993)

stfess that roles should be complementary and flexible and that e¡ther or both

team membefs may engage in: 1) pafent guidance and education; 2) brief

individual and family treatment; and 3) linkage and advocacy with other agencies.

This literature was important in informing and providing a framework for the

second area of needs assessment data, the activities involved in the famity

intervention worker role and the skills required to carry these out, The literature

in this a¡ea identified: 1) the qualities of intervention workers that contribute to the

unique relationships they form with families and how these roles are different from

professional clinicians; 2) the various treatrnent acl¡vities that intervention workers

may engage in with families; and 3) the ¡mportance of establishing clear, flexible

and complementary roles with an emphasis on team work between clinicians and

support workers. This literature was important in the development of the tfa¡ning
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thecurricl'¡lum and Soule' et al's (1993) concepts were incorporated lnto

curriculum content. I concluded that the issues identified in this literalur€ were

appticable to the social worker-family intervent¡on worker teams at Southwest Child

and Family Services. Program curriculum addressed these issues and participants

agreed that these concepts were relevant to their present agency context.

Participants also fett that the degree of teamwofk established in their contracts

varied among agency social workers. Participants expressed that social worker-

¡ntervent¡on worker team relationships could be improved with future training

opportunities that combined agency soc¡al workers and family intervention workers

as part¡cipants. This literature was also useful in helping me determine areas of

the Íaining curr¡culum that related to the knowledge and skills necessary to carry

out intervention worker tasks. Relevant areas of curriculum content included: l)

an understanding of the value base of the family preservation seryices and the

unique role of the family intervention worker in those services; 2) knowledge of

theoreticalframeworks that underpin family preservation Programs'¡deal concepts

of service delivery and üeatment; and 3) an understand¡ng of an individual

approach that integrates theoretical knowledge with family ¡ntervention pract¡ce.

This understanding of the knowledge and skill areas related to lamily ¡ntervent¡on

work informed the selection of training program goals and objectives.

Richard Barth's (1990) writ¡ngs were influential in developing

myunderstanding of lhe lheoretical frameworks that underpín family preservation
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programs' ideal concepts of service delivery and treatrnent. Barth (f990)

proposes that the wide range of family preservation programs draw upon four

common areas of theory. These include, crisis intervention theory, family systems

theory, social learning theory and ecological theory. Although it was fett that

agency intervent¡on workers could benefit from lraining related to all of these

lheoret¡cal models, it was not possible to address all of these areas in the training

t¡me allotted. As previously discussed, my biases and knowledge regarding family

systems theory led me to the decision to emphasize t¡¡s moåel in the training

program to explain some of the theoretical concepts that underpin family

preservation programs' ideal concepts of service delivery and treatrnent.

8.4 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY

Bolh the adult education literature and the family preservation literature

previously discussed were instrumental in determining the four areas of needs

assessment that were used in the development of the training program. ln turn,

my experience working in the child welfare field and the biases I have developed

regarding family preservation services and family systems theory influenced the

conclusions I formed from reading the literature. My biases and conclusions from

thE literature also effected how I interpreted data from the needs assessment

surveys. As discussed in chapter one, my previous knowledge regarding the

development, delivery and evaluation of a training curriculum was limited. My
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earl¡er knowledge in this area lacked depth, integration and organization' The

proc€ss of completing this practicum greatly enhanced my skills ln thE area of

program planning and implementation by increasing my knowledge and

appreciation of the following practise issues: 1) utilizing a rangê of theoretical and

survey needs assessment data to inform all areas of the program development'

delivery and evaluation Process; 2) establishing clear program obieclives and

goals and linking them to the program evaluation; 3) following a theoretical model

or framework to guide the development of a curriculum; and 4) utilÞing both

quantìtative and qualitative measures in the evaluation proçess to assess if

program objectives have been achieved.

BeforecomptetingthÌspfacticumlhadverylittleunderstandingof

lhoroughlyassessingtheneedsofpotentialtrainingparticipants.Asdiscr¡ssedin

chapter one, my previous needs assessment method was to rely on the opinions

andsuggestionsfrommysupervisorandfromcolleagueswhowerefamiliarwith

the potential training participant grouP. The process of completing this practicum

resuhed in my developing a new definition of the training needs process lhat

should include: 1) utilizing relevant information from lhe literature; 2) gathering

informationaboutpotentialparticipants'jobtasksandtheskillsrequiredtocarry

lhese out; and 3) gathering needs for training survey data from all of the major

stakeholders in the participants' work site. lnformation from all of these afeas was

used to determine the training needs of agency fam¡ly intervention workers' This
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thorough needs assessment process resuhed in contributing to the success of the

faining program by: 1) ensuring that the curriculum content reflected the trainlng

needs of participants; 2) ensuring that the curriculum content had direct

application to participants' present job tunctions; 3) generating interest ¡n the

üaining program among potential training part¡cipants and illustrating to

participants that their views, opinions and needs would be respected and valued;

and 4) generat¡ng interest and support from various agenry stakeholders involved

with the participants. Part of the process of completing this practicum involved

converting information from the four areas of needs assessment data into lraining

program objectives. As previously discussed, informatjon from four sources was

used to assess training needs; 1) my conclusions from reading the literature on

family preservation practice; 2) my understanding of the ac'livities involved in the

family intervention worker rote and the skills required to carry these ouu 3) the

needs for training expressed in the survey of family intervenlion workers; and 4)

lhe needs for training expressed in the survey of agency social workers and

managers. lnformation from the f¡rst two areas of lhe needs assessment data

played a primary role in the development of the training program. conclusions

drawn from the literatufg emphasized both farnily preservation pfac'tice and a

family systems model as the theoretical framework that underpins lamily

preservation programs' ideat concepts of service delivery and treatment. I also

chose to locus on the knowledge and attitudes nece$saly for family preservat¡on
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prastice among family intervention workers,. rather than on the skills and

competencies required for this job. lt was decided that skill level was too cfitfict¡lt

to measure as a training program outcome and that it was beyond the scope of

this practicum to establish an outline of intervention worker competencies. The

ùaining progran strove to enrich participants' knowledge and positively inf,uence

their attitudes in relation to afeas of curriculum content. As previously discussed,

the needs assessment survey data played a secondary role in the development

of the training curriculum. Data collestion factors (respondents identify¡ng

intervention worker training needs that were not related to family preservation

practice and a lack of information regarding the interpretat¡on of responses to

direct survey questions) resulted in some of the survey data being of limited use

in planning the curr¡culum. survey data in response to ths indirecl or critical

incident question from the intervention workers yielded the most useful information,

Responses to this indkect quest¡on yielded data w¡th more common themes that

were more process oriented than subject oriented. This process information

provided a context for some of the subject data collected uy tirä oirea questions

and helped me understand how a training topic would be more ¡mportant to

intervention workers. For this reason, the critical incident survey data was more

helpful to the process of øeating training program objeclives and evaluation

instruments.
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Æ discussed in chapter one, my previous experience with evaluating

tra¡ning programs was limited. My earlier experienca involved developing a brief

questionnaire asking participants to comment on their overall satisfaction of the

tfain¡ng program. completing this practicum has greatly increased my experience

and knowledge in this area, I have developed an understanding of a broader

definition of the evaluation process and an appreciat¡on of linking evaluation

measures with program objectives.

8.5 AGENCY FAMILY INTERVENTION WORKERS

Part of the initial thinking about the development of a training program for

family intervention workers was based on the lack of any formalized or

standardized training for this group. The child wetfare system, as it attempts to

engage with families on the basis of family preservation principles, finds itself

increasingly relying on these workers to affect change and avoid the placement of

children. social workers are encoufaged to use these workers but have a mix of

experiences depending upon many faclors, some of which include the specific

skills and experience the family intervention worker brings to the case. As

demands on the family intervention workers increase, there is more pressure to be

able to respond to many types of family issues. Just as social workers require

more training in order to enhance their skills and effecliveness' the lamily
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intervention worker must receive training lhat comes from lhe perspective of cütild

welfare context committed to family preservation'

These intervention workers are often, according to the literature, lay people

with relevant life experiences, often including parenting, and have established

community networks that assist them in their work wÌth clients. lntervention

workers often experience a different relationship than their professional colleagues'

as there is often a perception by clients that family intervention workers'

circumstances are closer to their own lives. ln fact this was supported by the

social workers that were interviewed. ln many instances they perceive that

intervention workers develop a much different relationship than they themselves

do. This issue can also lead to conflist for intervention workers themselves, as

they try to balance the role of the mandated child welfare agenry with that of a

support to the lamily, and they often feel uncomfortable when required to report

negative developments to the social worker. lt was my observation that an

emphas¡s upon establishing philosophy and service goals for a family preservation

program within a child wetfare context in the form of a training component allows

for a more complete understanding by intervention workers of the issues and

dilemmas that afe shared by their professional colleagues. This type of project

could assist with the communication between the two levels and more work could

be undertaken with the team as a whole to complete the process'
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8.6 CONCLUSIONS

The experience of completing this practicum resufted in a significant

increase in my knowledge and understanding of: the theory and practice of adult

education; the theory of family presefvation pract¡ce and the unique role of the

famity intervention worker ¡n that pract¡ce; and the skills necessary to design,

deliver and evaluate a well planned training progfafn that incorporates needs

assessment data. when a tfain¡ng program is planned and implemented in a

thorough manner, participants and stakeholders have a higher degree of interest

and commhment. A well ptanned process atso translates into a higher chance of

successfully achieving the program objectives since the needs assessment data

can accurately reflect the experience and training needs of the potential group of

participants. I believe that the high level of both quantitat¡ve and qualitative

satislaciion responses from participants can be partially credited to the curriculum

design and delivery process. ln times of fiscal restraint, it is often the temptation

of agencÌes to shortcut the program planning Process or limit lhe involvement lo

a few agenry employees. The end result of such limited planning processes are

often far from successful.

ln researching and learning more about the specific population of learners

the design and implementation was enhanced in a way that makes the tra¡ning

more effective and relevant. Family intervention workers play an increasingfy large

part in the child wetfare context and their ¡ssues are unique and require special
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attention if they are to be effective in theif rotes. Our lnformation lrom all levels of

the agenry indicate that th€re are sound reasons for reviewing the slruc-ture of this

prografn in terms of making the most use of this program. Full-time family

¡ntervention workers would otfer several advantages to bolh ends of the serv¡ce

cont¡nuum. The intervention worker would be in a position to openly part¡cipate

in case treatment goal-setting with the cl¡ent and referring social worker'

Relationship building between the social workers and intervention workers would

be easier, and the program could develop more spec¡f¡c areas of expertise

consistent with its service goals. The agency is currently in the process of cfeating

four full-t¡me family intervention worker positions. Two positions will be part of the

family therapy/med¡ation program to provide family preservation and reunificaiion

services to famil¡es referred by the five agency serv¡ce units. Two additional

positions will work within the existing family intervention program to provide family

preservation serv¡ces to families with young children referred by agency social

workers,

8.7 RECOMMENDATIONS

lf a similar project wefe to be undertaken in the ftfure lwould make several

suggest¡ons as a result ol our exper¡ence. I would recommend that the needs

assessment process be conducled in a thorough manner, and also be conduc{ed

by someone external to the agency. The goals of the needs assessment ought
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to be clearly defined in order to ensure cooperation by all levels of the agenry.

Needs assessment data couid also be enhanced by identifying which training

issues were raised by what number of respondents and whether respondents wer€

expressing a need for knowledge, skill, new att¡tudes or all three. ThE indirect or

critical incident question yielded some of the most useful survey data and lwould

recommend its' use to a future program planner. I would also recommend using

a range of needs assessment data ¡ncluding information from lhe literature'

information related to the tasks and job funcîions of training partic¡pants and need

br training survey data,

Training participants expressed a desire for future training that would build

on the cuniculum content from our program. I would recommend that the agency

offer such fr.rture training to the group of intervent¡on workers and that this ft¡ture

üaining include: 1) a framework of family intervent¡on worker competencies that

are necessary to their job func'tion in a family preservalion or¡ented child welfare

context; 2) a strong emphasis on experiential learning methods that focus on skill

buÌlding and integrating theoretical knowledge with prac{ice; and 3) a training

component that involves joint sessions between agency social workers and family

intervention workers with some focus on enhancing social worker'intervention

worker teams within the agency. Financial compensation for contract family
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intervention workers to attend tfaining would also be a definite asset in suPporting

the philosophy that on'going training is an ímportant priority to all agenúy

employ€es.

tnconclusion,lwouldrecommendthispraclicumexperiencetoanyone

interested in leaming more about planning and implementing training and morE

about the pract¡c€ of family ¡ntervention work in a child welfare context. I also

thank all of my agency colleagues for their involvement, enthusiasm, support and

encouragement of the training program. The family intervention workers who

participated in the tfaining were a pleasure to learn from and work with, They are:

motivated; eager to learn and part¡cipate; knowledgeable; committed and sensitive

in lhe work they do, and finally; they were lots of fun. l have definitely benefitted

from my experience in sharing this training opportunity with the agency family

¡ntervention workers and I look forward to working with them ¡n the future.

My association and participation with my practicum colleague' Dawn

Donnelly, is also another experience I would recommend, My training program

development process was greatly enhanced by the needs assessment process

and survey data generated by Dawn's involvement. lt was a great asset to have

a person not employed within the agency to conduct the training needs surveys.

Her encouragement, intelligence and enthusiasm was appreciated by the group

of training participants and was instfumental in helping me through some very

difficult stages on the practicum process. The challenges of collaborating,
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scheduling and learning how to respec'ttully incorporate two PeoPle's ideas into a

planning process were faf outweighed by the beneñts of our teamwork approacfi.
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APPENDX A

Personal Phllosophy Worksheet

(Hiemstra, 1988, p. 187)

Phllosophical Beliefs

Philosophical System:

Meaning:

What is Reality?

Nature of Being Human:

Professlonal Practice

Educational Aim:

Educational Method:

Education Content:
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I-eaming theorists

Vieru of ùeleaming

Ploc€ss

Focusofleaming
6rvi¡6rfnent
PurPceof education

Teachey's role

Ma¡ìif€statiori in
adultleaming

fuhníourbt

Thomdike, Pa"lo*', Watson'

Guttuie,Hult,Tolma¡v
Skinner

Chançinbehavior

Sti¡nuti inottemal
stnrch¡ring

Itroducebeluvioral ctunge

in desired direction

Arrarrgeserrvironmerrt to

elicit desired resPonse

. Behavioral obiectives

'ComPetenqf-based
education

. SkilldeveloPmeît
and training

APPENDIX B

Four Orientations to Learning

C-ognit¡aíst

Koffka, KoNer, Lewin'
PiageL Ausubel, Bruner'

Gagne

lnternal merrtal Process
(incìudingirsight,
information Proccssrrl&
memory, perception)

lnternal cognitive
needs

DoreloP caPacitY and

skills to leôm b€tter

Stn¡ctures content
of leaming acivitY

. CogF¡tive develoPment 
-

. lntelliSe¡ce, leamin&-and
memorY as function ot age

.l¡arninthow to leam

Hunanist fulr'øning

Maslow,Rogers Bandura'Rottg

Apersonalacttotutfill ffiffi:#,Poteñtial in a Sociål cont€at

Af fective and cognitive

Become self-actr¡alized, \lodel ncry ¡ol'e¡

autonomous andbeluvior

Facilitates de\reloPment
of whole Person

o A¡rdragogy ' Socia¡iz¡tioúr

.i.¡irliL",á¿r".",¡"t :ffiiî*
o Locr¡sof co¡ruol

(Merriam and Caffarella, 1991, p' 138)

Interaction of Pcrsoobc
h¡vior, a¡r¡il enviro¡r¡ntr

Modelsarrd guidcsrw
roles and behavi'or



APPENDIX C

CONSENT FORM
Wnnipeg Child and Family Services of Southwest has agreed to participate in the
pilot of a training package developed to facilitate and enhance learning
opportunities for agenry Family lntervention Workers. As you are aware, we are
offering this program towards the complet¡on of our MSW degrees from the
University of Manitoba. The primary aim of this practicum is to offer train¡ng to
yourselves in the area of family focused assessment and intervention. We have
gathered many valuable ideas from our interviews.

Family lntervention Workers who agree to participate w¡ll be offered approximately
35 hours of family focused training as outlined in the previous memo. Should you
agree to participate we would ask that you schedule your t¡me ¡n order to commit
to attending the entire 35 hours.

We would like to remind you:

- that participat¡on is entirely voluntary

- that any data gathered will be confidential in nature

- that any information or data gathered will be stored away from the agency
and w¡ll be destroyed at the end of our practicum

- any information gathered with respect to participants' knowledge will be
used str¡c'tly for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of this
programme.

We hope that you will consider participating in this project and we look forward to
being part of a relevant learning experience.

Sincerely,

Loretta Doyle

Dawn Donnelly

I have been offered an opportunity to part¡cipate ¡n the project as described
above. Based on this description I agree to participate.

Signature:
Date:

Witness:



APPENDIX D

DEFINITION:

Family lntervention services are community based services assisting the Family

Service üäî'fri in prouidint á range of quality. in home services to families and children

ffi;;-"äËäö ãi oii"srñs aboút chanse(s) rhroush rime limited goals.

t Family is to include foster families'

OPERATING ASSUMPTION:

child & Family services, south west area is committed to the b€lief that a Famity

lntervention Program, op"àttd by the.Agençy'.is necessary to assist Family Service

i^Ë;Ëä;; ;;;ür dt tne t"ani, in the.provision of services to families and children

å'"ï-;;ñ1; óverail focus of supporting and srrengthening families,

PRINCIPLES:

The provision of any service.to skenglhen, and preserve families with children

"nãrfO 
o" based upbn the following principles and assumpt¡ons:

1).Thefamilyisthebasicun¡tofsoc¡etyandilswellbeingshouldbesupportedand
Preserved;

21. The family is the basic source of care, nurlure, and acculturation of children and

parents have the primary responsibility to ensure the well being of their children;

3ì Families and children have the right to the least interference wilh their atfairs to the

äñent compat¡ble with the best interest of the children;

¿l Families and children are entitled to r€ce¡ve an aftaY of preventive and
't' 

t"t'ãË¡fit"t¡"n services direc{ed to preseMng the famity unit;

5).Themajorityofparentswanttobesuccessfulandeffectiveparents;

6). That parents, with appropriate.support..and guidance are capable of etfecting

;i]ifi i" 
"nrote 

mäm tó provide a heatrhy envkonment for thek children to grow

into healthy adults;

71. children have a right to a cont¡nuous lamily envkonment in which they flourish;

sl. Parents are likely to become better parents if they feel good about themselves and

inereOi iòet co¡ipetent in other important areas of their lives;
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9). Families and children have the right to participate in identifying goal sett¡ng
and solution finding directed at preserving the family unit;

10). Families are entitled to services which respect the d¡gn¡ty of all family
members, their cuftural and linguistic heritage.

SERVICE GOALST

1). To preserve the family through involving themselves in a problem solving
process while ensuring the safety of the family members.

2). To divert separation of the child from family whenever possible;

3). To avoid emergency removal of children from their home;

4). To preserve the children's security in the family surrounding of their own
home, school and neighbourhood;

5). To safeguard children against emot¡onal or physical neglect dur¡ng times
when parents' ability to give care is impaired;

6). To assist families and children to change the¡r unhealthy pattern of
behaviour toward one another to one that will enable them to live as a
heatthy, functioning family;

7). To ass¡st families and children to use appropriate community resources.
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PROPOSED OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT OF TRAINING PROGRAM

Oblectlve #1

To develop a greater understanding of the value base of Family Preservation
services in a Child Welfare context and the unique role of the Family lntêrvent¡on
worker in that service.

CONTENT:

- Examination of the present contêxt of working in Child Welfare System in
Wnnipeg ¡n 1994

- Examination of the historical context of Child Welfare and Family
Preservation

- Exploration of the role of the Family lntervent¡on worker as unique in this
setting

- To gain greater awareness of personal values, beliefs and working styles

Oblectlve #2

To further develop and refine the knowledge essential to working with family
systems.

CONTENT:

The emphasis and priorization of the following content will depend upon the
participants' learning needs and preferences. Areas which may be covered
include:

- family systems theory
- family life cycle, individual life cycle
- family roles, functions, rules and constraints
- viewing individual clients in the context of the family and the family in the

context of its larger economic, cultural, social and political environment
- empowerment of families, facilitating independence
- family diversity (ethnic, racial, religious, gender, sexual preference and

lifestyle, etc.)
- spec¡al areas of interest (sexual abuse survivors, attachment/separation

issues, neglecl, physical abuse, sexual abuse, special needs children,
adolescents, substance abuse, family violence).

- family therapy models (Struclural, Strategic, Satir, Family of Origin,
Solution-Focused, Feminist)
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Oblectlve #3

To enable part¡cipants to develop their own approach to working with families in

a systemic way by exploring the att¡tudes and values inherent in that approach.

CONTENT:

- Anger management
- Family Assessment techniques
- Engaging with Family Systems
- Goal Setting and Contracting
- Strengthen¡ng and Enhancing greater parental competence
- Managing Children with Behavioural concerns
- lntervention Techniques (how to get unstuck, how to do something

ditferent)
- Building on family strengths and competencies
- Advocacy
- Dealing w¡th mandated responsibilities (proteclion issues and court)
- Conflic{ resolution
- Family Support systems
- Teamwork
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SCAIING QT'ESTIONS FOR FÄMILY
INTERVENTION WORKERS

Name: Date:

PART A P-iease tate youÍ fevef of agreement/disagreenent with the
following s ta tements.

Kêy: (-) 1 = Strongly Agree

I = Agree

! = Neither Agree nor Disagree

A = Disagree

(+) 5 = Strongly Disagree

+ 1. It is ny job to Ítotivate the client.

23

- 2. You can always work with an individual fan1ly mernber (child
or adolescent) in a family-focussed way.

+ 3. When working with a farnily, it is up to my discretion to
report an abusive incident that occurs within that fanily.

- 4. Clients have better infornation about their situation than
professionals do.



- 5. I always ask clients questions reqarding their
culture/ ethnici ty.

1,234s
- 6. I am always able to present my opinions regarding case

planning with the referring social worker, even if our opinions
di ffer .

r2345
- 7. I a.lways feel a sense of accomplishment when I finish a

fanily intervention contract.

72345
- 8. There are nore similarities than differences between clients

and famil-y intervention workers.

1.2345

- 9. Most children are better off in their own homes.

23

PART B P-Zease rate the following two questions on a continuum
from 1 ¡ep-resen¿jng the least to 5 as t¡le nost in terms of
knowledge .

+ 10. Rate your overall knowledge of a fanily systems approach in
your present family intervention work.

Not lftowledge- Completely
able at a1I Knowledgeable

t2345

+ 11. How would you rate your overall understanding of your 
!

personal style ãs a family intervention worker? (ie: What ctients i

you work best with, how you impact clients) 
'

Very littLe A great deal- of
understanding understanding

t2345



PåRTcConsiderthefo]Tovingsituationandprovideabrief-"-l*nurv of your intervenëion. p-lease linit your answer to one-
half pàqe i-n úe sPace Provided.

You have been assigned a new contract to work with- a s j'ngle

;;;"il'ã"ã-i"o-ãr"ñentarv school-aged children'- rhe. goars
ãJiablished between you ând the reierring social worker are:

1. To help the parent gain a greater awareness of normal child
developnent and

2. To assist the parent to develop nore positive parenting
skills.
List three things you would do with thÍs fanily'

Leg€¡r¡lfor Parg A and Part B:

+ : Índlcates thar ldeal response ls 5'

- 3 lndlcates thaË fdeal response ls 1'
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QUESTIONNAIRE # 2

FAMILY INTERVENTION WORKERS

Please indicate whether you think the following statements are

ii"u-ðt-iãrte ny circrin! tne appropriate word'

Tl.Ithinkthatitisalwaysbesttotel]clientsmyownfamily
, ¡ackground.

, true False
t , 2. Fanily Intervention workers. and child welfare social workers

have rhe ,ãiå-äriiï, in worring wirh children and farnÍlies'

True False

t 3. Sometimes I know what is best for the client' but itrs more

effective ie'-Ënè client finds their own solutions'

I Ttue False
:t t 4. An acting-out adolescent is often recreating dynamics that
, - " 

"îl.ièã 
ín their farnily of origin'

j

. true False

r 5. A child who has experienced. multiDle moves without anyL J' 
åpiätåit"äi"Ëiã"õ,-'"'ãv ¡e showins'sisns of attachment
disorder.

, ttu" False

:te.Forachildtobesexuallyabusedbyanadultthereneedsto

' 
n"ve been PhYsica} contacL'

] lrue False

: r 7. One in ten boys in Canada are abused before the age of L8'

:: True False

r 8. Male adolescents growÍng,up in single parent fenale headed

¡I true False
:

, r 9. In a single parent fani]'y it is necessary for the eldest
, '- õrtil¿-to-tarè on a parentar role'

True Fa1se

)



FlO. Clients are noE al-ways capable of seEting their own treatnent
goals.

True Fal se

: lndlcates that ldeal resPonse is True

r indlcaËes that ideal resPonse is False
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T'JìAI.UATION OF TRAINING
PROGRAI-I

In order that we may learn fron this.experience' it is inPortant

iä. 
- 
u, 

- 
i o q a"e 

- 
yo-:' :TJJ ;";lÏhT t :i ":":iî ^"..1" 1i": :i -:i{t I 

: : ï
:::"#;åiÈiå13'å"". iäira:1, i,ï in" 

-"qã;"v i n plannins anv f uture

training.
Eow nany of thê training sessíons were yoll able to a!tend?-

CôT'RSE CONTENÍ:

1. Vlere learning objectives clearly stated for the course?

¡2345
Not at Aft 

- coÍPletely

2. Did the traini'ng meet your persona'l learning objectives
(expectations)?

a?45
cory1etelY

trainingcontributetotheoverallknow}edgeandskills
tï. 

-bîãgt". 
wourd Provide?

1

Not at À11

3. Did this
you hoPed

y2
NoÈ at All
4. Did the training

y2
Not at All
5. Did You find the

12
Not at Al.l

have relevance to

34

handouts useful as

34

q

CorçrtetelY

your work?

5
Cotrq letely

a learning resource?

5
CoryletelY

FACÍT.'IÍÀEORS:

The instructors vtere:

6. ...effective in creating a

12
Not at À11

stinulating learning experience?

45
CoryleteIY



The instructors were.

7 . ..,able Lo draw on the work and life experiences of students to
" å"liãñ-tiã lèarninq in the course?

t2
NoÈ at À11

B. ...able to illustrate
material?

L2
Not at All

72
Not at AIl

10. ...well organized?

I
NoÈ at A1l

¿5
CorçletelY

applications of the course

¿5
Coûq)1etelY

3

practical

3

9. ..'able to integrate handout rnaterials in classroom

presentations?
?45- CoÍPletely

ry:
11. Were the half-daYs and

co¡nbination for You?

y2
okav EaIf-DaYs- Preferred

12. !.tas the length of the training prograln" '

Too Short foo Long ,tust Right ?

ÀDDIÍTONAT, COIû{ENTS:

13. Please describe a significant learning experience for you in

the course.

23¿5 CorPleteIY

full-daY sessions an accePtable
circle one.

34
Futl DaYs Other
Preferred



14. cortunnenEs ccncerniilg the ccurse content '

15. Comments concerning the instructors '

L6. If the agency were to run this- type of training program in the

future, are there åV'"¿JiiiãnJl tïgq""tions you would like then

to have?

Thank-you so much for your attendance' your involvement and your

cooperation I

Loretta and Dawn
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FAMILY INTERVENTION

TRAINING CURRICULUM

OUTLINE



FAMILY INTERVENTION WORKER

TRAINING CURRTCULUM OUTLINE

SESSION ONE

DATE: MaY 12,1994

TIME: 9:00 a.m' to Noon

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: Eleven

l. Brlef lntroducllon to tralnlng

oblectlve-Tocreatealearningenvironmentinwhichparticipants
feel comfortable, accepted, respected and supported'

a) introduction of training
bi necessary to start with guest speaker first (time constraints)

ci overview of what first session might cover

di group input to priorize content (overview of needs assessment vs.

Priorizing course content). '

ll. Ptesent chltd welfare context at Chlld and Family Serylces 
i

of Southwest WlnnlPeg

obrectrve 1' 
Ii'i;Ï;?%3'i:ffi:îSä':1Îi1iff ff':*'å'ii"i
and thd unique role of the family ¡ntervent¡on worker in

that service.

oblectlve 2 - To cfeate a learning environment in whicft participants

feel comfortable, accepted, r€spected and supported

t

Guest Presenter: Mr. Gary Johnson i

Resource Unit
Supervisor, Southwest Area
Wnnipeg Child and Family Services
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Itl. Setllng ths context for tralnlng

Oblectlve I -

Oblectlve 2 -

Child and Famify Services Agency mandatE and areas of servics
provided to cfrildren and families.
Îhe unique role of family ¡ntervent¡on workers in agenry servilæs'

The hi$óry of the ageniry's present lamity intervention program^and

how the present family intervention role has evolved in Wnniæg Child

and Famity Services agencies.
The importance of faining for famity ¡ntervention workers'
The agency's fr¡ture vision of the family intervention program'

a)

b)
c)

cl)
e)

To create a learning environment in which participants
feel comfortable, accepted, respected and supported.

To develop a greater understanding of the value base
of family preservation services in a child welfare context
and the unique role of the family intervention worker in
that serv¡ce,

a)

b)

Circulate and discuss how proposed objectives and content of
train¡ng program was develoPed.'-(fl3¡E!q! - Proposed Objectives and Content of Training

Program)
Cirq.¡late and discuss consent forms for all part¡cipants.

i) Emphasize that participation is voluntary and' 
participation or non-participation will not influence the
assignment of agency contracts to family intervention
workers.

iD Discussions during training sessions are private and
confidential and will not be used for emPloyment
evaluation or the assignment of contracts. For thesE
reasons the family intervention coordinators will not
attend sessions. Course content will be shared with
intervention coord¡nators.

¡i¡) Training program's development, implementat¡on and
evaluation ¡s Part of an M'S.W. practicum with the
UniversitY of Manitoba.

iv) Group discussion regarding some video taping during
training sessions.
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lv. overvlew and dlscusston of process and data lhat was collecled durlng
lhe agency neede assessmenl (completed by Dawn Donnelly)'

Tralners phllosophlcal bellefs and
personal goals regardlng lralnlng program

Oblectlve I -

Oblecllve 2 -

To develop a greater undersÌanding of the value basE

of family preservation services in a child welfare context
and the unique role of the tamily intervent¡on worker in
that service.

To create a learning environment in which Part¡c¡pants
feel comfortable, accepted, respected and supported.

b)
c)

d)

Trainers' biases in developing and delivering train¡ng program: 1) a

famity preservation model of family intervention praclice; and 2) family

systems theory as the theoretical model underpinning family
preservation practice,
The unique role and contr¡but¡on of family ¡ntervent¡on workers'
Hope is to assist intervention workers to develop a deeper
understanding of your unique role and develop a greater sense of
team.
Commitment to concepts of aduh leaming practice as outlined by
Brookfield (1986), (Six principles of effective adult learning practice).

Vl. Other Buslness

Group input regarding planning for next session.
Choices - Priorize course content

- group discussion, cfroice of article'Wtto's Responsible
for Change?' or 'Questions for Refleclion and
Discussion*.

Handouts: Famify Therapy Networker, March/Aptil,
1989, 'Who's Responsible for Change" and lrom Theory
and Practice of Counselling and Psychotherapy, Gerald
Cory, Chapter fourteen, 'Questions lor reflection and
discussion',



SESSION TWO

DATE: May 19' 1994

TIME: 9:00 a.m. to Noon

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: Ten

l. Scaltng QuestlonE For Famlly lntervent¡on Workers''

Obfectlve - To evaluate the training program.

Pre-Test forms explained and handed out tor compl€tion at session'

ll. lntroductlon and gettlng acqualnted

obJectlvel.Tocreatealearningenvironmentinwhichpaftic¡panls
feel comfortable, accepted' respected and supported'

Obfectlve 2 - To develop a greater understanding of the unique role
of famity intervention worker in a child welfare context

a) Trainers share previous and present work experience'

bi Group participânts share family intervention work history and special- 
areas of interest regarding family intervention work'

lll. Establlshment of group members'expeclatlons or rules durlng tralnlng

Oblectlve - To create a learning env¡ronment in which participants

feel comfortable, accepted, respecled and supported'

a) Confidentiality (within group and regarding clients and colleagues)

b) Focus on course objectives
c) Mutual resPect
d) Freedom to express different opinions
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lv. Group dlscusslon and lnput to prlorlze two areas of course coment

undei each oblectlve and eelect some posslble course conlent

oblectlve-Tocreatealearningenvironm€ntinwhicftpartidPar'ts
feel comfortable, acc€pted, respected and supported'

a) Objective #1
b) Objeaive #2
c) Objeaive #3
di Dis'cussion of possible agency resources to provide taining in the

toP¡cafeasofseparationandattachmentissuesforchildrenand
tain¡li"s and physiòal, sexual and emotional abuse issues in the child

welfare context.

V. Other buslness, plannlng for next sesslon

a) Video taping of sessions will take place on lhree separate occasions' with the gioup's consent. Purpose and use of video taping

discussed.
b) Two pre-test evaluation forms will be used and circulated for' 

pañicþants to complete next session. Purpose and use of evaluation

forms discussed
c) Oi."r.iion regarding the use and localion of a s.uggestion boxfor on-

going input and comments from training part¡cipants.

d) éroup ¡riput and agreement regarding next training session agenda'

Group dlscusslon regarding values, bellefs and ethlcs of famlly
lntervent¡on workers

To develop a greator understanding of the value base
of family preservation services in a child wetfare context

and the unique role of the family intervention worker in

lhat servic€.

To gain a greater awE¡reness of participants' personal

vduãs, beliefs and working styles as agenry family

intervention workers,

Objectlve I -

Obfectlve 2 -
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a)Handout,,QuestionsforReflectionandDiscr¡ssiorfused.Group,decisiontostartdiscussionwithquelion2andincludequeslionsS,

9 and 10 if time available.
b) Group aiscussion regarding (qu9sti9n #2) the most important

persónat cfraraaeristics assoìiated with effective counsellors (iam1y

intervention workers).
c) Handout given regarding eh!F: 

.

Handout' Calvin and Hobbs cartoon'



SESSION THREE

DATE: MaY26' 1994

TIME: 9:oo a,m' to Noon

GUEST FACILITATOF: Ms. Marg Dresler, Adoption Worker 
^

Winnipeg Child and Family Services, Southwest

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: Eleven

l. "Questionnatre #2, Family lntervention workers", pre-test forms, explained'

and handed out for complet¡on at sess¡on'

Oblectlve - To evaluate the tra¡ning program'

ll. lntroduction of guest facilitator (internal agency resource) Jo..dis:y::
Gp"r"tion and-Attachment lssues for Children and Families in the Child

Welfare Context'.

lll. Separallon and Attachment lssues for Ghlldren and Famllles

oblectlve 1 - To further develop and refine the knowledge essential to
working with familY systems.

objectlve2.ToenableParticipantstodeveloptheiroÏnappfoach.to
working with families in a systemicway by exploring the

attitudes and values inherent in that approach'

a) Defining "normal" attachment in children.' 
Handouts: i) the arousaþrelaxation cycle

¡i) attac¡ment helPs the child
ii¡) observat¡on checklist What to look for in

assessing attachment
#1: Birth to one Year

iv) observationchecklisl:
#2: One to five Years

v) observat¡on checklist:
#3: Grade School Ghildren

vi) observat¡onchecklis{:
#4: Adolescents
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lV. Plannlng for Nexl Sesslon

vi¡) observatlonchecklist:- 
Long'Range €ffects of normal attacñment

viií) drecklist WaystoEncouragsAttachment
ix) Discipline and Control Worksheet
xi Additional Supportive Control Techniques
x¡) Questions lor reflection regarding

seParation

Viewing attachment lssues from a family systems perspecttue

Sepøation and Loss lssues for children
Handouts: i) SeParatiotfLoss

ii) Keleman's LooP
i¡i) GriefStages-Children
iv) Problem areas
v) Mazlov's Hierarchy of Human Needs

Mewing separation and loss issues from a family systems perspectfue'

Case Example and Discussion
Handor¡t: i) Case History

Additional handouts given for further reading:
i) Cognitive and Personali$ Development
ii) Conscience DeveloPment
iii) How Your Child Grows Year by Year

b)
c)

c)
d)

e)



DATE:

TIME:

GUEST FACILITATOF:

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS:

SESSION FOUR

June 1, 1994

9:00 a.m. to Noon

Ms. Heather Canuthers, Social Worker
Wnnipeg Child and Famity Services, Sotrthwes{

Eleven

[¡.

Remind€r that suggestion or comments box is located in Family lntervent¡on

work area at Corydon office.

lntroduclion of guest facilitator (internal agensy resource) to discuss 'Abuse

lssues in the Child Wetfare Gontext'.

Abuse lssues ¡n the Ch¡ld Welfare Context

oblective 1 - To develop a greater understanding of the value base

of family preservat¡on services in a child welfare context
and thé unique role of the family intervention worker in

that serv¡ce.

oblective 2 - To further develop and refine the knowledge essential to
working with familY sYstems.

Obfectlve 3 - To enable participants to develop thek own approach to
working with families in a systemic way by exploring the

attitudeì and values inherent in that approach'

a) The history of lhe Manitoba Child Wefare Ast'
¡) f921
iD 1954
iii) 1974
iv) 198s

b) The history of Winnipeg's abuse services'

D Police Abuse Unit
ii) Child Protect¡on Center, Wnnipeg Children's

Hospital
¡¡i) GhiÈ Auuse Unit, Ghildren's Aid Society of

Winnipeg
iv) City of Winnipeg, Abuse lnvestigatÌon statistics
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v) Gurrent child welfare practica regarding abuse- 

and the use of family intervention workers.

The Secret Game and Discr¡ssion'
- a pairs exercise about sexual abuse disc-losures of
children

hdicators of Potent¡al child Abuse.
Handouts: i) lndicators of a Child's Potential

Need for Protect¡on
ii) Sex PlaY and Young Children
¡¡i) Handling A Disc'losure
iv) Do's and Don'ts of Handling A

DisclosurE
v) On'going response to the sexually

abused child
How the loss cycle relates to child abuse

i) Díscussion of uKeleman's Loop", as previousty
presented in Session Three w¡th Separation and
Attachment issues'

ii) Mewing child abuse from a family systems
perspective'

Talking to Children About Child Abuse
ll N.F.B. film Good Things Gan Still Happen- 

(Good Things Can Still Happen book
circulated for information)

Handouts: i) Parent Education: How to
Talk to Ghildren About
Touching SafetY Wthout
Scaring Them.

ii) lf Your Child Has Been
Sexually Abused: A
Parents' Guide.

ii| Recommended Books And
Materials For Teaching
Ghildren About Personal
Safe'ty'

lV. Plannlng Four Femalnlng Tralnlng Sesslons

Options discussed for tull days and half days of training'

Oiher resource material and guest facilitators dsq¡ssed
(Aboriginal Elder, CBC tape *ThE Trouble Wth Evan', Solution

Èocusø Therapy Training Tape, Agenry Area Direclor (Ms'

Eaine Gelmon) speaking with group.

d)

a)
b)



DATE:

TIME:

NO. OF PARTICIPANTÉì:

Guesl Presenter:

sEssloN FlvE

June 9, 1994

9:00 a.m. to Noon

Seven

PresentandFutureAgencyContextofFamllylnterventlonProqram

Obfectlve - To develop a greater understanding of the valus base

of family preservation services in a child welfare context

and thá unique role of the lamily intervent¡on worker in

that seMce.

Ms. Elaine Gelmon, Area Direclor
Winnipeg Child and Family Services'
Southwest Area

a) Elaine expressed agency appreciation and recognit¡on of the

family iniervention worker training Program. and workers'

commitment and interest in attending the faining.
b) Elaine also disct¡ssed some present agency activities that will

impact the family intervention progranì'' Ð Fainily Support Branch has released the¡r report
which reviews the family intervention progra¡Tì'

¡D Reports from three internal agency committees
have been submitted to the management team
which include recommendations about the famity

intervent¡on program' These committees foct'¡sed

on three areas of service: servic€s to children in
care; services to families with young cfrildren and
services to families with adolesc€nts'

iii) Elaine also shared information regarding th-e' family preservation committee which is

represenied by resource managers lrom all of
thà Wnnipeg Child and Family Services
agencies'
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ll. Assesslng and Observlng Famlly Dynamlcs from a Syslems Perspealve

Obfectlve - To further develop and refine the knowledge essential to
working with familY systems'

a) Famiþ Systems Theory, general conc€ptrs

l) the familY ¡s a natural system

iD all Parts are interconnectecl
i¡i ttre Vnote system' ¡s greater than the *sum of '¡ts

parts"
¡v) ihe importance of viewing 1¡vholeness' and' *organiiation' rather than the examination of

individual ''parts" irì isolation

v) familY sYstems have a sfucture
vi) family systems have processes that oPerate

within
vii) the importance of a focus on the interactional' 

system rather lhan the indMduals who are

interacting
viii) the imPortance of a

communication rather
communication

b) All lamity systems are made up of individual subsystems' ii differentiation and boundaries of indMdual
subsystems

ii) lack of differentiation in individual subsystems

Handouts: lndividual Subsystems Boundaries

c) lndividual subsystems join to form common family subsystems

i) The spouse subsystem

'Possible maltunct¡ons
ii) The Parental subsYstem

- f;Jr.,q3ß"*n*on,
i¡D The s¡bling subsystem

- Possible maltunctions

focus
than

on pattems of
on content ol
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iv) *'.oïÍ:Íflirvsubsvstem

H.,d",ff Ë,lbJ3ri*lffilìi the Famitv svstem

d) Family Structure ln Family Systems'ü Alignment 
-coáit¡ons 

and triangles in famiþ
syslems

ii) l-ierarchies and power ln tamily systems

Handout: Family Structure

e) "Normal" Stages of the Family Ufe Cyde and lhe lndividual Life

CYds' i) Between families: the unattached young adult

¡Ð The newtY married couPle
ii| The familY with Young children
iv) The familY with adolescents .vi Launching children and moving on

vi) The familY in later l¡fe

Handouts: - Table 7-1, The Stages Of The

FamilY Llfe CYcle
- Family Life GYcle, (Dwall's eight
stages) lndÌvidual Ufe CYde
(Erickson's eight stages of
psychosocial develoPment).

0 Famify Patterns
i) Viewing and discussion of videotape from' 

Conceþt Media Series, The Famiþ: Family

Patterns, Part 2.

S) Understanding Heatthy Families
i) famitY goals or Purpose
ii) boundaries
iii) roles
iv) Powerv) rules
vi) communication

Handout: Family Development, Su-mmary oJ Hgalttl
and Dystunctional families, Family Rd3s,
Family Rules
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lll. Plannlng for next sesslon

- Priorlzing of assessment theory content



sEssloN slx

DATE: June 16, 1994

TIME: 9:00 a.m' to 4:00 P'm'

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: Eight in a'm.
Six in P.m.

l. More About Assesslng and Observlng Famlly Dynamtca from a Systems

P6rcPectlve

ob|ectlve.TofurtherdevelopandrefinethEknowledgeessentialto
working with familY systems'

a)overviewandbridgingmater¡alfromlastweekanddisq¡ssionof
content material priorized from last week'

b) Family Systems Theory and Family Assessment'

c) EffectiveCommunicationpatterns.

Handout: FactorslnfluencingEffeciiveCommunication

d) Circular Patterns in Family Systems
i) Circular Patterns

Handout: Basic Elements ln a Circular Pattem,

Detailed Circular Patterns

ii) Common Circular Patterns ln Family Systems:

:'#tr$ii'comPlementarYandrepetitive'runawar
Handout Common Circular Patterns (2 pages)'

e) Viewing The lndividual As Part of a System

f) Viewing The FamilY Æ A SYstem

9) Viewing The Family System As Part Of A Larger Social System

h) Boundaries and FamitY SYstems
i) Enmeshed famitY sYslems
ii) Disengaged familY systems
iii) Clear or "healthf boundaries in famify systems
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i) Triangles in FamilY Systems' 0 Common family tr¡angles
¡i) Functional and ffex¡ble family üiangles . ...iii) Dystunctional, rigid family biangles and-coaliüons'' Händouts: t¡ã Triangte' Triangles ln Relationships (2

Pages), Coalitions.

¡1. Famlly Assessment

Oblecllve -

Obfectlve -

To enable participants to develop their own approach.to
working w¡th families in a syst€mic way by exporing the

attitudel and values inherent ¡n that approac*ì.

a)ViewinganddiscussionofvideotapefromconceptMedias€ries'The
Family: Theories and Assessment, Part 4'

lll. Developing Your Personal Theory of Healthy Famlly Funcllonlng

To enable part¡clpants to develop their own approacñ.to
working wìth families in a systemic way by exploring the
attitude! and values inherent in that approacfi.

i) Use of the terms onormal" or 'healthy' to desøibe family

functioning.
ii) The importance of becoming aware, developing and. r+- 

evaluating your personal theory of healthy family tunctioning'

iii) Group eieicise on llip chart, list characteristics of a "healthy
familY:.

iv) Mening and discussion of videolaP! from Concept Media- 
Series, Perspectives On The Fam¡ly' Part 3'

lV. Ways of Vlewlng Healthy Famllles, Deflnitlons of Famlly Normallty

obtecüve I - 
;:ill!ïff":irr":iJ,:iË.theknowredseessentiarto

obrecrve 2 
l:,'ffå'î[flå",5ñ"fi 5,1r'J:lißi,"jiîi.ilr,##:
attitude! and values ¡nherent in that approach'
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i) NormalitY as Health
ii) NormalitY as UtoPia
i¡D NormalitY as Average
iv) NormalÍtY as Process

V. Retatlnq Famlly Systems Theorv to Famlly Preservatlon P¡acllce

Obtectlve - To develop a gr€ater understanding of thg-value basg
of family preservation services in a child wetfare context
and thé unique role of the famity ¡ntervention worker in
lhat service.

í) Theory underpinning ideal concepts of family preservation practice'

Lunch Break (end of a.m. session)

V. Appllcatlon of Theory ln a Chlld Welfare Context:
Case ExamPles and Bole PlaYs

a) Presentation of child welfare case example with involvement of famify

therapis't and family intervent¡on worker.' 0 lntroduce and handout lhe Beavers'Tmberlawn Family

Evaluation Scale.
ii) Reason for referral
iii) presentation of family genogram
iv) assessment Process
vi role of lherapist and role of family intervention worker
v¡) establishing concrete and cooperative treatment goals

vii) overview of treatment interventions and sequence of
treatment

viiÐ team¡ng ¡ssues between lherap¡st, intervention worker
and social worker (case manager).

k) assessment otfamily tunctioning pre and postlr€alne|lt
using the Beavers'Tmberlawn Family Evaluaüon Scale

b) Presentation and role play of the *Gabb/ family'
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Handout: Case examPle

í) preliminary family assessment and planning

¡nterventions
¡í) role PlaY of case situation
¡ii evalüatión of family tunctioning using Beavers'

[imberlawn scale

c)Presentationandroleplayoffamilysituationdescribedbymemberof
famity intervention training group.' ¡) preliminary- family assessment and planning

¡nterventions
¡D role PlaY of case situation
ii'D 

fl,t"î:."'.,"Jrr" 
family assessment and treatrnent

iv) evaluation of family functioning using Beavers'

Imberlawn Scale

Vl. Plannlng for Next Sesslon



DATE:

TIME:

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS:

SESSION SEVEN

June 23, 1994

9:00 a.m. lo 4:00 P.m.

Seven in a.m.
Six in p.m.

Guest Facllltator and Tralnlng Group Member durlng lhe mom¡ng:

Mary - Aborlglna! Elder
Uãú Cr"trãrñ'- Abortglnal Famlty lnterventlon Worker and Tralnlng Partlclpant

l. Cultural Awareness and Famlly Dlverslty

Oblectlve I - To develop a greater understanding of the valuE

base of family preservation services in a child
welfare context and the unique role of the family
intervention worker in that service.

To further develop and refine the knowledge
essential to working with family systems.

Oblectlve 2 -

a) The Sharing Circle
i) Smudge
¡i) Welcome, ¡ntroduction and presentation of gift of

tobaccP
ii| OPening PraYer
Vl arptanãtion of sharing circle, the *passing of the rodf

and the 'timê of lhe moon'
v) Mary, Aboriginal Elder begins the sharing cirde and

passing the rock
ví) bnar¡nõ Wisdom, Culture and Spkituality through

Aboriginal s1ory tell¡ng and drawings
vi| eicmrig inOiviOúd rocks to remembor the sharirg cirde
vÍ¡D Closing PraYer
h)' Presenlât¡on of gitts to both facilitators and lhanks'

Lunch Break (end of a.m. session)
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ll. Dtscusslon and feedback from mornlng sesslon

lll. Gender lssues and Famlly Dlverslty

Oblectlve I - To develop a greater understanding of the value

base of fämiry preservation seMces ín a chlld

welfare context and the unique role of th€ family

intervention worker in that servica'

To turther develop and refine the knorvledge

essential to working with family systems.
Oblectlve 2 -

a) Sex roles and FamilY DYnamics' i) The female role
ií) The male role

Handout: Sex Roles and Family Dynamics

b) Family diversity and family preservation practice'

Bulldlng On Famlly Strengths and Compelencles (Developlng

lntervêntlon Technlques)

Oblecllve -

Presentation, discussion and case examples to illustfate nine solutiorr

focused therapy assumptions and techniques

Ð Ëócusing on the positive facilitates change in lhe

desired direction.

To enable Partic¡pants to develop their o-lvn approach.to

working with family in a systemic way by exploring the

attitudes and values inherent in that approach.

Except¡ons lo every problem can be created by the

therapist and client.
Change is occurring all the time.

Small changes lead to larger changes.

Clients are always cooperat¡ng'
People have the resources to solve their problems'

Ueaning and experience are ¡nteractionally constructed'

Actions and desøiptions are circular.
Therapy is a goal or sotution'focused endeavor with the

cl¡ent as expert

ií)

¡ii)

iv)
v)
v0
vr)
vfi¡)

ix)
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Handouts: 
8ïHffi ';;trHtrr:".'iH'Ë:tä5f-1ffi#With Mandâted Clients and The Criteria For a
Welþdefi ned Goal Worksheet'

V. Ptannlng for Flnal Tralnlng Sesslon



SESSION EIGHT

DATE: Juna 30, '1994

, TIME: 9:ü) a.m. to noon

NO. OF PARTICIPANTS: SiX

l.BulldlngonFamltyStrenglhsandCompetencles(Developlng
Interventlon Technlques, contlnued)

ObJectlve I - Toturtherdevelopandrefinetheknowledgeessentialto
working with familY systems.

.ob|ectlve2-T9-deyelopagreaterunderstandingofthevaluebase: :lfi'yflñiîåi:ffiiffiii],î"Ë1,"ffJ;ïtr#:il
: that service.
]

; 4 Viewing and discussing of videotape on Solution Focused Therapy

: T€chniques.

l: b) A Five^step'ffi'*ïl'Jii'fLï:'jj}',ffiÎil:?;""*l'IITåuon,rlp

, iì) Negotiating Well-Formed Treatment Goals
: iii) Orienting the Client Towards Solution: How to lnterview: ' 

for Chañge.

: iv) Solution'Focused lntervention and Delivery of
: Intervention Message.

v) Goal Maintenance: Strategies lor Maintaining Progress.

vr) Empowerment of families and facilitating independence.

j Handouts: Working With The Problem Drinker,

; E'A.R.S. and Solution-Construclion

' 
*orksheet

I

i ¡1. Enhanclng the present Agency Famlly lnterventlon worker Role

;. o¡,ect¡ve' Ii,*fi';i"li^[i:î.'#'J:1î'iH,iiff n"å:ä;
i ffi1::îr,.?:* 

rolE of lhe familv intervention workEr in
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a) Unique role of the family intervention worker'
b) Teamwork, dinician support worker teams.

cÍ Peêr suPport network among famity intervention worksrs'

lll. Termlnatlon of Tralnlng Sesslons

oblective-Tocfeatealearningenvironmentinwhichparticipanb
feel comfortable, accepted, respected and supported'

a) Group l€edback
b) Closing remarks
cj Discussion of goals for fr¡ture training'

¡ll, completlon of Post-Test Quesllonnalres and Evaluallon of Tralnlng

Program

OblecllvE' To evaluate the training program'

a) Both poshtest questionnaires were explained and handed out lor
comPletion ¡n session'

b) Evalüation forms explained and distr¡buted for completion in session

or to be dropped off to Loretta at the Corydon otflce'


